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All Staff’
1

Electronic Mail Definitions
Phil Green (SWKHL, London)
from
At an International Operations Group (lOG) meeting in London at the end of October it was noted that there was no uniformity within
Scott Wilson on how electronic mail is being referred to. To correct this ambiguity, the lOG would like all employees world-wide to
adopt the following defmitions:
Electronic Mail
E-mail
q-mail
1-mail

-

-

-

-

A generic description embracing all types of electronic mail: it should i be abbreviated.

All electronic mail through the INTERNET
All electronic mail through EQUANT
All electronic mail through a LOCAL NETWORK

Generally q and 1-mail addresses will be the same, but different to e-mail addresses.

Scott Wilson Foundation
fromPAB Innes
[Vice Chairman, IHRG]
On behalf of the Board of the Scott
Wilson Foundation I am pleased to invite
applications for the 1997/98 Fellowship
and PIP Awards.
For the information of staff who have
joined the group during the past year these
Awards are:
Fellowship paid leave of absence for full
time study of a second degree.

Agency Staff Timesheets
from Val Barham [SWKCL, Basingstoke]
Further to the notice in issue 85 regarding
Scott Wilson timesheets,
would all
Agency staff please note that with
immediate effect they should now be
completing PALE MAUVE Scott Wilson
weekly timesheets (as well at their own
agency timesheets). This also applies to
all Self-employed Consultants who are
required to submit a timesheet for billing
purposes. The change in colour is to
avoid any confusion with payroll
timesheets.

-

PIP Awards fmancial support for staff
who through their own efforts have taken
the responsibility for their own
development through a course of study
that is current at the time of applying.

A supply can be obtained from Mike
Sales at the Basingstoke office.

-

Application forms, which also detail the
procedures and rules, are available from
Lowle
Angela
Berk
in
House,
Basingstoke Tel: 01256461161 Ext 401,
Fax 01256 816835,
e-mail angela.lowle@swkeurope.com.
Application closing date is 27 February
1998.

Development Services
from Sandy Burrell
[SWKCL, Basingstoke]
As part of our Development Services
initiative in Basingstoke we wish to
compile a database of fellow professionals
working within the development and
constructions industry who are currently
known to people within the company.
This will assist in us targeting the right
contacts in firms we approach and also
avoid any potential conflict with existing
relationships we have with local practices.

In order to prepare as comprehensive a
database as possible, we would be grateful
if staff and Directors having contacts with
local Architects, Solicitors, Planning and
Quantity Surveying practices could
inform Sandy Burrell in Basingstoke.
This will enable us to include (or exclude)
these firms from the Development
Services initiative. Many thanks for your
help.

Study Tours
from Richard Levett
[SWKCL, Basingstoke]
A recent proposal has demanded that we
check on the number of Study Tours
delivered. This amounts to 11 for 1997
with participants from Russia (three
tines), Kazakhstan, Georgia, Mongolia,
India, Albania, Poland and Vietnam
(twice).
A word of thanks is due to all Scott
Wilson
participants,
particularly
construction sites. To manage up to 20
individuals with a changing agenda is not
easy, or on occasions convenient, but to
my knowledge the participants have
always departed with a good impression
of Scott Wilson. Thank you.

Management Lectures
by Dennis Beard
from Val Hopwood
[SWKCL, Basingstoke]
Thank you for the overwhelming interest
in the six Management Lectures by
They are now fully
Dennis Beard.
Therefore, if anyone whose
booked.
name is already on the list cannot make it
please let me know, as we have a waiting
list.

Reminder
Eternit UK Ltd
from Val Hopwood
[SWKCL, Basingstoke]
A lunch time seminar will take place on
Wednesday 10 December in Conference
Room 2A/2B from 12 noon to 2pm.
The presentation will be based around:
Design, Weatherability, Condensation
Control Systems.

NCE Article ‘Crossing the Pain
Barrier’

What’ Goinr On?

A two page spread featuring ‘transport
guru’ Jerome Munro-Lafon, Director of
Transportation [SWKCL, Basingstoke]
27
appeared in New Civil Engineer
November 1997. He says ‘pain levels’
are building up around the country due
primarily to congestion and people are
becoming prepared to moderate their
“There is now a
travelling habits
good chance that sensible transport
policies can improve life very much for
the better.” The article contains some
thought-provoking ideas. For a copy ask
any engineer or contact Angela Lowle in
Basingstoke on Ext 401.
-

“

....“

Institution of Structural Engineers
Announcement of two
forthcoming meetings:
Presentation Skills
Monday 8 December at 6.15 pm (tea at
Hartley Room, Staff Club,
5.45)
Southampton University.
The speaker, Mike Cooper, Lecturer at
Southampton University, will address the
development of key presentation skills as
a technical engineering activity guided by
established principles and procedures. He
will briefly review and give examples of
generally available presentation media
and their uses.
-

The response to this seminar hasn’t been
good up to now so hurry up and phone
me, on Ext 350, to book a place.

qy..
WI’

Lunchtime Seminar
by William Martin
Productions
from Val Hopwood
[SWKCL, Basingstoke]

The seminar will take place on
Wednesday 7 January 1998, 12.45 to
2 pm in Conference Room 2A/2B,

Steel Bridges Across the Pond
Monday 19 January 1998 at 6.15 pm (tea
at 5.45)
Hartley Room, Staff Club,
Southampton University.
The speaker, Dr John Tubman, Associate
with Scott Wilson, will talk about his
12,000 mile round trip to USA and
Canada to study the techniques used for
steel and composite bridges. The study
tour was sponsored by the Rowan Travel
Award.
-

Messrs William Martin is an Abingdon
based video design company with whom
we have expressed interest on TACIS
funded projects concerning ‘Raising
More
Environmental Awareness’.
projects involving raising awareness and
effective transfer of information to the
public are in the pipeline. With this in
mind we have arranged a lunch time
presentation on current tools and
techniques available to maximise the
transfer of information both internally and
to clients. The MD of the company,
William Martin, will illustrate the talk
with an award winning internal
communications project for CONOCO,
video work in Kazakhstan and Libya, and
a recent project for BP Oil, highlighting
the benefits of new ways of working.

Sandwich Delivery
from Mike Sales {SWKCL, Basingstoke]
Please note that there will be no delivery
of sandwiches to the Basingstoke offices
(Scott House/Berk House) from 24
December until 2 January.

TRAVELLERS

The meeting would qualify for CET and
CPD requirements so all, especially
Graduates, are asked to confirm their
interest to me on Ext 350 as soon as
possible, so that I can made arrangements
and order the buffet.

Location
Mozambique

Traveller
Hamish Goldie-Scot

Dates
8
14/12
-

Scale: A: £l00,000+; B: £50,000 -£99,999;
C: £10,000 -£49,999; D: £5,000 -£9,999;
E: £1,000 -4,999; F: less than £999

Sheffield & South Yorkshire
Navigation: QRA
from Geoff Byrns [SWKCL, Chesterfield]
Scott Wilson has recently beaten off some
stiff competition and been awarded a
commission to undertake a quantitative
risk assessment of the dredging and
disposal options for river sediments
contaminated by dioxins. Dioxins and
furans are among the most toxic
compounds known to man and an
industrial release to the River Doe Lea in
the early ‘90s has resulted in extensive
contamination of sediments within this
river system.
Not only are dioxins
persistent in the environment, but they
also bioaccumulate and move through the
food chain inducing toxic effects.
Quantitative estimates of cancer risks to
humans who may become exposed to
these sediments and the risks to affected
ecosystems have been quantified making
interesting,
this project extremely
challenging and high profile for SW.

A50 Phase 2 Project
from Bob McKittrick
[SWKCL, Chesterfield]
Sincere thanks to all staff, both in the
office and on site, who have worked on
the A50 Phase 2 project. The Meir
Tunnel, which was the main objective of
the project, was opened to traffic on
Friday 28 November by Baroness
Haymen, the Minister for Roads. For the
first time that I can remember in England,
we were asked to join the client and the
contractor by giving a speech at the
opening ceremony and Bob McGowan
did the honours. The job, together with
the structures and earthworks on Phases
IA and lB for which we were also
responsible, is a credit to the firm and
particularly staff involved.
Since 1981 we have been involved in
about 60km of road on the link between
Derby near the Ml and Stoke near the
M6, and this has employed between 35
and 40 staff working full time every year
on these jobs for the past 16 years. Not
only a great achievement, but also “a nice
little earner”.

Polperro
from Roy Durand [SWKCL, Plymouth]
4

Just a note to the many who played a part
in the development of the Polperro Flood
Alleviation Scheme. You will all no
doubt be pleased to know that on the
evening of 26 November 1997 the scheme
became operational and functioned jUSt as
designed. In a flood event equal to the
two that in the past caused a great deal of
damage in the village, the rising water of
the River Pol leapt the weir and
discharged to the tunnel leaving the
village of Polperro unscathed, whilst wide
spread flooding was reported in many
surrounding areas.
The Environmental Agency have already
acknowledged our achievement.

Plenty of Work for Plymouth
from André Evans [SWKCL, Plymouth]

in 1822, is a Scheduled Ancient
Monument and Protected Building. The
original facade will be retained with the
internal floor area developed into modern
retail space. The existing market traders
will remain on the site and will be
provided with a new traditional market
facility within the basement.
Although the McAuley scheme was
always the preferred scheme of the Island
Development Committee, it has been
touch and go over the past two months as
to whether the Legislative Council would
give their fmal approval.
Scott Wilson will be providing M&E
Building Services and Structural design.
Capital Cost approximately £12 million.
(Fee Scale A)

Congra tu/la tilonsi
‘Double Whammy at Vulcan’
from Brian Murphy
[SWK(M&E), London]

Plymouth office can report a burgeoning
workload of late including the following
jobs:
•

•

•

•

Devonport Dockyard, Improvements
to 14 Dock. Rory Baird and Richard
Brown are already ensconced in the
dockyard backed up by office staff
(Fee Scale A).
Devonport Dockyard, two studies on
the integrity and use of 11/12 Dock
are being carried out by Plymouth
Office assisted by Basingstoke Office
(Fee Scale B).

Congratulations to Ian Smith and Julian
Harrop at Scott Wilson EWC Office,
Vulcan, Dounreay, for successfully
attaining their NEBOSH Certificates.
Due to the remote location of this site
enforced learning from books at home
was the order of the day, followed by a
250 mile round trip to site the exam in a
small cold enclave of Inverness College.
Well done!!

Happy Birthday to Janet Calder

50

on 9 December 1997
Best wishes from all at
Edinburgh Resource Consultants.

Mo v(es
STARTERS

Guernsey Market Building
from Keith Sutton
[SWK(M&E), Basingstoke]
McAulay Developments, supported by
Scott Wilson (M&E), have recently
obtained the approval of the Guernsey
Legislative Council (27 votes for/to 23
against) for the redevelopment of the
Guernsey Market Building in St Peter
Port. The building, originally constructed

And welcome to more new starters at
Chesterfield:
Sarah Spiller, new Office Junior for
Springwell House, who started on 17
November.
Kevin Gill, Computing Assistant, joined
the Computing Section on 24 November.

LEAVERS
Goodbye and Good Luck to:
Jacqueline Smith of Peterborough office
who leaves on Friday 5 December.
Fiona Smith who left the Chesterfield
office on 6 November.
Gill Brown who left the Leeds office on
14 November.
Ron Bisset who left Edinburgh SWRC on
21 November.

RETIREMENT
Congratulations to Fiona and
Andy Brien on the birth of
their second son, Regan, on 26
November
weighing
8lbs
l3oz.

Prison work continues apace with re
roofing works at Darimoor Prison and
a remand centre at Exeter Prison. (Fee
Scale B). In addition we have just
been awarded a due diligence report
on Agecroft Prison by bankers
Morgan Stanley (Fee Scale B).
After several near misses, we have
fmally won a 3-year term commission
for Advisory Services by DEO(W).
Work will be carried out at
establishments in Devon, Cornwall,
Somerset, Dorset and Avon (Fee Scale
A).

Fergal Callaghan who joined the
Environment Division in Chesterfield
earlier this month. Fergal has recently
completed
PhD
a
in
Chemical
Engineering which adds to our skills in
environmental technology and is already
busy making an important contribution to
the Avenue Coking Plant Project.

Len Briggs
from Robin Dawson
[SWKCL, Chesterfield]
Len Briggs, Chief Resident Engineer,
professional Lancastrian, raconteur, wit
and the man who never smiles at the
camera, retired on 28 November 1997.
The Derby Southern Bypass Site
Christmas Lunch, held on that day, was to
be the scene of the formal leave taking.
Unfortunately Len was laid up with his
back. The strains imposed on the Briggs’
backbone by playing Rugby League for
Rochdale Hornets and by youthful rock
climbing exploits had fmally caught up
with him.

A warm welcome to:Sarah Dewsbury who has joined
Peterborough office as a Graduate
Environmentalist. Sarah is a geographer
specialising in coastal management.
Patsy Johnston who will be providing
maternity cover for Gill Freemantle at
Scott Neale & Partners in Basingstoke.

In his absence somebody remarked that
they could have a minute’s silence for
him; had he been there nobody would
have got a word in!
In his 25 years’ continuous service with
the Derbyshire Sub-unit and Scott Wilson
he was responsible as CRE for 60 km of
high quality dual carriageway trunk road

in the East Midlands as well as a section
of the M74 when he made a foray into
Scotland.
Those who worked with him will
remember his insistence on quality, his
integrity, his interest in the people he
worked with as persons, his ability to
think on his feet, and in spite of his
extrovert personality, his modesty. There
are a lot of robust pavements and
structures around the East Midlands now
because Len pushed the Contractor, his
own staff and himself to get the job done
right.
Those who worked with him will also
remember his talent for saying something
outrageous, his ability to think up
appropriate nicknames, the cloth cap worn
in the cffice and sometimes the dog under
the desk.
They don’t make CREs like him any
more.
We wish you all the best in your
retirement, Len, and hope the back sorts
itself out soon.

Sports & Sociiiis
Xmas Barn Dance
from Saara Pinnell (ext 334)
& Sue Moore (ext 393), Basingstoke
There are approximately 10 places left for
the Xmas Barn Dance on Saturday 13th
December at Old Basing Village Hall,
available on a first come first served basis.
The cost is £6.50 per head plus a dish of
food. An envelope will be circulated next
week for the money and also a list for
food items (Savoury:sweet at 2:1 ratio).
Please avoid bringing the same food as
that already listed!
Start time 730pm; any willing helpers
please turn up at 7.OOpm.

Graduate Computer Scientist
This post is based in Basingstoke and
includes assisting with developing the
firm’s PC based computing system with
particular emphasis on e-mail and the
Internet. The successful candidate will
also be part of the team offering second
line support to our users across the
country.
Candidates should have a degree in
Information
Science,
Computer

Technology or a similar subject and
should have some knowledge of a
selection of the following: Novell
Netware, MS-DOS, WWG3.ll, Windows
95, Windows NT & MS Office. In
addition, excellent problem solving and
communication skills will be required
along with the commitment to be part of
the Computing Services team.
Graduate Ecologist
This is a new post in the Basingstoke
office, your duties will include carrying
out project work, including surveys and
site appraisals, drafting reports and
undertaking public consultation and
assisting in the preparation of tenders.
You should have a degree in biological or
science.
environmental
relevant
survey,
of bio1gical
Experience
mammals
and
botany
especially
(including badgers). Experience of design
and implementation of works to mitigate
the effects of development upon wildlife.
Senior Ecologist
There is a requirement in the Basingstoke
office for a Senior Ecologist to carry out
the following duties: managing ecological
projects, preparing tenders and technical
sub-consultants,
for
specifications
preparing reports, promoting ecology both
internally and externally, carrying out
project work, including surveys, site
appraisals, ETA etc and overseeing
temporary and sub-consultancy staff.
You should have a degree in biological or
5
appropriate environmental science.
years experience in consultancy (or
appropriate experience in public or NGO
cases).
exceptional
in
sectors
project
in
skills
Demonstrated
management, report writing and public
consultation (knowledge of computer
experience
of the
and
systems
conservation of mammals).
Technical Assistant
(Information Management)
The Basingstoke office urgently require a
Technical Assistant to play a key role in
the management and dissemination of
information, both computerised and paper
based, within the 10 Division. You would
be responsible for the management of
databases, provision of admin support in
international project consultancy work
and responsibility for the production of
training/presentation material. Additional
project work will be required as the role
develops. A combination of excellent
computer, efficient organisational and
strong interpersonal skills are needed to
successfully manage the varied workload.

You should be educated to degree level,
ideally specialising in Information
Management. You should be confident of
working on your own initiative and have
the ability to prioritise a demanding
workload.
Graphic Design Co-ordinator
An opportunity has arisen in the
Basingstoke office for a talented Graphic
You would have overall
Designer.
responsibility for the day to day
management of our Apple Mac studio and
play a major part in all design output
using Freehand, Pagemaker, Photoshop,
In
Quark, Illustrator and Persuasion.
addition to excellent technical skills you
must be able to demonstrate strong
interpersonal skills & the ability to co
ordinate studio admin procedures.
Your previous experience will allow you
to originate and develop design concepts,
produce artwork and progress studio work
across a wide range of company
marketing and promotional material. You
should be up to date with latest
technology and be able to motivate and
train new staff.
If you are interested in any of the above
positions, please contact Sally Mason on
Ext 210, having first spoken to your Head
of Section.
Personnel Assistant (Payroll)
(part time)
Following the outsourcing of the payroll
function we now require a Part Time (25
30 hours per week) Assistant, based
within the Personnel Department at
Basingstoke to take responsibility for the
co-ordination and dissemination of
information between Scott Wilson and our
external payroll providers. This role will
be the interface for dealing with all
queries that arise in relation to the
processing of weekly and monthly
salaries.
-

It is essential to demonstrate an accurate
and methodical approach to your work
combined with excellent communication
skills. Working knowledge of MS Office
will be advantageous. Previous payroll
related experience is desirable but not
essential, just as important is the ability
and willingness to learn and adapt to new
methods of working.
If you are interested in the position please
contact Lisa Litchfield on Ext 358, having
first spoken to your Head of Section.

IFor Sale & Wan ted
Miaow!
Please help.
We need a new home.
Our master is going
to Moscow and he
can’t take us with him.
We are two identical tabby twin boys, 4
years old, and we need a house and
garden away from traffic with lots of
mice. We are very well behaved and
always run away from other boys, and we
don’t chase girls. If you can give us a
home please call Martin Edge in
Basingstoke on Ext 408 or leave a
message with Di Clarke on Ext 428.
(Shaka and Sheba)

iVhait’on
your Mmd?

J

from Peter Sobczynski
[Glasshoughton Development]
I have one remark, one contradiction and
one clarification request regarding ‘Job
Numbers for Leave’ (ScottLight, Issue
120) by Terry Rhoads.
Remark: The Issue 120 is dated 28
November and has arrived on site on 1
December. It seems to be unreasonable to
request the implementation of the new Job
and JEN numbers to take place from the
month of November. This is short notice
by anybody’s standard.
Contradiction: A new, grey, Site Time
Sheet is being introduced from the month
of November 1997. On the back of this
form there are the Notes on Completion
and Note 3 regulates how the leave is to
Therefore there is a
be entered.
contradiction
between
these
two
instructions.
Clarification:
The new leave coding
consists of 6 digits and requires 7 spaces
to enter. Please clarify where exactly this
coding should be entered on the Site Time
Sheet.
NB: Once upon a time Scott Wilson
Kirkpatrick and Partners used to use
Administrative Memoranda for those
things.
I just wonder whether the
announcements in ScottLight are QA
acceptable?

3.1 Follow up visit to the client to fmd out
why we did not pre-qualify/win.

Reply of the Week
From Bob McKitthck
[SWKCL, Chesterfield]
I agree fully with Steve Manning’s’ idea
in Issue 116 in which he suggests that we
should develop a single company wide
database of track records. However this
has already been done but it would seem
that all staff are not being made aware of
this. I refer Steve and all other staff to
their relevant Technical Discipline Co
ordinator
eg
Peter
Guthrie
for
Environment, William Kemp for UK
Roads,
David
Farthing
for
Aviation/Airports, etc.
All Technical Discipline Co-ordinators
are responsible for having information on
all of their jobs fed into a Europe wide
Job Description Database and for setting
up appropriate keywords for products,
services and other data. If you are
unaware of this then ask the appropriate
person as all of them have full details in a
memo dated 3 July 1997 from me.

from Bob McKittrick
[SWKCL, Chesterfield]
I agree wholeheartedly with Tony King’s
idea in Issue 116 about promoting our
image. However a lot of work has already
been done on this and I refer him and all
other staff to the Marketing Book which
was issued to all Directors in SWKCL on
14 May 1997. It was also copied for
information to Scotland, MainLine, Africa
and Asia Pacific. In the introduction to the
book, I stated:
“This book has been produced with the
aim of formulating a corporate approach
to all aspects of Marketing within the
Scott Wilson Group.
It is a dynamic reference document and
will be added to/revised as necessary. It is
being distributed to Directors who must
ensure that it is made available to all
appropriate staff.
If you feel that this book does not cover
all the aspects or that the information
contained can be improved upon, please
let me have your ideas in writing as soon
as possible.”

3.2 When reasons for our failure are
known, hold a briefing meeting with
proposals preparation team to iron
out any shortcomings, with a view to
ensuring success on future bids.

from Geoff French
[SWKCL, Basingstoke]

In Issue 119 Bruce Milne raised the issue
of the lack of a Scott Wilson advert in the
NCE supplement on Railways.
We receive an enormous number of
invitations to advertise in NCE and many
other magazines and, given our range of
interests, could make a case for
advertising in almost every one of them.
However, we have no evidence that
taking such general adverts is of any
benefit in winning new work. We do
appreciate that some advertising is good
for staff morale and this is the main
reason why we do take adverts from timeto-time
in the NCE Consultants File
annually for example.
-

Our aim is to get articles carrying the
name of the firm placed in various
magazines, the recent NCE article on
“The dynamic trio” of Martin Nielsen,
Peter Guthrie and Jerome Munro-Lafon
being a particularly good example. The
NCE supplement on Railways was
sponsored by Railtrack who were not
prepared to have a major feature from us
although
Scott
Wilson
Pavement
Engineering did get a short article
included on page 81.
We certainly do not believe that we can
be complacent but we do believe that the
best way to market the firm is through
direct contact with individuals in client
orgamsations rather than by placing
general adverts.

Thought for the week (contributed by Jim
McCafferty SWK(S)L):
Heard from a Senior Director of a rival
finn
“Turnover is for Vanity
Profit is for Sanity”

On Tony’s specific point, Section 8 of the
document
is
entitled
Document
Preparation and includes the following
guidelines;
continued overleaf

All items for inclusion should be mailed, faxed or phoned through to Angela Lowle at Berk House,
Basingstoke by 5p.m. on Mondays. Tel: 01256 461161 x401 Fax: 01256 816835
e-mail: angela.lowle@swkeurope.com
To:
Angela Lowle (Basingstoke)
FaxNo: 01256816835

Date

FOR INCLUSION IN SCOTFLIGHT (continue on a separate page if necessary)

From

Locatiow

x
1/dea of the Week
To Angela Lowle (Basingstoke)

DateS

My Idea of the Week is (continue on a separate page if necessary):

v

Name
Location
(You do not have to fill in this part if you do not want to this applies to Idea of the Week only)
-

This is an SWK Holdings publication distributed to all staff in the operating, associated and subsidiary companies in the UK and Europe.

It is not for outside circulation.
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Christmas Messages
from Stewart Dalton
[SWKCL, Basingstoke/Telford]

Template Name Description
XFAXCHB1 /2

Further to Geoff French’s article in Issue 120 of Scott Light
Christmas Messages, the following identifies to end users which
special Christmas FAX template relates to which operating
company and at which office.
-

There are basically two different versions of the Christmas Fax
Template.
Version 1

Version 2

-

-

Weekending: 1997

Has the standard message as in Issue 120 of
ScottLight.
Has the same message as version 1. with an
additional water mark showing Sea4o Øeth
4
9
at the bottom of the template.

Due to the number of operating companies and different
addresses it has not been possible to use one global name for the
Christmas Template.
The templates are available for PC network users via the normal
method of selecting a template in Word. Laptop users can
contact their local Computer Representatives who will gladly
copy the templates to the relevant location on the laptop.
The template naming convention, using SWK & Co. Ltd
Basingstoke (XFAXBAI
version 1) as an example is as
follows:

Location

SWK & Co. Ltd Bayheath
Phone No

Chesterfield

XFAXCHL1 /2

SWK Limited

Chesterfield

XFAXMAA1 /2

SWK & Co. Ltd

Manchester
Airport

XFAXMRA1 /2

Scott Wilson Railways

Manchester

XFAXMRR1 /2

Scott Wilson Resource
Consultants

Manchester

XFAXMLN}I 1 /2 SWK Holdings Ltd
XFAXLNM1 /2

SWK (M & E)
standard message

London

SWK & Co. Ltd CTRL TEA
Project Office
standard message

London

-

XFAXLNC1 /2

London

-

If you have any problems concerning these templates, or require
any additional Fax based templates, please
e-mail me with your requirements.

Geoff Redwood
from Geoff French
{SWKCL, Basingstokej

-

X
FAX
BA
2

indicates Christmas Special
indicates template based on standard FAX template
indicates office code
version 1 of special template
version 2 of special template

The Telford templates as another example would be XFAXTL 1
and XFAXTL2
Exceptions to this rule include:
Template Name Description

Location

XFAXBAM1 /2 SWK (Mechanical & Electrical) Basingstoke
XFAXBAS 1 /2

Scott Neale & Partners Ltd

Basingstoke

XFAXBAL1 /2

SWK Limited

Basingstoke

XFAXCHS 1 /2

SWK & Co. Ltd Springwell
Phone No.

Chesterfield

Geoff Redwood is now the Company Secretary for Scott
Wilson Kirkpathck & Co Ltd. Geoff is well known to many
people in the firm as he has been with Scott Wilson since 1984
and is already acting as Company Secretary to five companies
in the group.
Geoffs experience prior to joining Scott Wilson included
periods in Uganda and Egypt as well as three years with Atkins
Computing Services in Epsom

The Millennium Problem
from Terry Finch
[SWKCL, Basingstoke]
As some of you may be aware, Computing Services are
currently working on the millennium problem within Scott
Wilson. I have written a short report detailing what our
understanding of the problem is and devised a project plan.
Each office’s computer representative will receive a copy of this
report, and it is available to any member of staff from their
office’s T Drive. The document is called swy2k.doc

Fire Evacuation Drill at
Park Circus Office, Glasgow
from Robert Howie
[SWKC(S)L, Glasgow]
A simulated fire and evacuation drill
will be carried out in the Glasgow
Office during the week commencing
Monday 17th December at a time when
the weather is suitable.
Would everyone in the building please
treat this as is if were a genuine fire and
leave the building immediately (
without fmishing the paragraph being
typed), assembling in the grass area of
the Circus where a name check will be
carried out by Eleanor Crozier.

Graphics Material Requirements
from Bob McKittrick
[SWKCL, Chesterfield]
Louise Curme is leaving the company
this week and, although we are
currently seeking a replacement, Sue
Wood will be our only permanent
graphic designer over the next several
weeks. In addition, Sue has previously
arranged leave on 22, 23 and 24
December, although she will be
working between Christmas and New
Year.
Anyone requiring covers and other
graphics material to be produced by the
studio over the next two months is
asked to give as much notice as
possible to Sue and anything required
for 22, 23 and 24 December must be
requested in time to allow Sue to
produce it before close of play on
Friday 19 December.
Thanks in advance
operation.

for your co

Scott World
from Angela Lowle
{SWKHL, Basingstoke]
You should shortly be receiving your
copy of the second issue of Scott
World.
The Editor, Bronwyn
Alexander, would be pleased to receive
If you have any
your feedback.
comments please send them to me and I
will forward them on to her.

Congira tulatiojnf
to Paul and Sarah Starr on
the birth of Benjamin on 5th
December 1997, weighing in
at 8lbs loz.
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This was an auspicious date for the
Stairs as it was the same day they
exchanged contracts on their new
house.

Moves
Welcome back from Dubai to Paul
Miles.
Paul is now working in
Maritime Division, Berk House,
Basingstoke.

Sports & Socilais
9

from Caz Spencer
[SWKCL, Basingstoke]

The Bamaby Bear raffle held recently
in Basingstoke office, was won by
Margaret Aurin. A total of £58.50 was
raised for Dr Barnados. A big thank
you to Lesley and Diana
for
persuading people to part with their
money and thanks to all who bought
tickets.

Environment Agency Relocation
Staff who have any dealings with
Ridings area within the Environment
Agency’s North East Region are asked
to note that as of 15 December the
Ridings area staff will be relocated to a
new office: Phoenix House, Global
Avenue, Leeds, LS11 8PG.
The general switchboard number
remains the same: 0113 244 0191.

If you are interested in this position,
please contact Diane or Alison on
01793 515262, having first spoken to
your Head of Section.

J

yoiur Mmd?

Editor: Continuing the question of the
use of .flrm’ or ‘company’ two more
items have been received this week (see
also Reply of the Week). This could
run and run!
Firm or Company?
from Dick Watts [SWR, Swindon]
A thesaurus simply collects words into
groups of broadly similar meanings; it
does not defme them. So, to try a
proper dictionary for the definition of
firm or company:
The Oxford English Dictionary gives
the first defmition of ‘firm’ in this
context as (2.b) “A partnership of two
or more persons for carrying on a
business; a commercial house”
not
really Scott Wilson, is it?
-

Project Administrator Swindon
-

Scott Wilson Railways currently have a
vacancy for a Project Administrator
within
Systems
the
Railway
Engineering Discipline. You will need
working knowledge of Word 6, Excel
and good organisational skills. Duties
will include typing, maintaining project
files, arranging meetings, taking
minutes and filing. A good telephone
manner is essential.

A second, transferred, meaning is given
as (2.c) ‘Applied ( chiefly in sarcastic
use ) to a number of persons regarded
as associated for the promotion of their
common interest’
perish the thought
and ‘Also used generally of a group
of persons working together’
passable, but awfully vague.
-

-

-

On the other hand, the O.E.D defines
“company
as (7.a) “An association
formed to carry on some commercial or
industrial undertaking”
and places
“

“

1

emphasis in the explanatory notes on
companies having Boards of Directors,
stocks and shares, shareholders, etc
pretty good description of Scott
Wilson, I would have thought.
-

So “fu-m” or “company”, you take your
choice. Being a pedant, I know which I
prefer. Or is any old word near enough
for engineering

ScottLight Deliveries
from Suzanne Hallowes
[SWKCL, Basingstoke]
It has been brought to my attention that
not all employees of Scott Wilson are
receiving a copy of ScottLight. They
are missing important pieces of
information relating to job numbers,
salaries and pensions that are now
included on the front page, within the
clipboard.

an incorrect document. A system based
on existing job numbers coupled with a
unique
file
reference
number
incorporating revision details would be
one approach and a similar system
certainly worked well in one of our
major client’s offices.

Reply of the Week
Reply to “What’s On Your Mind?”
from Phil Green [SWKHL, London]
Dick Watts (Swindon)
Issue 116 Week-ending 31 October
1997
Reply from Bob McGowan (SWKCL,
Basingstoke)Issue 120 Week-ending 28
November 1997

This is often because some members of
staff are not working in a Scott Wilson
office and are not receiving regular
issues of the newsletter. The staff do
come in to the Scott Wilson office to
check their desks for mail etc and have
found that issues of ScottLight have not
been placed on their desks. Could
every desk, even those that are
temporarily vacant, have an issue of
ScottLight placed on them, or could an
issue be sent directly to the seconded
member of staff to prevent members of
the company missing out on important
information.

I was just about to reply to Dick’s
query when Bob McGowan’s reply was
printed in Scott Light. Whilst Bob is
correct that “firm” is acceptable when
referring to a single legal entity (e.g.
Scott Wilson Railways Ltd), it does not
overcome the problem of what to call
the
world
wide
or
regional
organisations.
I propose that the
generic designation is either “Scott
Wilson” or “the Group”. If we need to
be more specific, we can use “the
Europe Group” or “the Africa Group”
or “the Asia-Pacific Group”.

Editor Note. Copies ofScottLight are
sent direct to seconded staff when
requested.

Incidentally, the word “firm” was often
used at the time of incorporation
because it embraces both a partnership
and a company.

V

Idea of the Week
from Chris Ford [SWKCL,
Basingstoke]
Electronic mail (e, q & 1 varieties!) and
computer files from Word, Excel etc
are being generated in vast numbers but
generally
without
any
standard
reference system. My experience is
that this results in excessive amounts of
staff time being used to locate missing
or latest versions of documents.
Introduction of a standard reference
system (and a requirement for all to use
it) would seem essential before a
serious mistake occurs through use of

Thought for the week:
“If you don’t risk anything you risk
even more.”
Erica Jong

All items for inclusion should be mailed, faxed or phoned through to Angela Lowle at Berk House,
Basingstokeby 5p.m. on Mondays. Tel: 01256 461161 x401 Fax: 01256 816835
e-mail: angela.lowle@swkeurope.com
To:
Angela Lowle (Basingstoke)
FaxNo: 01256816835
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from Phil Green [SWKHL, London]
This is the last ScottLight issue of 1997 another year gone! May I take this opportunity, on behalf of myself and all
the Directors of SWKHL and associated companies, to wish everyone a Happy Christmas and Prosperous New Year.
-

It has been another competitive and busy year and the portents for 1998 continue to look good. Thank you all for your
loyalty and hard work in 1997.

Attention Weekly Paid Staff
from Maggie Gibbons [SWKCL,
Basingstoke]
Would all weekly paid staff please note
that there will be no pay-run for week
ending 2/1/98. This pay-nm will be
incorporated with week ending 9/1/98.
Have a nice Christmas and even better
New Year.
Electronic Mail
from Geoff French
[SWKCL, Basingstoke]
The introduction of electronic mail into
the firm is being slowed by a very basic
problem
mailboxes are not being
checked on a regular basis.
-

Please ensure your mailbox is checked on
a regular basis. Only when this is being
done will we be able to fully harness the
benefits of the new system.
A19 Site Offices
from Nigel Lloyd [SWKCL, 119 Site]
Please would all staff note that the office
windows will be cleaned on Tuesday 23
December 1997. Please leave desks clear
of obstructions when you depart the office
on the preceding Friday.

Computing Support Arrangements
Over the Christmas Period
from Stephen Leach
[SWKCL Basingstoke]

The First Christmas Card

Computing Services will be offering only
a skeleton support service over the
extended Christmas holiday period (29-31
December & 2 January).

Today Christmas cards clog up the postal
system in an enormous deluge every year.
However, it was only in December 1843
that the first Christmas card was sent.

In Basingstoke, all PC, Vax and Alpha
servers will remain up but there will be
only two members of staff present each
day during core hours to answer calls on
the helpline, extension 250.

Sir Henry Cole, a British aristocrat,
commissioned a painter, John Calcott
Horsley, to design a card to send to his
family and friends. He wanted something
new to send instead of his usual Christmas
letter. The resulting card showed a scene
of a family drinking a toast to the
Christmas season. It was a hand-coloured
lithograph and was sold by its publisher, a
London printer, at 1 shilling a time. 1,000
copies were sold and the idea took hold
and spread until it reached the enormous
level of industry it is today.

In other offices members of staff
requiring support should contact their
normal Computing Representative, if
present. If the Computing Representative
is on leave then calls should be directed to
Basingstoke
extension 250
where
Basingstoke staff will do their best to
help.
Expert Witness Files
from Phil Green [SWKHL, London]
I have been doing some research on the
Scott Wilson experience in expert witness
work and realise that I have mislaid a
bundle of files and papers, probably in the
Basingstoke office. It contains, among
other things, a manilla folder marked
‘Expert Witness’, together with sheets of
old job numbers and other miscellaneous
information. If you have seen this bundle,
I would be grateful if you would return it
to me via Pat Lock.

By 1900 the Christmas card business had
expanded to such a level that the Post
Office sometimes had trouble handling all
the mail. As everyone wanted their card
to arrive on Christmas Eve or Christmas
Day, they would only post them at the
very last minute. To try to overcome this
problem, the Post Office issued a special
postmark:
Posted In Advance, For
Delivery on Christmas Day. Those cards
displaying this postmark were retained in
the local sorting office until Christmas
morning when they would all be delivered
at once to the household.

Talking of Christmas cards:
from Lesley Brooks
[SWKCL, Basingstoke]
Christmas Cards have been received from
Tina (the Sandwich Lady) addressed to
All at Scott House, and All at Berk House.

Novorossiysk
from Peter Frankham
[SWKCL, London]
At a meeting in Moscow on 11 December
the EC Monitoring and Evaluation Unit
cited the Scott Wilson Project in
Novorossiysk as the BEST Tacis
Transport project on record. Peter Ranger
was particularly praised, but I know he
will be the first to say that he could not
have achieved success without the staff
Congratulations go to Elena, Ilya, Anna
and Genya.
The team is now splitting up to join the
Azov/Tagenrog Project under Peter
Ranger and the Russian Waterways
Project under Martin Edge.
Scott Wilson received the Monitoring and
Evaluation Report at the meeting in
Moscow. I will quote some of the key
observations of the M&E Unit:

Lunch Time Seminar
by Gareth Hearn
Typhoons, Earthquakes
and the Halsema Highway

qy..

—a.

from Val Hopwood
[SWKCL, Basingstoke]
The seminar will take place on Monday 5
January 1998 at 12.30 in Conference
Room 2A12B.
Gareth Heam will give an illustrated talk
on the progress of the detailed design that
Scott Wilson is carrying out for the
rehabilitation of the Halsema Highway in
the Philippines. This mountain road has
been ravaged in recent years by the effects
of typhoons and earthquakes, resulting in
massive landslips and extensive soil
erosion.
The meeting will qualif’ for CET and
CPD requirements so all, especially
graduates, are asked to confirm their
interest to me on Ext 350 as soon as
possible.
Recover from the effects of the New Year
in a quiet atmosphere and find out how he
is going to patch it up. An immediate
response is imperative in order to gauge
response/order refreshments.

It’s a Frog’s Life
“SW creative and proactive style of
performance should be learned and used
in other Tacis Projects as a precondition
of success.”
acted as a positive catalyst for the
introduction of change.”
“Material is readily applicable for specific
purposes.”
“Progress reports provide a clear and
comprehensive overview of activities and
results.”
“...

It makes the snow and -6°C of Moscow
worthwhile.
Boxing Day
Boxing Day December 26 has nothing
to do with the sport. It originally comes
from a medieval custom: on the day after
Christmas church collection boxes were
emptied and the proceeds were distributed
among the poor of the parish. Later a
custom developed of giving servants tips
and presents, known as ‘Christmas boxes’
on this day.
-

-

(This item was taken from the Internet by
a training magazine who invited readers
to submit their views about the
implications for training and development
of the story)
Once upon a time there
lived a man named
Clarence who had a pet
frog named Felix.
Clarence lived a modestly
comfortable existence but
he always dreamed of
being rich.
“Felix!” he exclaimed one
day, “We’re going to be
rich! I’m going to teach
you how to fly!”

I
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Felix, of course, was terrified at the
prospect: “I can’t fly, you idiot! I’m a
frog, not a canary!”

Clarence, disappointed at the initial
reaction, told Felix: “That negative
attitude of yours could be a real problem.
I’m sending you on a course.”
So Felix went to a three-day course and
learned about problem solving, time
management and effective comm
unication. On the first day of ‘flying
lessons’ Clarence could barely control his
excitement (and Felix could barely control
his bladder). Clarence explained that their
apartment had fifteen floors, and each day
Felix would jump out of a window
starting with the first floor eventually
getting to the top floor.
After each jump Felix would analyse how
well he flew, isolate on the most effective
flying techniques, and implement the
improved process for the next flight. By
the time they reached the top floor, Felix
would surely be able to fly.
Felix pleaded for his life, but it fell on
deaf ears. “He just doesn’t understand
how important this is
thought
Clarence, “but I won’t let nay-sayers get
in my way.”
...“

So, with that, Clarence opened the
window and threw Felix out (who landed
withathud).
Next day (poised for his second flying
lesson) Felix again begged not to be
thrown out of the window. With that
Clarence opened his pocket guide to
Managing More Effectively and showed
Felix the part about how one must always
expect resistance when implementing new
programmes.
And with that he threw Felix out of the
window. (Thud!)
On the third day (at the third floor) Felix
tried a different ploy: stalling, he asked
for a delay in the ‘project’ until better
weather would make flying conditions
more favourable.
But Clarence was ready for him: he
produced a time line and pointed to the
third milestone and asked, “You don’t
want to slip the schedule do you?”
From his training, Felix knew that not
jumping today would mean that he would
have to jump twice tomorrow so he just
said “OK, let’s go.”
...

And out of the window he went.

Now, understand that Felix really was
frying his best. On the fifth day he
flapped his feet madly in a vain attempt to
fly. On the sixth day he tied a small red
cape around his neck and tried to think
‘Superman’ thoughts.
Try as he might, though, Felix couldn’t
fly.
By the seventh day Felix (accepting his
fate) no longer begged for mercy
he
simply looked at Clarence and said, “You
know you’re killing me, don’t you?”

Directors who have also reached long
service milestones:

Long Service
Awards

Jim McCafferty who completed 30
years’ service on 24 July 1997.

Congratulations to the following Scott
Wilson staff who have all received Long
Service Awards this year:

Bob McKittrick who completed 30
years’ service on 31 July 1997.

Brian Petheram who completed 20
years’ service on 1 September 1997.

Keith Hackney who completed 30 years’
service on 14 August 1997.

Stephen Vincent who completed 20
years’ service on 5 September 1997.

John Maidment who completed 30
years’ service on 13 November 1997.

John Andrews who completed 20 years’
service on 12 September 1997.

Bob McGowan who completed 30 years’
service on 20 November 1997.

David James who completed 20 years’
service on 12 September 1997.

Martin Nielsen who completed 20 years’
service on 4 April 1997.

...

Clarence pointed out that Felix’s
performance so far had been less than
exemplary, failing to meet any of the
milestone goals he had set for him.
With that, Felix said quietly “Shut up and
open the window” and he leaped out,
taking careful aim on the large jagged
rock by the corner of the building.

John Prosser who completed 20 years’
service on 1 December 1997.

And Felix went to that great lily pad in the
sky.

Andrew Friedrich who completed 10
years’ service on 20 July 1997.

Clarence was extremely upset, as his
project had failed to meet a single goal
that he had set out to accomplish. Felix
had not only failed to fly, he didn’t even
learn how tosteer his flight as he fell like
a sack of cement nor did he improve his
productivity when Clarence had told him
to “Fall smarter, not harder.”

Mike Prosser who completed 10 years’
service on 3 August 1997.

...

The only thing left for Clarence to do was
to analyse the process and try to
determine where it had gone wrong.
After much thought, Clarence smiled and
said “Next time
I’m getting a smatter
frog!”

Apologies to Annette Lardeur who has
been seconded to the Environment
Agency. In last week’s ScottLight item
giving the North East Region’s new
address, Annette’s own direct dial number
was omitted. As she says:
“After 6 months of hot desking, the music
has fmally stopped and I have a
permanent (?) desk.
The direct dial
number is 0113 213 4797.”

Jerome Munro-Lafon who completed
20 years’ service on 1 November 1997.

Congra tula tilons!

Tony Farren, Bob Elcock, Paul
Kingston, Allan Howells, Roger
Hogben, Roger Edwards, Helen Bryan
and Pam Rea who all completed 10
years’ service on 24 August 1997.

Congratulations to:
Alison King of SWRC
Abingdon who has achieved
Landscape Architect Status through
passing her Part IV professional practice
exam

Jeremy Hurlstone who completed 10
years’ service on 2 September 1997.

from C Baker [SWKCL, A50 Site]

Duncan Pickard who completed 10
years’ service on 7 September 1997.

...

Environment Agency Relocation

Chris Sketchley who completed 20
years’ service on 23 May 1997.

Amanda Harris who completed
years’ service on 7 September 1997.
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Dave Rawson who completed 10 years’
service on 8 September 1997.
Steve Hodgetts who completed 10 years’
service on 14 September 1997.
Alison Knowles who completed 10 years’
service on 5 October 1997.
Stuart Williams who completed
years’ service on 26 October 1997.

Congratulations to:
Ray Bowyer who reached
the BIG five-oh last Tuesday.
It’s not him but the rest of
the A50 office who now
have grey hairs, having rescheduled his
diary, rearranged meetings, cancelled his
ticket to the office party and stopped
visitors coming to site so that he could be
given a surprise 3 day trip to Paris,
organised by Carol as a special birthday
treat. As far as we know it all went well
and will hear all about it on his return.

50
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Andy Giles who completed 10 years’
service on 2 November 1997.
Rita Haines who completed
service on 14 December 1997.

10 years’
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TRANSFERS

December 25th

from
transferred
André
Gilleard
Chesterfield office to Basingstoke as from
8 December 1997.

-No. particular date was celebrated for the
exact day of Christ’s birth in the early
days of Christianity. Four dates were
1 January, 6
particularly popular
January, 25 March or 20 May. The latter
was the most celebrated as it was
considered that, as it fell in spring with
lambs out in the fields, it was the most
accurate time for shepherds to be out in
the fields tending their flocks, and so in
place to receive the great tidings from the
angels.
-

Dyfan Thomas has
from Birmingham
Trent City Council
October 1997. (Tel:

U

been on secondment
office to Stoke on
with effect from 27
01782 232138)

LEAVERS

Najeeb Latif (London) and Graham
Floater (Basingstoke) who both leave on
19 December.

In the fourth century, during the Roman
times, the birthday of the sun god Mithras
was observed on 25 December. This was
celebrated under the religion of
Mithraism. On that day they held feasts
and celebrated the old pagan rites of the
Saturnalia. Fortunately for the Christians,
as that day was declared a special day of
Nativity, they were allowed to honour it
with a Mass. Christ’s Mass therefore
became Christmas with all the feasting
and fun stemming from the pagan
celebrations.

Sports & Socials

4 44’

Goodbye and Good Luck to:
Louise Curme (Basingstoke) who left on
11 December.
Alex Baker (London office) who leaves
on 17 December.

from Pat Lock [SWKCL, Basingstoke]
Anyone who is stressed out after
preparations for Christmas may like to
join any of the following services at St
Thomas of Canterbury Church at
Wortirig. (Located at the southern end of
Roman Road on the Worting Road).
December 21 10.3Oam Nativity Service
(for all ages to join in)
6.OOpm

“Carols by Candlelight”

December 24 4.OOpm
1130pm

Credit Controller
A credit controller is required in the
Basingstoke accounts section. Duties to
include Credit control for UK and
Project
with
Overseas,
liaison
Directors/Managers, issuing of writs and
summonses, resolution of queries and
staff supervision.

Crib Service

Christmas Communion

December 25 900am Holy Communion
1030am

VacaJrlicj(es

Family Service for
Christmas Day

You must have experience in a highly
pressurised debt collection environment.
If you are interested in any of the above
positions, please contact Sally Mason on
ext 210, having first spoken to your Head
of Section.

Christmas Presents!
from John Campbell
[SWKC(S)L, Glasgow]
Can’t find the ideal Christmas gift for the
Man of Your Dreams? Fear not, your
prayers have been answered, because the
newly-released Scottish ICE ties are now
available.
The bold and innovative design features a
regular ‘shadow’ effect Scottish ICE coat
of arms with a silver one on the bottom
right hand corner, all on a navy blue tie.
To cap it all the ties (or ‘neckwear fashion
accessories’ as they are known in
Glasgow’s trendier wine bars) are
available to Scott Wilson staff at a special
subsidised price of only £8 each.
Then contact myself or
Interested?
Denise Ritchie in the Glasgow Office
NOW to avoid disappointment. Readers
may also be interested to know that
Denise has been tasked with designing a
suitable ICE fashion accessory for female
staff which may feature in our Spring
Collection
Watch this space!
...

Father Christmas
Around the World
In Great Britain Father
Christmas delivers presents
to
the
children
on
Christmas Eve.
In America Santa Claus visits the
children, but other countries have very
different gift-givers.
In France baby Jesus is usually the giftgiver, but in some areas Tante Aria
(Mother Air), riding a donkey and
accompanied by Father Star, delivers the
presents.
In Germany they are visited by
Weilmachtsman, who carries a large sack
of presents and carries a bundle of sticks
in one hand and a Christmas tree in the
other.
In Italy Befana, known in Russia as
Baboushka, is an old woman who has
been looking for the Christ child ever
since He was born, to give Him her
presents. She flies thorough the air and
leaves a gift for every child she passes.

In Spain presents are delivered by the
Wise Men on the date of Epiphany on 6
January. Epiphany is a Greek word
meaning ‘manifestation’, when Christ
manifested himself to the Gentiles the
Three Kings who had come to worship

4h

-

hint
In the Netherlands Sinterklass, dressed in
bishop’s robes, gives out presents to good
children while his helper, Swarte Piet
(Black Peter), dressed in black, carries
switches for bad boys and girls.
In Czechoslovakia, Svaty Milculas arrives
at Christmas time with an angel and an
evil spirit.
In some Middle-Eastern countries, the
Gentle Camel the youngest of the three
camels who carried the Wise Men gives
out all the gifts.
-

After the Sunday school class had sung
‘Silent Night’ and been told the christmas
story, the teacher suggested that her pupils
draw the Nativity scene. A little boy
finished first. The teacher praised his
drawing of the manger, of Joseph, of
Mary and the infant. But she was puzzled
by a roly-poly figure off to one side and
asked who it was. “Oh”, explained the
youngster, “that’s Round John Virgin”.
(from Reader’s Digest)

Thoughts for the year:
from Chris White [SWKHL]
“Ha-ha can lead to Ah-ha.”
Arthur Koestler

To the class of ‘93
“The business world worships mediocrity.
Officially we revere free enterprise,
initiative and individuality. Unofficially
we fear it”
George Lois, 1997
Let 1998 be a fear free year.

Would You Answer to This Name?

-

V

Ildea of the Week
from Angela Winter
[SWKCL, Basingstoke]

The spell check on Word throws up some
wonderful alternatives. All these were
alternatives to staff names that have
appeared in ScottLight over the past few
months:

Cliff Dangles
Me Waylay
Noontide Serene
Tar Division
Andorra Eaves
Garter Timing
Shaggy Purée
Patrician Furriness
Nice Gills
Dunce Learn
Burn Rome
Ropy Bard
and best ofall: Alligator Nappies

Considering the poor quality of all the
faxes we receive we could easily outshine
our competitors and impress our clients
(and prospective clients) by only sending
faxes to them on our best quality paper!

Let me know who you recognise Editor

Ideas Update
from Geoff French
[SWKCL, Basingstoke]

Wassail Bowl

Back in Issue 80 in February I noted that
the first Idea of the Week appeared in
Issue 16. In the 64 intervening issues there
had been a total of 79 ideas of which
some 34 (43%) had been or were being
implemented.
This flood of ideas has slowed
considerably, in the next 42 issues there
were only 20 ideas of which 10 (50%)
have been or are being implemented.
Despite this recent slowing we have had
an averages of almost one idea per issue
since they first appeared.
Can we please keep them coming in 1998.

-

6 pints brown ale
i4lb softbrown
sugar
1 large cinnamon
stick
2 teaspoon ground
V
ginger

2 roasted apples
1 teaspoon grated
nutmeg
2 thinly sliced
lemons
1 bottle inexpensive
amontillado sherry

Pour 2 pints of ale into a large saucepan,
together with the sugar and cinnamon
stick. Heat gently until the sugar has
dissolved before adding all the other
ingredients. Gradually bring the mixture
to the boil. To impart an extra kick, add a
glass of brandy just before serving.
Serves 25-30.
Cheers!!!!

from Angela Lowle
[SWKCL, Basingstoke]
Thank you for your support during my
first months as ScottLight Editor. Keep
those articles coming!
The next issue will be week ending 9
January 1998.
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Attention All Staff’

d___________

‘Pathways’ CLINICS & I{ELPLINE
from Alan Morton Basingstoke
-

With effect from Monday 12th January Personnel Department will be hosting ‘Clinics’ at Scott House Basingstoke each Monday and
Wednesday at 4.3Opm for staff of SWKCL and SWK(M&E) up to and including Career Level 4.
The intention is that staff can air, share and (hopefully) resolve their concerns and/or queries relating to operational matters
surrounding the Pathways for Progress process. Sessions will be limited to one hour, with a maximum of 12 people at each Clinic
to allow individuals ample opportunity to participate as required.
Val Hopwood will be available to take ‘Helpline’ queries between 9am 12.3Opm and 2.OOpm
Monday 12th January until the end of March, later if there remains a demand.
-

You may contact Va! by telephone,
fax or E-mail, details are:

-

4.3Opm each working day from

Pathways HELP LINE
contact Val Hopwood on:
-

Telephone 01256 461161 (ext 350)
Fax
01256460582
E-mail
val.hopwood@swkeurope.com

Please contact Val if you wish to attend one of the Clinics to book a place in advance. Should anyone prefer a ‘one-to-one’
discussion, please advise Val who will arrange a separate appointment with the appropriate person for you.
Staff who are visiting Basingstoke are free to come to a Clinic and are asked to make early arrangements through Val if they do wish
to attend. Where staff at other locations feel there might be a benefit in having siniilar sessions, please discuss your requirements with
your local Director who can then liaise with the Personnel Department if assistance with Clinics and/or an ‘one-to-one’ discussion is
required.

Share Offer
From Phil Green [SWKHL, London]
Based on the level of interest advised to me thus far I have arranged for an opportunity for those offered shares to meet at 1pm in
Basingstoke conference room 1A on 15 January 1998.
Those who are based in other offices are welcome to attend and should there be further expressions of interest another meeting can be
arranged in either London office or Birmingham office for sometime the following week. If you are going to attend on the 15th
please let Sue Butler in London office (0171 233 0011) know as soon as possible.
If you wish to attend a meeting but cannot make Basingstoke please also let Sue know whether Birmingham or London suits best.

Evan Jones
from Ray Bowyer
[A50 Phase 2 Site Office, Meir
Stoke-on-Trent]
I am very sorry to have to inform you that
Evan Jones died suddenly on 22
December 1997 only a few months after
retiring from the company. As Paul
Swales noted in Issue 105 of ScottLight,
Evan served as Inspector of Works on
many SW sites throughout the Midlands
region starting in 1984 on the Chapel-en
le-Frith By-Pass and retiring from this site
in August where he had supervised
construction of Meir Tunnel, which was
opened on 28 November.
Evan has therefore left his mark on the
landscape and infrastructure of the
Midlands but, much more than that, his
sense of humour, generosity, forceful
opinions and ability to organise (and
especially to talce his full part in!) social
functions will always be remembered by
those of us who have been fortunate
enough to work with him.
The funeral service was held at Dukinfield
Crematorium on Monday 5 January and
was attended by many of Evan’s former
SW colleagues.
On behalf of all those colleagues and
friends of the last fourteen years, I would
offer our condolences to his widow,
Eileen and all their family.

Contract 2, “he completely transformed
the place!”
I was particularly fortunate to have Evan
as the other half of the site staff for fifteen
months at the award winning Adelaide
Bridge project in Leamington.
The
practical advice that he gave the
contractor (and that I also learned from
him) must have saved them a fortune. But
his fmest moment was perhaps not on the
site but on the occasion that we left the
house that we had been renting as the
landlord was reluctant to return our
deposit. We had been perfecting a double
act (rather like Starsky and Hutch!)
against a certain Site Agent of dubious
character and Evan’s performance as “the
bad guy” when we confronted the
landlord deserved an Oscar!
One day at the Black Country Marl Pit
site, Evan reported in his daily record that
he had apprehended a delivery wagon
driver returning to site with the same
concrete that he had rejected just twenty
minutes earlier. He wrote “I dealt with
him to my satisfaction”! I told Evan that I
presumed that there was no point in my
asking for elaboration and he confirmed
this to be so! Sure enough, it never
happened again. I never did fmd out what
constituted his ‘satisfaction’!

name and telephone extension. Some
people have not been able to trace car
owners because the Scott Wilson disc is
missing andlor the registration numbers
are not shown on the list in reception.
Even if you have a disc perhaps it would
be useful to show your extension to save
time for those who are blocked in.

London Office Conference
Rooms Bookings
from Beryl Jones [SWKCL, London]
Once again may we remind you all to
check with Beryl or Janet that there is a
conference room available BEFORE you
arrange a meeting, confirming by fax with
a list of those attending, as we are
frequently asked to take messages for
people we have never heard of.
If
refreshments are required please give a
Job/Jen number (stating Recoverable or
Non-Recoverable).
May we also point out that there are only
TWO conference rooms, so if you do not
check on availability please do not expect
us to be able to fmd you an alternative.
Finally, when you cancel a meeting could
you also remember to CANCEL the
conference room booking.

All those of us who knew Evan at Meir,
Burnaston, Castle Donington 1, or earlier,
will sorely miss this Gentle Giant.

TRAVELLERS

Location
Evan Jones
from Barrie Partridge
[Derby Southern Bypass]
The death of Evan Jones on 22 December
was particularly tragic, not so much
because it happened just before
Christmas, but more because only four
months had passed since his retirement.
The last five sites on which Evan worked
were with either Ray Bowyer or myself
(or both) and I make no apologies if any
of my sentiments echo those of Ray.
Evan was not just one of the best
Inspectors that we have ever had. He had
a commanding presence that dominated
each site and he would have the contractor
wrapped round his little finger.
His multi-faceted sense of humour made
him the life and soul of every site office.
As one of the RE staff from Sandwell
Borough Council later said of Evan’s
arrival at Black Country Spine Road

The Structural Steel Design
Awards Scheme 1998
British Steel plc are inviting entries for the
above award by 3 April this year. Awards
are given for structures exhibiting a
predominant use of steel in four different
categories: single or two storey buildings,
buildings of over two stories, bridgework
and steel structures of other types. They
must have been substantially completed
and ready for occupation or use during
1996 or 1997.
For further information and an application
form please contact: Miss G Mitchell,
BCSA, 4 Whitehall Court, London SW1A
2ES, Tel: 0171 839 8566.

Car Parking at Scott House
from Pat Lock [SWKCL, Basingstokej
Whilst there are limited parking places at
Scott House could those people who have
to block in other cars please put a sheet of
paper in the windscreen showing their

Traveller

Dates

Kuala Lumpur Bob McGowan 24-29/1
USA
John Nutt
9-16/1
Oman
Cohn Holmes
8-15/1

What Gothg On?
Scale: A: £100,000+; B: £50,000 -£99,999;
C: £10,000 £49,999; D: £5,000 £9,999;
E: £1,000 £4,999; F: less than £999
-

-

-

Haiti and Papa Scott
from lain Snaith [SWKCL, Basingstokej
A major road construction project funded
by the European Commission was
sufficient to tempt Scott Wilson into this
historically colourful island in the
Caribbean. The contract is in fact one of
the biggest ever undertaken in Haiti and
entails the total reconstruction of 100km
of main road connecting Port-au-Prince
(the capital) to the provincial centre of
Hinche to the east.
The duration of the project is for two
years although it is likely that this might
be extended due to the potential

construction difficulties as the route
passes through two mountain ranges with
some very spectacular road alignment.
Contrary to most people’s perception, the
scenery of Haiti is in general very
mountainous with relatively little tropical
forest. The project will give us a base in
the Caribbean for at least two years;
anyone interested in this region?

Scott Wilson’s role in the project covers a
wide spectnlm of disciplines including
Permanent Way, Structures, Mechanical
& Electhcal, etc.

Scott Wilson are also

undertaking the Lead Consultant role for
the

scheme.

Other disciplines

include

Signalling, Telecom, Environmental and
Planning

Aspects

(SWRCs

Edinburgh

Office have been engaged to assist).

We have a team of six expatriates based in
Haiti: Mike Porter (GB) Project Manager
based in the capital with the following
team based on site Resident Engineer for
Lot A, Philip Talbot (GB) supported by
Uel Holmes (IRL), Resident Engineer for
Lot B, Pierre Itier (F) supported by Alex
Joseph (F) and Venerando Tomarchio (I)
who is the Geotechnical Engineer for the
whole project. The working language of
the project is French. For an EC funded
project that makes a pretty good European
team.
-

The lead contractor is Spanish, working
through a Mexican subsidiary, and the
two sub-contractors are Dominican and
Haitian. The three languages of French,
Spanish and English are heard throughout
the project. To pre-empt the question do
we have a communication problem, the
answer is YES but it does make life
interesting.
On my last visit to Haiti I re-read Graham
Greene’s book the Comedians. I found
myself staying in the same hotel as one of
those featured in the book which gave the
second reading much more flavour than
the first. I did look over my shoulder
every now and then but, thankfully, the
Tontons Macout seem to be well out of
favour these days.
-

Milngavie to Larkhall Scheme
from David Webster
[Scott Wilson Railways (Scotland)]
Scott Wilson Railways (Scotland) have
been engaged by Railtrack Project
Delivery (Scotland) to undertake a
Verification Study into re-opening two
railway lines in the Glasgow area. (Fee
Scale A)
The initial task involves re-assessing and
updating previous feasibility work
undertaken a number of years ago with a
view to confirming the feasibility of the
projects and provision of robust cost
estimates. Railtrack have intimated that
they may wish to procure the project by
way of a type of ‘Private Finance’
approach, although this is at present
uncertain. It is anticipated that Scott
Wilson will be requested to prepare
Employers requirements for a ‘Design &
Build’ type of procurement approach.

I have been ‘seconded’ from SWK(S)L at
Park

Circus

Manager
under

to

and
the

Blackwood.

perform

‘Lead

the

Project

Consultant’

directorship

of

role
Hugh

My right hand man on the

project is Ken Leitch.

Congratulations to Michelle Bannon
[Land and Water Quality Group,
SWKCL, Chesterfield] who has recently
passed her British Sub-Aqua Club and
Professional Association of Diving
Instructors Open Water Scuba Instructor
qualifications. Anyone requiring a scubadiver on their projects now knows where
to enquire.
Congratulations to Julia Hodgson, wife
of Ivan (Geotechnics, Basingstoke),
whose dedication and hard work as a
governor of the British school in Ankara
has been acknowledged by the award of
an MBE in the New Year’s Honours List.

Coiriigra tula tkn!

Mo VCbS’

Many congratulations go to:
Martyn Glossop, SWKCL Chesterfield
Paul Williams, SWKCL Chesterfield
Martin Young, SWKCL Faildand Islands
Alan Green, SWKC(S)L Glasgow
They have all successfully presented for
the Institution of Civil Engineers,
Chartered Professional Review and are
now MICE and Chartered Engineers.
Special praise goes to Martin Young who
has been nominated by his reviewers for
the Rennie Medal, awarded for the best
project report submitted each year.
Access to Martin’s report is possible for
future candidates by arrangement, but
only after they have prepared their own
first draft attempt.
Also for those who remember Mike
Costaras, SWKCL Basingstoke, Mike
has advised us that he was also successful
this time around. Avid readers of News
SWAP will have noticed that Harriet
Rooke now based in Hong Kong, but ex
SWKCL Basingstoke, has become MCIT,
many congratulations Harriet from all
here in UK.
Congratulations to John Butterworth,
who joined Basingstoke Water Section in
1997 and has just been awarded a PhD by
the University of Reading for his research
into The Hydrology of a Dryland
Catchment in Southern Zimbabwe,
covering the effects of climatic and land
use changes on shallow groundwater
resources. John is currently applying this
expertise for Scott Wilson Zimbabwe on a
water resources study of a 6000 sq km
catchment in Chredziffurwi system in
Zimbabwe, focusing on the availability of
water for irrigation, in between his work
in UK on flood studies and flood defence
systems.

STARTERS
A warm welcome to:
The following staff who have joined Scott
Wilson Railways, Swindon:
Nikki Downs who joined Civils on 24
November 1997, Liz Tushingham who
joined Civils permanently on 1 December.
Pat Forde who joined on 10 December as
Finance Manager.

Alexanda Chmoulian
who joined
Geotechnics Section in Chesterfield on 5
January as a Geotechnical Engineer.

TRANSFERS
Peter Lyons who has joined Maritime
Division in Berk House, Basingstoke on
secondment from Peterborough.
John Balmond, who was the Resident
Project Manager on the Jos Bukuru Water
Supply Project in Nigeria, has transferred,
together with his wife and large Alsatian
pup, to Ghana where he is filling the same
position on the Accra Waste Project. He
will continue to deal with the Jos project
and will be visiting Nigeria on a monthly
basis. He is currently working from the
offices of our sub-consultants in Accra,
Conterra Ltd., and can be contacted on:

e-mail:
Direct phone:
Office phone:
Office fax:

swk@africaonline.com.gh
00233 21 237663
00 233 21 23500 1/2
0023321 235003

Sports & Socials
7tit
Self-Defence Course Basingstoke Area
from Tanya Ball [SWKCL, Basingstoke]

f

-

I am very keen to hear as soon as possible
from anyone from the Basmgstoke office
(and/or their friends) who would be
interested in joining me in attending a
Self-Defence Course in the very near
future, ideally commencing later this
month. Details are as follows:qualified,
highly
Fully
Tutor:
experienced Tutor in Self-Defence and
Martial Arts, in which he has personally
achieved a very high proficiency;
equally qualified and experienced
Fitness Trainer and Fitness Club
Manager.
• Cost: £20/person (8 week option) OR
to be
£25/person (10 week option)
mutually agreed.

Q:

Why did the chicken cross the
road?

Darwin:
Chickens, over great periods of time, have
been naturally selected in such a way that
they are now genetically dispositioned to
cross roads.
L.A. Police Department:
Give me ten minutes with the chicken and
I’ll fmd out.

Idea of the Week
from P Burton
[Scott Wilson Railways Ltd. Swindon]
Remove the ‘Scott Wilson MainLine’ sign
from outside the front of the Swindon
office.

Misuse of ‘Idea of the Week’
Apologies to Angela Winter whose name
was used by somebody else for the Idea of
the Week in the Christmas/New Year
Issue. This is the first time this has
happened and it is not appreciated that
ScottLight should be misused in this way.

Vacancjc’s
Section Secretary

-

• Venue: To be advised, but definitely
local to Basingstoke.
• Day and time: To be advised.
• Ideal numbers: A group of 8-10
trainees would be great.
Please note: although se(f-defence
courses are usually predominantly
attended by women, members of either
gender would be equally welcome.
If you are interested, please contact me at
Berk House on Ext 423, or on 477562
you’ll be lucky!) or on
(home... NB
0410 229 704 (Mobile). Thank you.

in
Environmental
Section
The
Basingstoke office require a Section
Secretary to provide secretarial and adniin
support for 14 staff. Duties to include
report production, general administration,
fielding telephone calls and some
assistance with database management.
You should be computer literate with
experience in Word 6.0 with good
secretarial skills. You will need to be
enthusiastic, helpful, friendly and flexible.
If you are interested in the above position,
please contact Sally Mason on ext 210,
having first spoken to your Head of
Section.

-

Recruitment Day
Lost and Found: At the Basingstoke
‘girls’ night out’ at Palmers on 17
December a brooch was found. Despite
enquiries no one has claimed this. Please
telephone Pat Lock on 339.

Recycling
from Diana Clarke
[SWKCL, Basingstoke]

Scott Wilson Railways Ltd will be
holding a recruitment day at the Ramada
Hotel in Reading on 14 January. Probable
open hours will be from midday to 20.00
hours.

For Sale & Wan ted
For Sale: Peugeot 106 1.4 xsi 1991J,
red, 3 owners to date (last 2 were ladies),
average mileage, taxed, MOT’d, many
new parts, top of the range performance
sports car. For further details call André,
Ext 255 (Basingstoke).
-

I intend to do a recycling paper run on
Saturday 10 January. If anyone has any
paper for me could they take it to the
photocopier on their floor, or alternatively
mark it for my attention.
Many thanks.

For Sale: Two 4’ 6” Beds, one with four
drawers. Please contact Jane Thornton on
Ext 352 (Basingstoke) for further details.

Thought for the week:
“Nothing great was ever achieved without
enthusiasm.”
R W Emerson

All items for inclusion should be mailed, faxed or phoned through to Angela Lowle at Berk House,
Basingstokeby 5p.m. on Mondays. Tel: 01256 461161 x401 Fax: 01256 816835
e-mail: angela.lowle@swkeurope.com
To:
Angela Lowle (Basingstoke)
FaxNo: 01256816835

Date

FOR INCLUSION iN SCOTfLIGHT (continue on a separate page if necessary)
From

Locatiorr

Idea of the Wek
To Angela Lowle (Basingstoke)

Date
:

My Idea of the Week is (continue on a separate page if necessary):

Name
Location
(You do not have to fill in this part if you do not want to this applies to Idea of the Week only)
-

This is an SWK Holdings publication distributed to all staff in the operating, associated and subsidiary companies in the UK and Europe.
It is not for outside circulation.
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All Staff’

Software Copyright
from Phil Green
[Chairman, SWK Holdings Ltd)
The British Software Alliance (BSA) is an
organisation sponsored by software
manufacturers and Government to police
the use of computer software.
Over the past year the BSA have become
increasingly active in cracking down on
companies using pirated software or
making unlicensed copies themselves.
The consequences are significant: an audit
is likely to be imposed which may well
mean many lost man-days of production
while computing systems are closed
down, and if illegal software is discovered
heavy fines can be imposed both on the
company and personally on individuals.
Clearly we must ensure that we are above
suspicion.
We have specific procedures for the
purchase and installation of all software
which are laid out in Quality Procedures
Manuals. However, with so many staff
employed at so many locations we have to
rely on the integrity of the staff to follow
the appropriate procedures and not to
illegally copy software between machines.
If you become aware of any software in
the system which may be illegal please
contact your IT Manager directly.
Please note that a breach of the
established procedures will render an
employee liable for appropriate action in
accordance
with
Company’s
the
Disciplinary Policy.

Pam McIntosh

from Geoff Redwood
[SWKCL, Basingstoke]
Pam McIntosh has taken over from Ken
Goodingham
Central
as
Services
Manager. Pam is already in her new seat
in the Admin Department although Ken,
who was to retire on 31 December, has
kindly agreed to stay on for a month or so
to enable a smooth handover to be made.
In addition to the duties that she inherits
from Ken, Pam will continue to have a

general secretarial services role
Basingstoke, which will include:

in

• arranging leave and sickness cover for
secretarial staff (for this to be properly
planned it is important that secretarial
staff working within a DBU send their
leave card to Pam, after it has been
approved by their Manager);

• arranging
in-house
external
or
assistance, as necessary, for secretarial
staff who are overloaded;
• involvement in the
secretarial staff;

recruitment of

• management of word processing staff,
the Receptionist and secretarial staff not
assigned to a DBU;

The first evening session will be on
Monday 2 February and the topic will be
“Commercial Awareness in Providing
Consultancy
Services”
by
Bob
McKittrick.
A full list of topics and leaders/speakers
will appear in a future edition of
ScottLight. If you have any suggestions
for topics or potential external speakers
please send me a note.
All sessions will be designed to be
appropriate
for
CET
and
CPD
requirements. It is time to start filling
your ICE 108 or similar!

Institutional Development Skills
from Richard Levett
[SWKCL, Basingstoke]

• technical assistance with Word.

Internal Training
Sessions

from William Kemp
[SWKCL, Chesterfield]
The internal training programme for
Chesterfield for the first half of 1998 has
now been arranged. It will consist of
lunchtime sessions featuring TEN videos
on the third Monday of each month from
1230 to 1330 and evening sessions on the
first Monday of each month from 1700 to
1900. The evening sessions will feature
mainly senior Scott Wilson speakers
covering topics of interest to all staff, not
just graduates.
The video sessions will take place in the
conference room at Bayheath House and
the evening sessions will use the same
venue or Chesterfield Library depending
upon demand.
The first video session will be on Monday
19 January and the topic will be “Second
Severn Crossing” with the discussion led
by William Kemp. The topic will cover
planning and fmancial issues as well as
the actual construction.
A notice
regarding attendance at this session has
already been circulated in Chesterfield.

If your proposal needs something extra,
then why not consider offering a study
tour.
Many clients welcome the
opportunity for an out of country
structured study tour. This additional
facet can be introduced in concept form or
as a firm offer if the Term.s of Reference
permit. The I.D. Section can help you
plan, price and deliver such an option.
Another service that I.D. can offer is
access to our management specialists.
Our recent work in Central Asia and the
Caucasus has given us excellent access to
specialists in such fields as Transport
Law, Banking, Insurance, Customs,
Freight Forwarding and Transport of
Hazardous Goods.
Our current Cross Border project for the
European Commission concentrates on
identification
procedural
of
and
infrastructural bottlenecks that hinder
movement of goods and people between
several CIS countries and Western
Europe. This 12 month project involves
specialists in Customs and Immigration,
Infrastructure, Veterinary, Hygiene and
Legal matters. The project builds on our
experience of Trade Facilitation, Legal
Reform and privatisation.

continued overleaf

PIARC BNC Essay
Competition
from William Kemp
[SWKCL, Chesterfield]

her as it is her personal property and not
owned by the company. It is a black
Casio fxl l5s VPAM.

TRAVELLERS
Are you a young professional (under 35)?
Do you work well in multi-disciplinary
teams?

Location

Traveller

Can you write 8,000 words clearly and
persuasively?

Novorossiysk
Kuala Lumpur
Kuala Lumpur
Kuala Lumpur

Simon Thomas 9/1-28/2
Geoff French
24-29/1
Bob McGowan 26-28/1
Phil Green
23-29/I

Dates

Have you fresh ideas for transportation
solutions for the next Millennium?
Would you like an expenses paid trip to
the World Road Congress in Kuala
Lumpur in 1998?
I am sure that many of you could answer
positively to the first four questions and
would not turn down the opportunity
offered in question five. PIARC BNC, of
which the writer is a member, are
sponsoring an essay competition for
which the prize will be a trip to Kuala
Lumpur. If your paper wins the PIARC
BNC prize it will be put forward for
possible presentation at the Congress
itself.
Both Jerome Munro-Lafon and I are very
keen that there should be a strong Scott
Wilson team in the competition and I urge
those interested to talk to their colleagues
and then to one of us (entries will be
limited to one per company I understand).
Copies of the rules are held by both WRK
and JM-L.
Expressions of interest should be in by
end February so now is the time for
serious consideration.

Replies to Questionnaire
from David Rawlinson
[SWKCL, Basingstoke]
A couple of months ago I sent a
questionnaire to forty members of staff in
Basingstoke, Plymouth, Abingdon and
Telford. The questionnaire was aimed at
obtaining information for a project I am
currently carrying out. I would like to
thank those people who returned the
forms for the time and effort they spent in
completing them. I have not completed
my analysis of the forms yet but the
results look very interesting.

Missing Calculator
Would the person who borrowed Debra
Power’s calculator from her desk in Berk
House, without asking, kindly return it to

What’ Gothg On?
Scale: A: £100,000+; B: £50,000 -£99,999;
C: £10,000 -£49,999; D: £5,000 £9,999;
E: £1,000 -£4,999; F: less than £999
-

Additional Commissions
for National Grid
from Martin Wheeler
[SWKCL, Basingstoke]
The environmental oil-containment works
have now been extended from the original
four substation sites to a total of 22 sites,
with the likelihood of an additional 30
sites starting in the next financial year.
We have now also been asked to design
fire containment measures at 83 sites over
the next year.
These measures are
required to prevent burning oil from large
plant spreading to other essential plant
(super-grid transformers contain over
3 of oil). They consist of 12 metre
lOOm
high walls and/or underground tanks to
rapidly evacuate burning oil from bunds
or deluge systems in sensitive locations.
This commission is being led by David
Webb in Structures Section.
We have also been asked to assist in
Quantity Surveying and with advice for
their overall procurement and measure
ment strategy.
In order to develop our partnership, they
are looking for a senior engineer to be
seconded to NG to assist their Project
Manager in the implementation of the Oil
Containment Works. This will be for 1 to
2 years. It would involve several days a
week of travelling to chair site design and
construction meetings with reporting to
NG offices in Bristol and Guildford. It
would require an engineer with project
management
and
good
skills
communication and diplomacy ability.
We are still looking for a suitable internal
candidate; please contact Mike Le Gouais
or Martin Wheeler for more information.
(Fee Scale A)

Refurbishment at Glencorse Barracks
from Norrie Kitson
[SWKC(S)L, Edinburgh]
Scott Wilson (Edinburgh) have been
provide
Project
commissioned
to
Management Services for ‘Refurbishment
Phase 1’ at Glencorse Barracks, near
Edinburgh. The project comprises the
planning, design and construction of new
build facilities and associated works
including a Combined Junior Ranks
Physical and Rec
Mess/Club/Naafi,
reational Training Centre and an
Ammunitions Store, together with the
completion of the Heating Decentral
isation programme. The project is to be
procured under a traditional route and
Scott Wilson (Edinburgh) will also be
responsible for Structural and Civil
and Planning
Engineering Design
Supervisor Services. Approx. value £6m.
Fee Scale A.
The Project Director will be Alistair
Napier whilst the nominated Project
Manager will Norrie Kitson.

Congra t,ui/lationsi
Mike Thomas and Bob Weekes are
proud to announce that they have received
individual ‘Certificates of Good Conduct’
from the National Central Bureau of
Interpol (Ethiopia) which represent a
police certificate of clearance from any
criminal activity and record that we have
not been convicted of any crime.
To make sure that we toe the line they
have our photographs and fingerprints just
in case!

Births
Congratulations to Guna and Sunil
Malhotra (Scott Wilson India) on the
birth of their first child, a healthy (8lbs)
beautiful baby boy on 2 January 1998 in
New Delhi.
Congratulations to Diana Clarke on the
birth of her granddaughter, Holly Louise,
on 8 January, weighing in at 9lbs l4oz.

week’s
last
ScottLight
Following
announcement that Martin Young was
nominated for the James Rennie Medal
by the Institution of Civil Engineers, you
may be interested to know something
about this medal.
The James Rennie Medal is awarded to an
engineer under the age of 35 who has

demonstrated exceptional qualities in the
use of engineering principles and
construction knowledge in the design or
construction of temporary or permanent
works. The objective is to recognise the
importance of the design of works in
relation to the methods of construction.
The Judging Panel will select the best four
project reports and the authors will be
invited to present them to an audience at
The Institution of Civil Engineers, Great
George Street, in September. The 20
minute presentation will be followed by
20 minutes of questions from the judges
and the audience. Candidates will be
judged on their verbal presentation,
quality of visual material, technical
content and response to questions and the
Medal will be presented to the winner at
the Awards Ceremony in November.

from Paul Miles [SWKCL, Basingstoke]
To clarify a comment made in Issue 124
congratulating Michelle Bannon at
Chesterfield who is now a qualified
SCUBA diver.
The article stated that she is able to
SCUBA dive on projects which is
incorrect. Current UK commercial diving
is governed by the HSE and does not
allow SCUBA diving in any form.
Commercial divers must be qualified to at
least HSE part HI which is air surface
supply and the course takes about 5 weeks
of full time training to complete. Regular
refresher courses and stringent medicals
are required to remain licensed.
Michelle is now qualified as a recreational
SCUBA diver which is not transferable to
the commercial HSE diving certification.
However, she would have some useful
experience if she decided to follow the
route of HSE commercial diving.

A’4ó yes
STARTERS
A warm welcome to:
Sanjay Wijesekera who joined Water
Section, Basingstoke as Senior Engineer
on 5 January.
Paul Lacey joined the Computing
Section, Basingstoke as a Graduate on 6
January.
Julia Frost who joined Highways
Section, Basingstoke as a Technical
Assistant on 12 January.

SWRC’s ‘Tourism and Leisure’ team will
be considerably strengthened by the
appointment of two new members of staff
in Abingdon and Leeds.
Rob Persey joins the Abingdon Office as
Principal Leisure and Tourism Specialist
from the English Sports Council, where
he was National Facilities Development
Officer involved in the assessment of
major projects for lottery funding as well
as the development of national strategies
for a number of sports.
He was
previously a Development Officer with
the West Midlands Sports Council.
Tony Docherty joins the Leeds office as
Principal Consultant, but for a few weeks
will be contracted back for several days a
week to his current post as Commercial
Manager of the Jorvik Viking Centre in
York. He will bring valuable experience
in the operation of major visitor
attractions, having also previously worked
in theatre management.
TRANSFERS
Andy Butt transferred to Doveridge from
Derby Southern Bypass on 5 January.
Geoff Dewick and Phil Davies
transferred to Birmingham Airport from
Doveridge with effect from 5 January.

B

LEAVERS

1F€
Q:

Why did the chicken cross the
road?
Bill Gates:
I have just released the new Chicken
2000, which will both cross roads AND
balance your cheque book, although when
it divides 3 by 2 it gets 1.4999999999.
Richard M Nixon:
The chicken did not cross the road. I
repeat, the chicken did not cross the road.

Vatcancie’s
Relief Receptionist/General Assistant
The above is required in the Basingstoke
office to provide daily and holiday relief
cover in the busy reception area.
Switchboard experience is preferred
although training will be given. The
candidate will also be required to carry
out general assistant/word processing
duties where required. You should have:
A good general education
Good telephone manner/communicator
Word processing experience
Flexible attitude to hours of work
Willingness to help generally
If you are interested in the above position,
please contact Sally Mason on ext 210,
having first spoken to your Head of
Section.

Goodbye and Good Luck to:
Alexey Gorbenko who left Basingstoke
office on 29 December to return to
Russia.
Mick Hall who left Basingstoke office on
31 December.
Natalie Rolle who left Abingdon office
on 31 December.
Peter Dawson who left London office on
3 1 December.

Sports & Sociaiis
from Pat Lock [SWKCL, Basingstoke]
Many thanks to all who donated to The
Children’s’ Society collection by putting
their small change into the box in
reception. The total amount was £6.61
and the box is now back on the reception
desk in Scott House.

V

I[(d(ea of the Week
from Steve Mannings
[SWKCL(SWRC), Leeds]
Why not produce special blue binders so
that we can keep all our back issues of
ScottLight neatly.

Thought for the week, contributed by
Rhodri Morlan Jones [Scott Wilson
Railways, Swindon]:
Kramer from the sit-com Seinfeld says,
“They say that hard work never killed
anybody
but why take the chance!”

All items for inclusion should be mailed, faxed or phoned through to Angela Lowle at Berk House,
Basingstokeby 5p.m. on Mondays. Tel: 01256 461161 x401 Fax: 01256 816835
e-mail: angela.lowle@swkeurope.com
To:
Angela Lowle (Basingstoke)
Fax No: 01256 816 835
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All Staffi

Timesheet Entries
from Geoff French
[SWKCL, Basmgstoke]
There has been a small improvement in
the quality of timesheet entries.
However there is still a huge disparity
across the finn in the number of errors
being recorded. The following league
table shows the “error coefficient” for the
December timesheets.
Basildon
and
Congratulations
to
Plymouth! I hope that improvements at
other offices will put their clear lead in
jeopardy in future months.
Office

Basildon
Plymouth
Peterborough
Chesterfield
Basingstoke
Abingdon
Birmingham
Manchester
London
Edinburgh
Southampton
Telford
Leeds

Week ending: 23 January 1998

Error
Coefficient
0.6
0.7
2.9
3.3
3.5
3.9
4.2
4.2
4.6
5.5
7.5
9.4
10.0

Electronic Mail
from Graham Handy
[SWKCL, Basingstokej
Following recent articles in Scott Light
from Phil Green and Geoff French, issues
121 and 123 respectively, I would like to
inform you of further developments
regarding q-mail and discuss delivery of
electronic mail. I will also cover some
other topics to do with electronic mail.
0-mail
In mid-December the Hong Kong and
Basingstoke offices exchanged mail
address lists. This enables mail users in
Hong Kong and UK offices to mail
directly to each other, instead of mailing
an administrative mailbox where the mail

is received and then forwarded to the
correct recipient. To keep the address lists
up to date, amendments will be
exchanged on a monthly basis.

delivered. The answer to this depends on
where you are situated and to whom you
are sending the mail. See following
examples:

Delivery of Electronic Mail

If you send a mail to someone on the
same file server as yourself and they are
logged in and have their mailbox open,
they should receive the mail within 10
minutes (see above explanation!)

How frequently should a user check their
mailbox for incoming mail?
Incoming mail will only appear in a users
inbox after the post office has been
checked for new messages. Computer
support requests we have answered on
this topic suggest that most users do not
wait long enough for their new messages
to arrive before exiting their mailbox.
Mail does not arrive instantly!
By default the post office is checked for
new messages every 10 minutes, but this
can be set to any time in the range of 1
minute to 9999 minutes. Altematively, a
user can request delivery of new messages
at any time by doing the following in
mail; click the drop down menu View and
select the option New messages, this
forces the msmail program to look for and
deliver any new mail messages. If you are
using Windows Messaging on a Win95
platform then click Tools, Deliver Now to
receive your messages.
So once a user has logged on to the
network, entered windows and opened up
their mailbox, any new mail will be
delivered at a regular interval of 10
minutes, providing default settings are
used and that you have not exited and
signed out of your mailbox. Also, by
default, msmail is configured to notify
you when new mail messages have
arrived. With this in mind the user can
toggle, by pressing the Alt and Tab keys
together, between windows programs so
that they can check their mailbox, read
and respond to new messages as and
when they arrive. Having checked their
mail they can then toggle back to the
application they were using previously
using e.g. Word or Excel.
Delivery Times of Mail Between Offices
The following is a clarification of how
long it takes internal mail, 1-mail, to be

If you send a mail to someone in
Chesterfield and you work in London, and
assuming they are logged in and have
their mailbox open, they should receive
the mail within 20 minutes. This is broken
down in the following manner: 5 minutes
for the mail to be transferred to
Basingstoke, another 5 minutes to be sent
to Chesterfield and a further 10 minutes
for their mailbox to receive the mail.
If you send a mail to someone in Leeds
and you work in Abingdon, and again
assuming they are logged in and have
their mailbox open, they should receive
the mail within 2.25 hours. This is broken
down in the following manner: 1 hour for
the mail to be transferred to Basingstoke,
5 minutes for it to be sent to Chesterfield
and a further 1 hour for it to be sent to
Leeds, and fmally 10 minutes for their
mailbox to receive the mail. We are
actively looking at ways to reduce this
time duration to that of the second
example.
Using File Compression When Sending
Mail
When sending large mail attachments
using e, 1 or q-mail could users please
compress the file(s) before sending, as this
will speed up the sending and delivery of
the mail message. If you do not know
how to compress/zip files please contact
your local computing contact or ring
computing support on Basingstoke Ext
250.
This especially applies when sending
email via the internet to many of our
overseas staff who have to pay per kb of
file received, and face enormous bills if
large files are sent eg:

1. Two files each 1mb in size charged at
l5p per kb received, results in a
additional charge of307.20p.
2. This has happened to John Henley,
who received several large files over
the internet, resulting in a bill of £400.
If you are sending a scanned image, save
the image at a resolution of lOOd.p.i and
choose TIF or JPEG as the file type, both
these file formats can be read by most
software packages. Once saved the
resultant image file maybe compressed
using PkZip or another compression
utility before it is finally sent. JPEG may
result in a smaller file size than TIF.
Mail housekeeping
Could all users remember to regularly
delete unwanted mail messages from their
inbox, sent mail and wastebasket as these
messages use valuable disk space on the
file servers and possibly the C: drive of
the PC (if your mailbox folder is located
locally.)

TRAVELLERS

Location

Traveller

Shammy Puri
Warsaw!
Almaty/Tashicent
Almaty

Shani Flint

Hong Kong! Peter Guthrie
Kuala Lumpur/
Australia/New Zealand
Dubai
Dubai

Don Wootton
Peter Innes

Dates
19/1-13/2

19/1-18/3
31/1-19/2

regeneration,, complementing the heavy
blue chip developments on the M3/M4
corridor in West London. To promote
regeneration in the area a consortium has
been established called Kent Thameside.
The volume of money both from
government and private developers likely
to be injected into this area is going to be
considerable and Scott Wilson Planning
have managed to obtain their first new
commission
for
public
transport
(trolleybus)
engineering
alignment
studies. Managed by John Orchard, the
study
is
examining pre-feasibiity
recommendations put forward by other
consultants and advising an engineering
feasibility of the new route, appropriate
technology and vehicle specifications.
(Fee Scale B)
Luton Parking Studies
More and more councils are seeking to
achieve Special Parking Area status
whereby through a decriminalisation
process, private contractors can serve
parking fines on illegally parked vehicles.
This can often be a considerable source of
revenue to the council that was otherwise
unrealised. As a first step to introducing
an SPA, controlled parking zones are
generally required as areas of protection
for residents and commerce in those
locations subject to heavy commuter onstreet parking. The Planning Division
have obtained the first of what could be a
number of studies for Luton Borough
examining the potential for introducing
CPZs throughout the Borough.
(Fee scale C)

longer term and which might recognise
highway improvements likely to come
forwards through DBFO proposals.
Rother District Council have identified
two sites likely to be brought forward in
the short term and have commissioned
Scott Wilson Planning to undertake site
infrastructure and highway accessibility
studies in connection with potential site
assembly. (Fee scale C)
ABP-Dibden Bay
ABP are one of the Planning Division’s
most important clients and we have been
actively seeking to meet their changing
requirements as the proposals for the new
Dibden Bay Container Port unfold.
Although the project and commission
have been running for some two years, the
confirmation of the possible port design,
landside transportation access (road and
rail) are only now coming to the fore.
Additional studies that Scott Wilson have
been given include: feasibility studies
examining the possibility of barging
containers between the new port and the
existing port of Southampton across the
River Test rather than using lanciside
transport access, railway engineering
studies on the under-used branch line
which would be used to connect into the
port and additional studies examining the
potential port competitors at both
Felixstowe and Thamesport. (Fee scale A)

Defence Housing Estates
Advisory Contract
from Keith Sutton
[SWK(M&E)Ltd, Basingstoke]

North Coventry Regeneration Study
6-13/2
6-12/2

Whait’ Go&iigr On?
Scale: A: £100,000+; B: £50,000 -£99,999;
C: £10,000 -£49,999; D: £5,000 -£9,999;
E: £1,000 -£4,999; F: less than £999

Further Success for the
Planning Division
from Mike D’Alton
[SWKCL, Basingstoke]
Prior to Christmas, the Planning Division
were very successful in picking up a
number of conm,issions both from clients
whom they were actively marketing to
seek new work and from existing clients.
Kent Thameside Regeneration Studies
The Thames Gateway is located in East
London, on a corridor both north and
south of the River Thames. It is one of
the government’s prime areas for

The formation of strategic alliances with
co-consultants is another avenue that the
Planning Division have been actively
pursuing. Pieda are one of the UK’s
foremost planning consultants and
possibly regarded as being at the pinnacle
of their profession. After two failures at
bidding with Pieda, we were successful in
obtaining a commission looking at the
regeneration of sites north of Coventry
which in effect constitute a strategic
extension of the city boundary up to the
M6. The study is at pre-feasibility stage
and could involve significant additional
work in terms of ground contamination,
highway infrastructure and environmental
landscaping work. (Fee scale C)

Infrastructure Studies
District Council

for

Rother

Located on the south coast, east of
Hastings, this area is poorly serviced by
strategic communication networks. There
is a need however to introduce pockets of
employment that are sustainable in the

Scott Wilson have been appointed as the
Estates Advisor to the Defence Housing
Association for 2 years with an option to
extend the contract for a further year.
The appointment covers all Defence
Housing throughout England Scotland
and Wales that house services families
(approximately 65,000 houses)
As Estates Advisors we will provide a
wide range of professional and technical
support undertaking studies, inves
tigations, surveys and arranging training
courses for DHE in the following areas:•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Quantity Surveying
Building Surveying
Project Management
Public Health
Health & Safety
Building Management
Estate Planning
Estate Management

The contract should add significantly to
the Scott Wilson track record in the

housing sector allowing us to pursue
management works throughout the
Public/Private sector. (Fee Scale A)

Tsing Ma Bridge, Hong Kong
from Ric Elliott [SWKPE, Nottingham]
Scott Wilson Pavement Engineering have
been working for the Mastic Asphalt
Surfacing Sub Contractor (Anderson
Asphalt Limited, AAL) for Tsing Ma
Bridge in Hong Kong since 1995. Tsing
Ma Bridge forms part of the Lantau Fixed
Crossing, which is one of the projects
comprising the 10 project Airport Core
Programme, which is complementary to
Hong Kong’s new airport at Chek Lap
Kok.
Initially, our work for AAL
comprised laboratory testing to ensure the
materials met the requirements of the
Project Specification.
After the bridge was opened to traffic in
1997, blistering occurred in the completed
surfacing, and SWPE were asked by AAL
to investigate the cause. At one stage, it
had appeared that AAL might be held
responsible for the costs of removal and
replacement of all the surfacing
(estimated costs at least £8 million). As a
result of SWPE’s work, it was clearly
established that the cause of the blistering
emanated from below the mastic asphalt
layer and was not therefore AAL’s
responsibility. Result: one happy client,
and I quote from their recent letter to
SWPE informing us of their satisfaction
with the outcome.
.

“As a consequence, Kvaemer Cleveland
have advised that, although matters are
not yet fmalised contractually, it will pay
all monies owing to AAL.
Although we don’t yet have the money, I
believe the technical aspects of this matter
have been resolved.
I thank you and your staff for your effort,
your co-operation and for a very high
level of professionalism in this matter”.

Coal Authority Project Management
Bill Jameson {SWKCL, Chesterfield]
recently co-presented a paper to the
Midlands branch of the Institution of
Mining and Metallurgy describing the
work currently being accomplished under
the Coal Authority’s programme to treat
the discharges of minewater from
abandoned coal mines in England,
Scotland and Wales. Bill together with
Peter Davey in Chesterfield are providing
project management services to the Coal
Authority on this national programme.

Milford Flood Defences
The following article, which appeared in
the New Forest News was sent by Nick
Blake, (RE on the Milford scheme).
‘New flood defences at Milford-on-Sea
passed their first test with flying colours
this week when rain threatened to burst
the Danes Stream.
A five metre high dam and sluice have
been built to protect the town by diverting
excess water onto pastureland.
The £650,000 scheme will not be
completed until March, but enough was in
place to save Milford from a repeat of the
floods of 1992, when 20 houses were
badly affected.
Water can now be stored upstream of the
town, and gradually released back into the
Danes Stream by the sluices.
Regional Water Manager, Gary Lane, said
“We are delighted the embankment works
before it’s fmished.”
The Environment Agency engineers,
Scott Wilson, and local contractor Trant
are likely to fmish the flood relief scheme
on schedule.’

Congratulations’
Congratulations to Geoff Byrns in the
Land and Water Quality Group in
Chesterfield on the recent publication of
the Chartered Institute of Water and
Environmental Management (CIWEM)
UK Handbook on Activated Sludge
Treatment, which Geoff edited. Geoff
also contributed a number of chapters to
the book.
Congratulations also to Fergal Callaghan
Land and Water Quality Group, on the
recent publication of the UK Good
Practice Guide on Anaerobic Digestion of
Farm and Food Processing Residues.
Fergal was on the editorial board for the
guide and was also a contributor.

Moves
STARTERS

All staff in the Manchester office would
like to welcome Neil Robertson, who has
recently crossed the Pennines to join our
civils/railways section, and watch a better
class of football.

For Sale & Wanted
Furnished Accommodation Wanted
CrawleyfReigate/Epsom area

-

I would be very grateful to hear from
anyone who may know of any furnished
accommodation, within approx. 45
minutes drive from Epsom, that would be
available for rent on a very short term
lease (e.g. one or two months), from early
April 1998.
The request is on behalf of close friends
of mine who will be ‘in-between’ moving
homes at that time (hence they would
hope to avoid the standard minimum 6month lease system). My friends are a
couple with no children, and I can vouch
for their absolute honesty and respect for
other people’s property, i.e. DEFINITELY
no risk of damage to property, nor of
squatters! If anyone can help, please
contact me in Basingstoke on x423, or at
home on 01256 477562 (tellfax). Grateful
thanks.
Tanya Ball

Caring Homes Wanted for 4 Adult Cats
1 pair of black cats, 4-6 yrs, both female
(named Nala and Azur)
1 large male tabby, 4-6 yrs (named Elric)
1 tabby female, 8 yrs approx (named
Appollo)
+

fish pond fish need a home.

If anyone is interested please call Sharron
in Basingstoke on ext. 237

rood for ‘Thougbf
from Major Projects Association News
(by Martin Barnes)
‘We had lots of good diagrams on screen
during the Dreaming of Doing seminar.
A few were those time based graphs in
which trends measured since 1900 lead to
smoothly curved predictions for the 21St
century. Ivan Yates had the best of these.
It showed how GNP and both the volume
and unit cost of aircraft manufacture had
all increased since 1900. Pointing to
where all three lines crossed in the future,
he demonstrated that, in about 2050, the
whole of GNP will be taken up by
manufacturing one aeroplane.’
continued overleaf
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Week ending: 30 January 1998

All Staff!

Attention All Members of the SWK Retirement & Death Benefits Scheme
Spouse’s Pension on a Member’s Death in Deferment
from Phil Green [SWKHL, London]
This announcement relates solely to the pension benefit payable on the death of a deferred pensioner. A deferred pensioner is a
former employee, not yet retired, who retains a benefit under the Scheme.
Prior to 6 April 1997, the pension benefit payable on the death of a deferred pensioner was the greater of:
i)

th
60

1/1
of Final Pensionable Salary at the date of leaving service for each year of contracted-out service with the Firm (contractedout service began on 6 April 1978 or date ofjoining the Scheme if later), or

ii) half the Guaranteed Minimum Pension, accrued during service with the Firm, revalued to the date of death.
Part (ii) of this benefit only applied to ‘A’ Fund members, but has ceased to accrue in respect of Pensionable Service after 6 April
1997 because of changes in contracting-out legislation.
The effect of this is that the spouse’s pension on death in deferment for service accrued prior to 6 April 1997, will continue to be
calculated as before, but it is necessary for a slight amendment to be made in respect of Pensionable service after that date.
The Trustees, with the agreement of the Company, have decided that for Pensionable Service after 6 April 1997 the spouse’s pension
on a member’s death in deferment will be equal to l/160’’ of the Final Pensionable Salary for each year of such service, (i.e. as in (i)
above) but with this benefit being revalued to the date of death in line with the increase in the Retail Prices Index (to a maximum of
5% per annum).
The aim of this announcement is to set out the benefit that is applicable in respect of Pensionable Service after 6 April 1997. Should
you have any queries about the benefit that accrued before this date, contracting-out generally or any other queries regarding this
announcement, please contact Chris Rattigan, Secretary to the Trustees, do William M. Mercer Limited, Telford House, 14 Tothill
Street, London SW1H 9NB.

Institution of Civil Engineers
Papers Competition
Applicants are still welcome for the
and
Graduates
Students
Papers
Competition on 17 February at Botleigh
Grange Hotel, Hedge End, with a prize of
£100 for the winner.
For further information contact Nick
Jones on 01962 847974. Closing date for
applications is 6 February.
(This was the competition that led to
Claire Dean receiving her award at the
Institution dinner late last year.)

WESTOK
from Val Hopwood
[SWKCL,
Basingstoke]

•

•

WESTOK Structural Services Limited are
well known worldwide for their
manufacture of castellated and cellular
beams. They are to present a lunch time
seminar in Basingstoke, on Monday 16
February at 12.30 in conference room
2aJ2b.
The seminar will consist of a presentation
by WESTOK, followed by an opportunity
to ask questions. Before the date is
confirmed we need to be sure of a good
audience. The meeting would quali1’ for
CET and CPD requirements so all,

especially Graduates, are asked to confirm
their interest to me on Ext 350 as soon as
possible, so that I can make arrangements
and order the buffet.

The Tacis Project Office has recently
opened in Moscow. The address for mail
and DHL is:
Scott Wilson
Tacis Project Office
Degtyamy per 6
Building 1, Room 221
Moscow 103009
Fax: 00 7 095 972 87 91 (also telephone)
Tel: 00 7 095 972 87 69
Tel: 00 7 095 972 8789 (from 1 Feb)
e-mail address not available
for another week or so.
cnnt,ni,prl n,,nrla.,f

What Going On?
Scale: A: £100,000-f; B: £50,000 £99,999;
C: £10,000- £49,999; D: £5,000- £9,999;
E: £1,000- £4,999; F: less than £999

Norman Wyld who completed 20 years
service on 3 January.

Bob Dod who leaves Maritime division,
Basingstoke on 30 January.

-

New Office Matlock HA Area 14
from John Trinick
[SWKCL, Chesterfield]
-

Jack ManneLl who completed 10 years
service on 4 January.

Sports & Socials

-

Work on fitting out the new Scott Wilson
office at Matlock, Derbyshire is
progressing well for possession on 1
March 1998.
The office will be responsible for
managing the three year commission for
Highways Agency Area 14, covering
55km of the Ml from junction 24 to 30
and 313km of trunk roads in Derbyshire
and surrounding area. Transferring from
Derbyshire County Council will be 22
maintenance operations staff who will be
supported by about 20 Scott Wilson staff
from the Central Region.
Included within the Area 14 group will be
a street lighting maintenance and design
team which will be available to work for
other offices of Scott Wilson and clients.
The Highways Maintenance Section
workload is expanding rapidly and will
continue to be based at Chesterfield.
(Fee Scale A)
Dundrennan Training Camp Phase II
from Andrew Ailcman
[SWKC(S)L, Edinburgh]
-

Scott Wilson (Edinburgh) have been
Project
provide
commissioned
to
Management Services for Dundrennan
Phase H, near
Training Camp
Kirkcudbright. The project comprises the
planning, design and construction of new
build facilities and associated works
Ranks
4No
Junior
including
Accommodation Blocks, an Officers
Accommodation Block, a Guardroom and
Armouiy, a Combined Kitchenft)ining
Facility, Visiting Unit Stores and Offices,
a Junior Ranks Club and an Indoor
Accommodation
Training
Military
building. The project is to be procured
under a design and construct route.
Approx value £12.5m. Fee Scale A.

Bob Weeks who completed 10 years
service on 4 January.
Recycling
Caz Spencer who completed 10 years
service on 18 January.
James Douglas who completed 10 years
service in January.

Congratulations to Dave and
Jacqueline Fielding whose
second son Jack was born on
25 January, weighing 91b 9oz.

Congratulations to Lloyd Williams
of the Basildon office who, at the
b
age of 20, has progressed from
Junior County level to play Rugby Union
for the full Essex Senior XV.

I

Long Service Awards
Congratulations to the following Scott
Wilson staff who have all received Long
Service Awards this month.

I would like to let you know that we
raised £212.90 from recycling paper in
1997. A two-man tent was purchased
during the summer plus sand and buckets
for the sandpit for the children at Loddon
school and £50 was donated to ‘Help the
Aged’ (to add to what was raised from the
abseil by Scott Wilson staff).
On 10 January the sum of £24 was raised
on a paper run. A good start to the year.
Tesco Vouchers

His senior debut was against a United
Banks XV played at Ilford on 21 January.
Essex won the match 66-12, with Lloyd
playing on the wing and scoring a try.
Well done!

Tesco Stores are giving computer
vouchers away from 2 February.
If
anyone receives vouchers and doesn’t
know what to do with them I would be
very grateful to receive them. I’m starting
to feel like a magpie these days!

Moves

J 1F 1F
Yet More

Q: Why did the chicken cross the

STARTERS

road?

A warm welcome to:

-

Congratulations!

from Diana Clarke
[SWKCL, Basingstoke]

Christine Haines who joined the
Personnel department in Basingstoke on
26 January as Part-time Personnel
Assistant.
Michael Guy who has been with the
accounts section in Dasingstoke for
several months but joins as a permanent
member of staff Credit Controller- from
1 February.
-

Grandpa:
In my day, we didn’t ask why the chicken
crossed the road. Someone told us that
the chicken had crossed the road, and that
was good enough for us.
O.J.Simpson:
It didn’t. I was playing golf with it at the
time.
Colonel Sanders:
I missed one?

Mike Monaghan who joined the
Building Structures section, Edinburgh, as
a Senior Structural Engineer on 26
January. Mike will add additional ‘fire
power’ to the Edinburgh Golf Team in
1998.

LEAVERS
Goodbye and Good Luck to:
Sue Hadji who left Plymouth office on
23 January.

Right. That’s my pocket money.
What about my retirement fund?”

\Vacancjes
Health & Safety

Airport Development
Director or Associate Designate

Are you looking for a change in the type
of work you are doing? The H & S
Division in SWKCL currently have
exciting opportunities in the Basingstoke
office that may suit you.

Consistent growth in the aviationJairport
sector has created new opportunities for
highly qualified and experienced senior
professionals to be based at Basingstoke
and Telford.

To find out more about what is on offer
call Andrew Friedrich in Basingstoke, ext
269, or Paul Gray in London, ext 238, for
an informal discussion

You should have at least 10 years
aviationlairport
experience,
since
graduation, in either civil engineering
consultancy or project management of
airport development, or will possess an
appropriate aviation background.

Clerk Typist
The Structures (Health & Safety) section
in BA are looking for a Clerk Typist to
carry out the following duties:
Typing letters, faxes, memos etc for H&S
section
Assisting Structures secretary with
general secretarial duties
Assisting with time sheet data input
Keyboard experience is essential (Word
6.1 experience desirable). You should
have a good general education as well as a
flexible helpful attitude. The candidate
would also provide break cover for
reception on a rota basis.
Secretary Highways & Infrastructure
-

A general secretary is required to be
responsible for the total admin,
organisation and secretarial functions in
the above section in the BA office. You
will be required to produce and prepare
reports, proposals and correspondence as
well as data base input, fielding telephone
calls and provide general support to 16
technical staff. You should have good
WP skills and be computer literate. You
must be able to work on your own
initiative and have a flexible and
committed approach to meeting tight
deadlines, occasionally working outside
of normal hours.
Clerk/Typist
The Plymouth office are looking for a
Clerk/Typist to perform various word
processing, data input, filing and general
office
tasks,
occasionally
whilst
deputising for the Office Administrator.
You will be numerate, organised and have
reached a good standard of education, a
current driver’s licence is also a
requirement as you may be needed to
make local car journeys on an ad-hoc
basis. Flexibility in your work is essential
as variety will be the key.

These are senior appointments and
candidates must, above all, be able to
demonstrate leadership qualities of the
highest calibre with the potential to reach
Director level. These posts will offer
opportunities to develop the business in
the candidates’ own area of expertise, both
in the UK and overseas.
If you are interested in any of the above
positions, please contact Sally Mason on
ext 210, having first spoken to your Head
of Section.
Infrastructure Engineer
Telford Airports
-

An immediate vacancy exists in the
Airports team to assist in the solution of
engineering problems associated with the
development of infrastucture, particularly
relating to airports. The post holder will
work with limited supervision, must be
enthusiastic and able to manage a varying
workload.
The ideal candidate will be 25-30 years,
educated to HND or Degree Level and
ready for IPRJCPR following 4-8 years’
experience in Civils and Highways. An
immediate appointment, comprising an
initial period on site at Birmingham
Airport, followed by a transfer to Telford
office, may be possible for the right
candidate.

What’ on
yoiuir Mmd?

J

from Roiy Baird
[SWKCL, Plymouth]
I note with interest the Scott Wilson
advertisement in the NCE of 22 January
for Directors in the Airports Division.
The implication of this advertisement is
that the policy of appointing Directors
(previously Partners) from within the firm
has been changed. Perhaps a Director
would like to comment on where this
development leaves the ‘Pathways for
Progress’ initative.

V

Ildea of the Week
Local Press Releases
from Richard Levett
[SWKCL, Basingstoke]
Should Scott Wilson have someone in
each office responsible for dealing with
the local press.
To keep our name
forward the judicious release of successful
bid or other information to local papers
could be helpful. I have noted that our
competitors release such information.

Thought for the week:
“Life is like playing a violin solo in public
and leaming the instrument as you go
along.”
Samuel Butler

Anyone interested in this position should
contact Mary Rook at Chesterfield
Personnel, having first discussed the
vacancy with your Head of Section.

IPor Sale & Wa in te’d
We still have a large quantity of A4 size
green file hangers for filing cabinets,
which are surplus to our requirements. If
you require these and can arrange for
collection please contact Barbara Brophy
in Basingstoke on Ext 402.
continued overleaf

All items for inclusion should be mailed, faxed or phoned through to Angela Lowle at Berk House,
Basingstokeby 5p.m. on Mondays. Tel: 01256 461161 x401 Fax: 01256 816835
e-mail: angela. lowleswkeurope.com
To:
Angela Lowle (Basingstoke)
Fax No: 01256 816 835
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A/li Sitaffi

Timesheets for SWKCL Site Staff.
from Alan Morton [SWKCL, Basingstoke]
Timesheets are now available for staff working on site which clearly indicate whether the individual is paid on a ‘MONTHLY’ or
‘WEEKLY’ basis. These can be acquired from your local Office Administrator. It would be appreciated if these timesheets are used
from now on.
To ensure that weekly-paid staff are paid in a timely manner, it is important that their relevant timesheet is forwarded to Maggie
Gibbons (Accounts Dept at Scott House) WEEKLY, to arrive at the Basingstoke office by first post on a Tuesday to avoid missing
the payroll run that particular week. Please be aware that the payroll provider will only accept ORIGINAL timesheets, and not copies
faxed or otherwise.
-

John Mettam
from Phil Green [SWKHL, London]
We regret to announce the death of John
Mettam on 29th January.

Internal Training
Sessions
from June Brown
[SWKCL, Chesterfield]

• •

II

The funeral is on Friday morning, 6th
February, but will be a family affair. A
memorial service will be held in the
afternoon, at 3pm, at Fetcham Parish
Church. There will be no flowers but
donations to the Princess Alice Hospice
will be welcome. Cheques should be sent
via:
L Hawkins (Undertakers), 2
Highlands Road, Leatherhead, Surrey.

The second evening seminar of the
internal training programme will be on 16
February and the topic vil1 be
“Compensation Grouting on Jubilee Line”
presented by Rob Hills. Anyone interested
should contact June Brown on ext 217 as
soon as possible as the venue will depend
on the numbers attending.

Adrian Tite will be writing more about
John Mettam in next week’s ScottLight.

A Plea from Scott Wilson
Pavement Engineering
from Robert Armitage
[SWKPE, Nottingham]

CPR Seminar
from Paul Miles
[SWKCL, Basingstoke]

• •

Is

Peter Stebbings will give a lunch time
seminar on The Chartered Professional
Review at 12.30 in Conference Room
2a!b on Wednesday 11 February 1998.
Peter works in the Maritime Division and
is an ICE Chartered Professional
Reviewer. He will be able to give some
excellent advice to anyone thinking of
taking the CPR.

There have been a number of occasions
when attempts have been made to e-mail
documents to us using the 1-mail system.
Please note that we are not, and never
have been, on 1-mail. (We have never had
a tie line to the Vax).
Our e-mail address is:
enquiry@swpe.co.uk.
Our q-mail address is: Scott Wilson
Nottingham PE. (This is preferred for
security and reliability).
-

Please inform Paul Miles (ext 410) if you
would like to attend.

Since e-mail is not, yet, 100% reliable,
may I also suggest that a telephone call to
the intended recipient is made, especially
if the document is important.

For your information, Scott Wilson
Pavement Engineering has its own web
site at www.swpe.co.uk, with links to
other sites, including Scott Wilson. Our
site contains marketing information which
may be taken off and used by overseas
offices. However, I would ask to be kept
informed, in case there is more relevant
marketing material available.
If there is sufficient demand we will
supply our web site contents to potential
clients on a stand alone CD-ROM, in lieu
of a brochure. (Production costs can be
less than printing depending on
quantities).
Note: q-mail for our Kuala Lumpur office
is Scott Wilson Kuala Lumpur PE.
-

(Thought for the week: Would you post a
letter without checking the address of the
recipient?)

Faxes for Asia Pacific
from Kit Chick [SWKCL, Basingstoke]
Some faxes intended for Scott Wilson
(Asia-Pacific) Sdn Bhd are being sent to
the wrong fax number. Would you please
ensure that faxes for Asia-Pacific are sent
to 00 603 254 5862.
Faxes for Scott Wilson (Malaysia) and
SWK Pavement Engineering only should
be sent to 00603 254 5871.

rrrntn,wd nvr1f

Road Management for
Senior Engineers
from Richard Levett
[SWKCL, Basingstoke]

Tacis TDP Project Specialist in
Dissemination, Brussels based
-

Dates:

from Martin Duris [SWKCL, London]
We are currently preparing a proposal for
the second phase of Tacis Technical
Dissemination Project (TDP), in the first
phase of which we participated
successfully last year. We are a part of a
consortium led by a French firm BDPA,
who won the first phase of the project
hence our chances of success are good.
-

The main objective of the Tacis TDP is to
ensure that the most successful and
relevant Tacis projects are, to use
“endowed with a
‘Brussels talk’,
multiplier effect, thanks to the large-scale
dissemination of their results. TDP is thus
a basic component of a more general
move towards a continuous and
sustainable dissemination process.” In
plain English, TDP is trying to spread the
information about the most successful
Tacis projects and the way they were
prepared, managed and completed. the
main recipients of this information are
local economic operators and decisionmakers in Fonner Soviet Union, since the
Project’s purpose is to encourage
replication of the successful projects.
For our proposal we are looking for a
‘specialist in dissemination’, who should
be a good librarian, fully versed in the
techniques for looking up and collecting
information, and possessing the necessary
skills to properly process and disseminate
The expert should be
information.
computer literate and previous experience
in the dissemination of information to the
The
FSU would be an advantage.
position is for six to eight months during
one year, with a possible extension by
another year, starting in June/July 1998.
The expert will be based in Brussels with
frequent trips to the countries of Former
Soviet Union.
This is an excellent opportunity for
anyone wishing to become involved with
EU-financed programmes and gain
invaluable insider’s knowledge of the way
the EC in Brussels operates. Would those
interested please contact Martin Duris in
the London office, after having first
spoken to your Head of Section.

a
•

•

a

have effectively accomplished the above
or where there have been conflicts
associated with recreation provision, I
would appreciate you letting me know.

15 to 26 June 1998

Location: Crown Agents Management
Training Centre, Worthing, UK
Fee: £2650 fully inclusive of
accommodation and course fee.
Please continue to promote this course
during visits to roads authorities overseas.
Funding is often the main problem but
given time the individual may, with
support, be able to locate project or
funding agent support. The key action is
to locate individuals who would like to
attend and let either Debra Power (ext
420) or Richard Levett (ext 419) know.

Window Cleaning
from Mike Sales
SWKCL, Basingstoke]

Window cleaners will be in Scott House
on Sunday morning, 8 February. Please
ensure there is clear access to windows.

TRAVELLERS

Location

Traveller

Dates

Cameroon

Ian Snaith

23/2-5/3

Whaiit’ Go&iigr On?
Scale: A: £100,000+; 13: £50,000- £99,999;
C: £10,000 £49999; D: £5,000- £9,999;
E: £1,000 -£4,999; F: less than £999

Cross Border Study Phase U
from Steven Mcloughlin
[SWKCL, Basingstoke]
Following successful feasibility studies at
a total of 12 border crossings between
Belarus, Moldova, Ukraine, Russia and
the EC/CEEC, this trade facilitation
project is now progressing towards tender
file
preparation
for
construction,
equipment and technical assistance.
A fundamental element of this mutli
disciplinary project has been the
demanding
reporting
requirements.
Indeed, meeting deadlines proved a
greater challenge given that the
Basingstoke office is managing and co
ordinating project inputs from six
countries and that reports are also required
in Russian.
However, Institutional Development (ID)
have effectively managed the 5 project
teams and with the co-operation of offices
Russia,
Poland
in
and Finland,
successfully produced both English and
Russian language documentation.
Our international resources have provided
excellent, cost-effective linguistic and
technical support throughout.
Scott Wilson have now been awarded 2
additional borders (including a green field
site) for which feasibility studies will be
undertaken in February and March. Our
regional expertise
has been greatly
enhanced by this project.

-

Groynes, Berms & Ferreting
from Rob Carr [SWKCL, Basingstoke]
Resource Consultants have recently been
awarded a national research and
development project funded by the
Environment Agency, focusing on the
preparation of good guidance practice for
incorporating recreational pursuits into
flood bank structures.
As part of this research we are currently
investigating case studies relating to
existing flood banks (riverside, tidal or
coastal) which have integrated recreation
facilities effectively, overcoming conflicts
or constraints such as maintenance
requirements, safety, nature conservation
etc.
if any ScottLight readers have in mind a
shining example of floodbanks which

Congiral tiui11a’ tilons!
Births
Congratulations to David and Elinor
Magowan on the birth of their second
daughter, Dilys Fiona, on 26 January,
weighing 7lbs 1 loz.
Congratulations to Gill & Simon
Freemantle on the birth of Zoe Ann on
Wednesday 28 January, weighing 7lbs
2oz.

iió yes

Sponsorship for new shirts is still sought
after as a means of cheap local advertising
and more importantly to give us some
identity.

STARTERS
A warm welcome to:

Vaicain cites

James Braithwaite who joined JO
Division at Berk House, Basingstoke on 2
February, as a Technical Assistant

Please note that staff must speak to
their Head of Section before replying to
any vacancy advertised.

Peter
George
who
joined
the
Environmental Section, Basingstoke on 2
February, as Environmental Specialist.

Highway Design Staff- Matlock

All staff at Scott Wilson Railways
(Glasgow) would like to extend a warm
welcome to Kevin Brown of Finance
Department despite his undesirable taste
in football!
-

S/ports

& Socilails

Footie
from Peter Newman
{SWKCL, Basingstoke]

Highways Agency have advised us of a
larger programme of improvements and
maintenance design work in Area 14 than
we anticipated. We shall therefore need
additional highway design staff at the new
SW office in Matlock from 1 April 1998.
There will be vacancies for chartered and
incorporated
engineers,
graduate
engineers and technicians with good
highway/infrastructure
design
back
grounds.

1’

Basingstoke’s 5-a-side football team,
aptly named Seriously Weird Kickers, are
now into their third season in the
Basingstoke league. Despite much
deliberation in the post company
incorporation period, it was decided not to
follow company policy and relinquish
Kickers from our name. However,
‘Seriously Weird’
may accurately
describe our style and performances at
times.
Now the winter season is well under way,
the team is finally starting to find some
consistently good form. Recent victories
of 4-1 and 7-1 has lifted us to our highest
ever league position, 5th out of 19. We
have yet to play the top teams, but have
already won more games this season than
last.
Goals have been spread around the whole
squad which consists of: top striker to date
John ‘Cole’ Sawyer who is currently on a
hot run of goals; Graham ‘New shoes’
Handy who can’t miss since his recent
purchase;
Neil
‘Ouch!’ Foskett
consistently proves he’s the best keeper in
the league, despite carrying numerous
injuries; Justin ‘Forgot my kit’ Simmons
gives some class to the midfield (when he
plays!); Mike ‘Vrnnie’ Jones always adds
some passion to the midfield and Piers
‘Supersub’ Currie has proved a very
useful new signing. My defensive role this
season allows me to swear more than is
strictly necessary, kick people and not run
around as much.

Anyone interested in these positions
should contact Mary Rook at Chesterfield
Personnel.

IFor Sale & Wanted
For Sale:

1 x Brother KH-88 1 Knitting Machine
1 x Brother KH-881 Carriage
1 x Brother Intarsia Carriage KA-82 10
1 x Brother Ribber KR-850
1 x Knitmaster Cone Winder
1 x Hague Circular Knitter
In excess of 50 pattern books/leaflets
1 box of punched pattern cards
Several bags of wool (4 ply mainly)
Several years subscription of Machine
Knit Today and Machine Knitting News
(current last issue Feb 98)

If any office can give a good home to the
above please contact Phil King in the
Exeter office.

>
Reply of the Week
Response to Rory Baird
(What’s On Your Mind Issue 127)
from Peter Innes [SWKCL, Basingstokej

The advertisement for “Director or
Associate Designate”
appeared in
ScottLight alongside your comment. It is
hoped that a suitable internal candidate
may apply but the importance of this post
makes it desirable to widen the search as
far as possible. The word “Designate” is
important: while we are not necessarily
seeking an immediate Director we do
need to attract a top person in a fairly
specialised field.
We had been
developing staff in house. However, the
loss of one of our Associates (to a client)
has unfortunately left a gap which will be
hard, if not impossible, to fill other than
by new recruitment.
This sort of problem will occur from time
to time and certainly does not affect the
priority of Pathways, nor the preference
to develop our own staff for the top
positions.

Thought for the week:
“Take care to get what you like or you
will be forced to like what you get.”
George Bernard Shaw

-

All the above for £750

0.11.0.

Sewing Machine in sewing table. Model
509 (New Home)
£90 0.11.0.
If interested please call Sharron in the
Basingstoke office on ext 237.

The following items are surplus to
requirements in the Exeter office:
2 Draughtsman’s chairs (1 requires re
covering)
1 Steel vertical AO plan cabinet
2 Free standing AO drawing boards
1 Small refrigerator
I AEG Olympia typewriter
continued overleaf
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Idea of the Week Anouncem’
from Geoff French
[SWKHL, I3asingstoke]

As I have indicated previously, a high percentage of the ideas that have been put forward in ScottLight have been
implemented. I am anxious that we all continue to come forward with ideas. Ideas not only for how we can
improve our effectiveness and efficiency, important though this is, but also for how we can serve our clients better,
how we can win more work, how we can increase the awareness of who we are and what we can do, locally,
nationally and throughout the world.
From this issue of ScottLight the most meritorious ‘Idea of the Week’ submitted during the month will
receive £25, whether implemented or not.
A panel of SWKHL board members will determine the ideas considered the most meritorious from those submitted
each month.
The intention is to publish the names of those granted awards, and comment on all the ideas submitted, around the
middle of the following month.
At the end of the year the best of the ideas implemented during the year is to be selected as the ‘Idea of the Year’
and awarded 10% of the benefit expected to derive during the first year of implementation, up to an
overriding maximum of £5,000.
All employees are free to take part and submit ideas, (provided only that the idea can be regarded as outside the
scope of their normal duties). In the event of the same idea being put forward by more than one employee any
award made will be shared equally.

\ These rules meet the requirements of the Inland Revenue and any awards made under them would not, currently, be
subject to tax.

)

All items for inclusion should be mailed, faxed or phoned through to Angela Lowle at Berk House,
Basingstoke by 5p.m. on Mondays. Tel: 01256 461161 x401 Fax: 01256 816835
e-mail: angela.lowle@swkeurope.com
To:
Angela Lowle (Basingstoke)
FaxNo: 01256816835

Date

FOR INCLUSION IN SCOTFLIGHT (continue on a separate page if necessary)
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To Angela Lowle (Basingstoke)

Date

My Idea of the Week is (continue on a separate page if necessary):
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(You do not have to fill in this part if you do not want to this applies to Idea of the Week only)
-
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All Sitaffi

SWK R&DBS Members Contributions
from Alan Morton {SWKCL, Basingstoke]
-

Would members please be aware that all benefits statements issued since (and including) 1st May 1993 have reflected member’s paid
contributions up to and including 31st March each year, not to 30th April which is the scheme financial year end. Statements, and the
relevant scheme records, prior to 1st May 1993 were maintained in tandem with the scheme year (1st May to 30th April).
Hence, the statement dated 1st May 1997 showed a total of your contributions paid to date (under section reflecting ‘Death in Service
Benefits’) up to and including 31St March 1997. All other details on that statement related to benefits, salary etc as at 30th April 1997.
All future statements will clearly indicate to what date member’s paid contributions have been calculated.

Self-Certification Forms
from Christine Haynes
[SWKCL, Basingstoke]
There are still some old self-certification
forms in circulation stating ‘certificate to
be forwarded to Salaries’. Please note
that all self-certification forms are to be
fonvarded to Personnel Department.

Attention Staff on Overseas Contracts
from Caz Spencer [SWKCL, Basingstoke]
Would all staff on overseas contracts in
excess of one month, please note that
overseas timesheets must be completed
and sent or faxed to me in Personnel,
Basingstoke not later than the 10th of
every month.
If you do not have overseas timesheets
please contact me.

Membership Renewals
from Geoff French
[SWKCL, Basingstokej
Would all Scott Wilson Kirkpatrick & Co
Ltd staff please ensure that corporate
memberships of professional bodies and
associations are not renewed without
reference to myself.
This will enable me to ensure that I have a
comprehensive list of such memberships.

It will also ensure that the list is kept
under continuous review.

Seminar Reminder
from Val Hopwood
[SWKCL, Basingstoke]

• .,

II

Westok Strnctural Services Limited,
manufacturers of castellated and cellular
beams are presenting a lunch time
seminar on Monday 16 February at 12.30
in conference room 2a12b. Anyone
wishing to attend please contact me on ext
350 as soon as possible.

CPR Essay Group
from Peter Newman
{SWKCL, Basingstoke]
The Basingstoke CPR essay group are
looking for senior staff willing to attend
our essay discussion groups and/or mark
our essays. Prior experience of assessing
essays for CPR is not essential, but would
be an advantage. The essay titles are
available on request and cover wide
ranging topics which affect all engineers.
If you are able to attend the groups or
mark essays in your own time, please
contact Peter Newman or Saara Pinnell in
Basingstoke.

‘7..

Lunch Time Seminar
from Val Hopwood
[SWKCL, Basingstoke]

Cohn McKenna will be giving an
illustrated talk on the design and
Construction of Bridges on the Route 3
Country Park project in Hong Kong. The
bridges include pre-cast segmental
external post tensioned boxes constructed
from overhead gantries.
The seminar, followed by an opportunity
to ask questions, will be on Wednesday 4
March at 12.30 in conference room 2a/2b.
The meeting would qualify for CET and
CPD requirements so all, especially
craduates, are asked to confirm their
interest to me on ext 350 as soon as
possible, so that I can make arrangements
and order the buffet.

A reminder to all those (levels 4.2 and
above) who were invited to the Dispute
Resolution Course, and who have not yet
replied. A response is required please,
whether yes or no, to Chris White in
Basingstoke.
There are three places left on the first
course, scheduled for 27/28 March.

There are TWO Edinburgh Offices
from Janet Calder [SWRC, Edinburgh]

workface may be of interest to others in
the Firm.

Would everybody please note that there
are TWO Edinburgh offices, one at 7-9
Mentone Gardens (Resource Consultants)
and the other at 23 Chester Street
(Engineering Section). No, we are not in
the same building, nor in fact are we near
each other.
As you will appreciate,
Edinburgh is quite a big city!

I expect to sign a Completion Certificate
by Easter but before that we have to be
satisfied with all the construction work,
arrange inspection by those people and
organisations who will take over the
work, and to arrange the taking over.

So could everyone please make the effort
and either telephone or send the post to
the right address.

What’ Goithg On?
Scale: A: £100,000+; B: £50,000 -99,999;
C: £10,000 -£49,999; D: £5,000- £9,999;
E: £1,000 -£4,999; F: less than £999

A50 Doveridge Bypass
from Allen Flatman
[SWKCL, Chesterfield]
Scott Wilson have been involved with the
Doveridge Bypass scheme since 1981
and, in its fmal form, it constitutes the
‘new build’ element of the Stoke-Derby
Link DBFO. Construction started on site
in July 1996, and on 6 February I signed
the Permit to Use. This confirms that the
new bypass is “suitable and safe for use
by members of the public” and triggers a
substantial uplift in shadow tolls to the
concession company, Connect A50 Ltd.
After the signing of the Concession
Agreement by Connect in May 1996 we
had to review all their proposed designs
and specifications to ensure that these met
the construction requirements in the
Agreement. Almost concurrently we had
to set up a site organisation to monitor
construction, which involved a critical
assessment of all Connect’s Quality Plans
and the preparation of our own systems
for QA audits. In addition, the Highways
Agency extended our original brief and
asked us to assist with QA audit of
operation and maintenance aspects of the
Agreement, and to provide advice on
traffic measurement for shadow toll
payment purposes.
Quality Assurance is fundamental to the
DBFO principle and the site staff, led by
John Parkhouse, have built up a great deal
of audit experience. They have not only
audited all Connect’s systems and records
but have also carried out a large number
of surveillance audits of construction
operations on site. The finer points of
such audits have sometimes been lost on
the man with the shovel, but to everyone’s
credit the systems set up by the contractor
have proved broadly effective. Our direct
experience of construction QA at the

Thanks must go to John Parkhouse and
his team on site, Project Manager Eric
Warburton, and John Trinick and his
team on the operation and maintenance
work. Their efforts have impressed our
client, the Highways Agency, and we
have received an “exceptionally capable”
assessment from them for this project.

Route Speed Improvement Studies
from Keith Wallace
[Scott Wilson Railways, Glasgow]
As a direct result of train operating
companies needing to generate additional
business to meet the terms of their
franchises
Wilson
Scott
Railways
(Scotland) have won no fewer than seven
route speed improvement desk top
studies. This consists of a comparison of
electrifying
EdinburghlGlasgow
via
Shotts with upgrade of the route via
Carstairs; Edinburgh to Glasgow Queen
Street; Edinburgh to Aberdeen; Edinburgh
to Perth; Glasgow Queen Street to Perth;
Perth to Inverness and Kilmarnock to
Barrhead.
This reflects a growing recognition in the
market place of the knowledge and
experience acquired from the BR design
offices and the subsequent emergence of
SWR as a one-stop shop railway
consultancy. Project Manager Keith
Wallace. (Fee Scale A)

Mo v(es
TRANSFERS
Chesterfield Geotechnics wish a fond
farewell to Siobhan O’Mahoney, who
has deserted to the Manchester office.
Siobhan is gradually making her way
across the country having started in
Basingstoke, then moved south to
Chesterfield and now a detour west to
Manchester
slowly working her way
nearer to Ireland we wonder!!!
-

Siobhan the office already looks too
tidy!!!!
Good Luck and best wishes.

:

.:. .:.

All the staff in the Manchester office
would like to welcome Siobhan
O’Mahoney, who joined the Manchester
civillrailway team on 9 February. We all
hope she will be very happy with us, and
will enjoy our rich programme of social
events.

S/ports & Sociiaiis
Recycling
from Diana Clarke
[SWKCL, Basingstoke]
Thanks to everyone for keeping paper for
me.
I made two paper collections in January
and raised £24 and £19.20. I received a
donation of5 from Airports Section who
donated money rather than send
Christmas cards to one another. Thank
you all very much.
A £20 donation was sent on 2 February on
our behalf to the ‘Children with
Leukaemia’ fund.
Carry on keeping WHITE paper (no
orange fax paper) please. Thank you all
once again.

To conclude
Why did the chicken cross the road
from Nigel Catling
[SWKCL, Southampton]
The Management Consultant:
Deregulation of the chicken’s side of the
road was threatening its dominant market
position. The chicken was faced with
significant challenges to create and
develop the competencies required for the
newly competitive market.
Our
management consultants, in a partnering
relationship with the client, helped the
chicken by rethinking its physical
distribution strategy and implementation
processes. Using the Poultry Integration
Model (PIM) we helped the chicken use
its skills, methodologies, knowledge
capital and experiences to align the
chicken’s
people,
and
processes
technology in support of its overall
strategy within a Program Management
framework. The consultancy convened a
diverse cross-spectrum of transport
analysts and best chickens along with our
consultants with deep skills in the
transportation industry to engage in a two
day itinerary of meetings in order to
leverage their personal knowledge capital,
both tacit and explicit, and to enable them
to synergize with each other in order to
achieve the implicit goals of delivering
and
successfully
architecting
and

implementing an enterprise-wide value
framework across the continuum of
poultry cross-median processes.
The
meeting was held in a park like setting
enabling and creating an impactful
environment which was strategically
based, industry-focused, and built upon a
consistent, clear, and unified market
message and aligned with the chicken’s
mission, vision, and core values. This
was conducive towards the creation of a
total business integration solution. Our
management consultants helped the
chicken change to become more
successful.

•
V
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Ideas of the Week

Establishment Works
Consultant Opportunities
Thurso, Windsor and Tidworth Areas
The facilities management team of M&E
have recently been awarded several MOD
contracts and now urgently require
qualified
Building
Surveyors
and
Building Services Engineers to work at
various sites in the UK.
The EWC office provides professional
and technical support to Property
Managers on matters of building
structures and engineering services,
current regulations, codes of practice,
estimating and budget forecasting, cost
control, contractual practices, quality and
health and safety.
The successful candidate will have some
experience of this environment and
awareness
of
computer
based
management systems.
Interested parties should contact Caz
Spencer in Basingstoke, as soon as
possible.

For Sale

(&

Wan ted

For Sale:
2No 8MB 72 pin Parity Simms £6 each
-

Asostek 486 PCI Motherboard

-

£15

Pentium 83MHz Overdrive Processor for
486 Pentium (Fan included)
£40
-

Contact John Redpath, SWK Edinburgh

Perhaps they might even accept the new
SOp?

from Martin Duris [SWKCL, London)
With SW offices and clients located
throughout the world in different time
zones it may be useful to install answering
machines in the offices which don’t have
24hr manned receptions. The outgoing
message could also give details of the
relevant fax number and e-mail address.

from Steve Davey [SWKCL, Turkey]
Please note that staff must speak to
their Head of Section. before replying
to any vacancy advertised.

higher caffeine intake = increased
workrate from the workforce!
less cleaning time!

I assume that, like Scott Wilson staff here
in Ankara, most of our worldwide staff of
2,500 each get a weekly copy of
ScottLight. To save money and not waste
paper I suggest that the practice of
attaching a separate page (the last page)
every week for including items and Idea
of the Week is discontinued. The relevant
information to be retained, if it is still
necessary, could be included on the
bottom of the first page.

from Steve Booth [SWKCL, Basingstoke]
Despite the best endeavours of Nina Day
to control the seemingly random
allocation of plastic cups and associated
fluid volumes of the Scott House drinks
vending machines, it is apparent that
during the course of most days, spillage of
drinks is not an infrequent event,
compounded
by
occasional
the
accidentally
dropped
cupful.
The
cumulative staining effect on the floor
area by the machines obviously gives the
cleaners something to do each evening,
but during the day it looks bad (not good
PR for visitors), and is either sticky
underfoot or a positive (slippery) health
hazard.
As a simple interim housekeeping
measure, couldn’t paper towel dispensers
be positioned near each machine to enable
spillage to be immediately attended to by
the culprit/victim? An absorbent mat on
the floor might also help.
In preference of course, may I dare to
suggest that these dinosaurs are replaced
with some decent modem machines that
dispense freshly filtered coffee, giving the
immediate benefits of:
•
•
•

improved visual amenity
reduction of health hazard
improved palatability (excellent PR
for visitors)

from Peter George
[SWKCL, Basingstoke]
Having only joined SWK this week, I
hope I may be forgiven for potentially
‘rocking the boat’. Scanning through
some previous issues of ScottLight I came
across a suggestion made in September
1997 that the newsletter be sent via email
to offices (overseas, I presume) rather
than by fax. I have a suggestion to take
this one step further.
In these environmentally conscious times,
could this not be extended to cover all
staff throughout the company i.e.
everyone with an email mailbox gets a
copy sent by email each week. Since not
everyone may have email access, a copy
could also be sent to each department!
section which could then be used as the
printed ‘reference’ copy.
My guess is this would result in a
considerable saving in terms of paper,
photocopying and delivery. It would also
demonstrate the company’s commitment
to the environment.

from Rob Rushmer
[SWKCL, Chesterfield]
We frequently issue disks to external
bodies, using the uninspiring labels that
come with the disks from the
manufacturer, could we not make use of
the rather attractive Scott Wilson mark
(logo) and produce our own diskette
labels.
The labels could have space
allocated for: job number, date, contents,
virus checked on dispatch, addressee, etc.
The office address could be written on the
underside flap.
(It’s good to see ideas coming in thick and
fast-Ed)

Thought for the week:
“Think Sideways.”

Edward de Bono

All items for inclusion should be mailed, faxed or phoned through to Angela Lowle at Berk House,
Basingstoke by 5p.m. on Mondays. Tel: 01256 461161 x401 Fax: 01256 816835
e-mail: angela.lowle@swkeurope.com
To:
Angela Lowle (Basingstoke)
Fax No: 01256 816 835

Date

FOR INCLUSION IN SCOITLIGHT (continue on a separate page if necessary)
From

Location

1<

Ildea of the Week
To Angela Lowle (Basingstoke)

Date

My Idea of the Week is (continue on a separate page if necessary):

Name
Location
(You do not have to fill in this part if you do not want to this applies to Idea of the Week only)
-

This is an SWK Holdings publication distributed to all staff in the operating, associated and subsidiary companies in the UK and Europe.
It is not for outside circulation.

PATHWAYS FOR PROGRESS
QUESTIONS AN]) ANSWERS
from Peter Innes [Vice Chairman IHRG]
A number of presentations have been given throughout the Europe region, either directed at senior staff responsible for
mentoring, or in some cases at all staff in a particular office.
Many questions have been asked. It is felt that it may be helpful to those who have been unable to attend a presentation to
receive a set of questions and answers. The list below is not complete as full records were not made of all discussions and
reflect only the meetings held by SWKCL. The answers are, therefore, generic, responding to questions which may have
been put in different words at different meetings, but even so possibly useful to all staff in the region.
Directors responsible for Personnel and managers in all companies will continue to be pleased to answer any queries and to
visit any offices not yet covered by presentations.
Qi.

Who decided and how at what level each staff member should be?

Al.

Within SWKC’L, the Director (Personnel) in discussion with other Directors. Generally staffhave been placed at the
level corresponding to theirformer Job Title.

Q2.

Can we appeal now?

A2.

While it is preferable that appeals against level should be based on the results of an assessment, in cases of gross
error in the assigned level, career path or mentor a correction is being made. In afew cases staffmovements, on and
offsitefor instance, have occurred which necessitate a revision ofcareer path.

Q3.

What happens when someone’s competencies exceed or fall short of the level they have been given? Are they
put up or down a level?

A3.

Other than in the case of a gross error, promotion will only be considered in the normal way. If conipetencies fall
short, demotion is not anticipated, except in a case of long term lack of progress. This should very seldom be the
case.

Q4.

Should the assessment process be done in two stages so that you fill in occupational competencies and
objectives, in agreement with your mentor, and then go away and decide if met, or do you do it all in one go?

A4.

It is expected that in most cases there need be only one meeting.

Q5.

Under the sheet on Occupational Competencies there is a section entitle “This means for me”. Presumably
this should be very specific and should be agreed with the mentor to assist with future monitoring.

AS.

“This means for me” seems to have caused some dfJIculties.
A detailed speclcation is not called for. After
personal thought and, perhaps, consultation among colleagues, it is felt that this column should be capable of
completion quickly and fairly intuitively. It is realised that answers will be subjective, but increasing experience
within the firm and feedback to Personnel should lead to the establishment offairly precise “model” answers.
Obviously every mentor must have considered his own occupational competencies and will, thus, have gained an
appreciation ofthe problem before meeting his staff

Q6.

Presumably the term “consistently” means most of the time as nobody is perfect, nor should they be damned
because of one or two poor jobs?

A6.

“C’onsistently” has led to considerable discussion.
pemformance rather than “one-off” successes.

Q7.

The term “exceed competence” is a difficult one. One is either competent or not.
competence” refer to quantity as opposed to quality?

A 7.

“Exceed competence” is an expression either of a standard well above normal expectations or of competence above
the next higher level. It is not expected to be usedfrequently!

The suggested definition seems fair as an expression of long term

Hence does “exceed

Q8.

In the past the achievement of C Eng status brought promotion to Chartered Engineer within the firm. Does
the same apply to promotion to level 3.1?

A8.

It is intended that success at CPR (ICE) or the equivalent for other c’hartered Institutions should be one of the
several coinpetencies required. However, in general it is to be expected that achieving chartered status should be the
last competency acquired at level 2 and promotion should therefore follow veiy soon afterwards.

Q9.

On the self-assessment and audit form for threshold 3/4 there are requirements given opposite each
competency. The competencies are quite rightly fairly broad. However, as far as I can see, the requirements
are equally broad and more or less paraphrase the competencies. This particular issue has confused me and
your advice would be appreciated.

A9.

The 3/4 threshold core competencies are expanded and explained somewhat by the requirements without
presupposing answers to “what this in cansfor me

Q1O.

In assessment , does

AlO.

No. The intention is that more rapid or easier achievement of certain types of competence should help to indicate
which of the three career directions (thchnical/co,nmercial/specialist,) is more suited to each individual, as they
**
proceed through levels 3 and 4. Once a particular direction has been finally chosen,
and * indicate those
competencies most essential to the person concerned. It is not intended that the asterisks should be entered in any of
the three columns but it might be helpful to show them qier the competence on the assessment sheet. (see example
attached)

Qil.

Can only managers progress to levels 4 and 5?

All.

No. The intention in the provision of the three directions is that the best staff may go to the top in terms of level,
recognition and reward, not merely the managers, and thus be retained to the benefit of themselves and Scott Wilson.
It is essential that our best “single operator” in-house consultants should be properly recognised in good time and
developed in levels 4 and 5.

Q12.

Within SWKCL, is there going to be notification to managers of the staff they are to mentor, and to advise
them of staff levels and career paths?

A12.

All divisions, plus C’orporate Services, have now developed their own structured staff lists for this purpose. These
lists will now be recorded by Personnel, who will be responsiblefor maintaining them in future.

Q13.

How often should assessments and action plans be revisited? Is assessment and audit an annual cycle?

A 13.

The frequency of assessments will vamy according to circumstances. In some circumstances once a year may be
adequate and the annual review will be the prompt. In other cases a cycle of as little as three months may be
appropriate. At the conclusion oft/ic staff/mentor meeting, a new date should be entered in both diaries for the next
meeting.

Q14.

Will staff appraisals be conducted as previously, or will there be a new format?

A14.

Pathways assessment and audit wiliform the first part of a two part ANNUAL REVIEW. At each annual review the
most recent Pathways action plan and other documentation will be tabled: it is desirable that the Action Plan should
be recent and should indicate that progress is actually being made. For 1998 the first Pathways meeting needs to be
completed veiy soon for the purpose of the “C’ompetencies Review”. The second part is a “Performance Review”
which looks back at the past year and then sets targets for the next year. Assessment ofperformance will now be
more objective than in the past, being measured against a range ofcriteria.

Q15.

The Pathways Action Plan flows from the self assessment. The plan is then discussed and agreed with the
mentor. What is the course of action if the mentor disagrees with the self assessment and hence with the
action plan?

A 15.

Every member ofstaff has the right of recourse to their Director and an appeals procedure will be in place, within
the firm’s Grievance Procedure. However it is hoped that virtually all differences will be resolved amicably.

*

mean below competence, and does

**

or

‘‘‘

mean you are above?

Q16.

How will promotions be handled?

A16.

Promotions will take place at the same times ofyear as at present. Following annual review the mentor may make a
recommendation for promotion on a standardform. This will be a more structured procedure than in the past, with
requirements for increasingly stringent scrutiny at the higher levels. Promotions across a main threshold (e.g. 3/4,1
will entail a fill review of competencies. At intermediate promotions, progress towards the achievement of
competencies will be expected, in addition to pemformnance criteria. Recommendations for special salamy
consideration, special bonuses etc. will follow a similar procedure. All recommendations will be made initially by
the mentor and approved at Division, company or Holding Company level as required.

Q17.

The number of staff employed on future supervision contracts will be reduced drastically with little
requirement for measurement staff. An office career path may thus be more appropriate for staff currently
seconded from the office. Would it be possible to have more than one career path and provide facilities for
switching between them to suit demand? It is intended that each member of staff should have only the single,
most appropriate career path.

A17.

Where there is a switch from site to office or vice versa,for more than a nominal period, a change ofcareer path and
mentor will be arranged. There will be no change oflevel in either case.

Q18.

If I am content to stay at the same level and hold the necessary competencies, how will my salary be affected?

A 18.

All salaries will be assessed evemy year and peiformance at each level will be recognised.

Q19.

Is there intended to be a banding of pay across Career Paths at each Career Level?

A 19.

No. Salamy levels must always reflect the market positions in the many professions represented in Scott Wilson. The
salamy bands will continue to be broad within each career level.

Q20.

If all competencies are achieved or exceeded will we go up to the next level or will we have to wait until there is
a position vacant?

A20.

Refer to page 29 of the Pathways handbook: “All promotion will result from the acquisition of additional
competence, agreed at a Pathways review and the availability of a suitable job role”. There is, thus, no guarantee of
promotion. The availability of a suitable job role will depend on the state of the business including, at higher levels,
the individual’s contribution in developing the business and thus creating roles to be filled.

Q21.

If training is required, will it be provided?

A21.

Action plans are expected to show that much can be done by personal efforts. Training is a co,nniitment of Scott
Wilson. Budgets for technical training are held at divisional level in SWKL and will be expended on personal
training to meet strategic objectives as well as approved personal development. A separate budget is held by
Personnelfor the training of Graduates and Technicians.

Q22.

Within SWKCL, who is responsible for reviewing staff submissions and acting?

A22.

All action plans will be held in Personnel records. Howevem evemy individual “owns” his or her own action plan
and mnust take the prime responsibility for making it happen. Many actions will be within personal control. Formal
training will he directedfrom Divisional level with supportfrom Personnel in achieving its delivemy.
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This example is illustrative of someone who is developing
competencies in Level 3 and likely to enter Level 4 regarded
as a specialist.

PERSONAL
seek and accept appropriate levels of responsibility and accountability
1
dmmonstratm continuing commitment to self development
2
3
develop a presence in the organisation and in the professional, business and social environments

PROFESSIONAL
develop professionally based client relationships
1
contribute to the development of professional standards by presenting, communicating, publishing
2
work and knowledge
display creativity and problem solving ability in approach to assignments, projects and tasks
3
and show capacity to improve effectiveness
4
take a responsible attitude towards, and involvement in, others’ pursuit of professional qualifications

MANAGERIAL
1
allocate resources of time, assets, knowledge and staff to achieve planned for results in respect
of tasks, proiects, assignments.
motivate and develop performance of others
2
demonstrate a commitment to developing and appraising staff
3
delegate effectively and demonstrate accountability
4
display proficiency in purposeful communications
5

COMMERCIAL
formulate, plan and execute profitable assignment, work programmes
I
meet iob delivery, invoice and payment targets
2
maintain existing client relationships and develop new clients
4
apply commercial standards in relationships with clients
promptly and accurately administer financial forecasting and reporting systems and procedures
5

2
3
4
5

1
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THRESHOLD 314

Self Assessment & Audit Form
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CHAIRMAN’S STATEMENT
from Phil Green [SWKHL, London]
‘Would you please note that the Chairman’s Statement, which was issued to all employees with the Annual Review, was intended for
internal distribution only. It should iLQ be included with the Annual Review when being given to clients.

Tirnesheet Entries
from Geoff French
[SWKCL, Basingstoke]
The league table for the entry of the
January timesheets shows Plymouth
overtaking Basildon in top place, Leeds
and Telford improving dramatically but
Southampton, Abingdon and Chesterfield
slipping into the bottom three places.
Office

Plymouth
Basildon
Peterborough
Edinburgh
Leeds
Basingstoke
Manchester
Telford
Birmingham
London
Chesterfield
Abingdon
Southampton

Error
Coefficient

0.8
1.2
2.4
4.0
4.0
4.2
4.6
4.7
5.0
5.2
6.2
8.0
10.0

“Enhanced Engineering Council standards
will be introduced from September 1999
in the Professional Reviews of all
institutions.
Liaison across the civils
sector should ensure harmonisation, if not
informing of approach.
Current proposals include the following
which are still subject to discussion before
publication later in 1998.
• All IPR and TPR applicants will need to
demonstrate achievement of a set of (as
yet undefined) objectives during their
Initial Professional Development (IPD)
before they can proceed to Review.

• New assessment criteria are being
devised by joint institution groups.
They are based on the Engineering
Council’s definitions of engineers’ roles
and responsibilities.
• S/NVQ units will be accepted as part of
engineers
Initial
Professional
Development and as evidence of
‘further learning’ to top up Higher
National qualifications to degree level.
Deadline Dates for IENG

• The IPD of aspiring engineers and
technicians will need to be monitored
and clarified before Review, either
under a company accredited scheme or
by an institution training officer or
mentor.
• Engineers and technicians will need to
have a Professional Development Plan
before Review.

Overall the error rate in January was
disappointing, some 25% higher than for
December. There is, therefore, plenty of
room for improvement in February.

• Reviews will effectively be in two
Applicants’ submissions to
stages.
consist of their assessed IPD portfolio, a
career summary, 2000 word report and a
professional development plan.

IPR Changes in 2000
from Chris White [SWKHL, Basingstoke]

• Local interviews will be reintroduced
for the Technician Professional review
which will be a scaled down version of
the IPR.

The following is an extract from IHIE’s
(Institute of Highway Incorporated
Engineers) Training News.
Those it
concerns should take note.

objectives, as advocated by the
Engineering Council. Applicants will
still have a degree of choice to cater for
specialisrns.

• The Guide Syllabus Sectors and
Activities will be replaced by sets of

September 1999
New Professional
Review standards and procedures for
Technicians and Incorporated Engineers.
-

September 2003 Last date for HNCs to
be registered with The Engineering
Council.
-

September 2007 Last entry to the IPR
for I-INC holders without further learning
up to degree equivalent.”
-

From: Bob McKittrick
[SWKCL Chesterfieldi
Engineering News Record, an American
magazine, has just published the results of
its annual survey of consulting engineers
based on “design services performed in
1996”. Under the listing of The Top 200
International Design Firms, Scott Wilson

continued overleaf

ranks 33rd compared with 44th in the
previous year.

Association for Project Management
Thames Valley Branch Meeting
from Sue Moore [SWKCL, Basingstoke]
THE LEAN APPROACH TO MANAGEMENT

use of q-mails to the Hanoi office should
be used only sparingly.

Defence for locations throughout Scotland
and North England (Fee Scale A).

Routine and urgent messages and items
such as News SWAP and ScottLight
should be faxed rather than q-mailed.
Only if an electronic copy of a document
(eg text for a proposal) is required by the
Hanoi office should it be q-mailed.

This completes a notable recent ‘MOD
treble’ for Edinburgh following the two
major Project Management commissions
already awarded in 1998.

To be held at DERA, Farnborough, Hants.
Wednesday 25 February 1998 at 730pm

Scott Wilson in Poland
from Eddie Foster
H & S Site Training SWKCL
from Paul Gray [SWKCL, London]
-

The employment of an individual Client
Project Manager, or Client Rep
resentative, rather than a management
team, has been used with success on
complex building projects. The leaner the
better. The approach, competence and
team work skills of the lead designer and
Client are key factors in the success of this
method, as is the involvement of the
contractors and the reduced imposition of
management.
This talk discusses the strengths and
weaknesses of the leaner approach,
compared with a consultant acting as the
Client’s Agent. Eric Gabriel, a Chartered
Engineer has 36 years’ experience in
project management in the power, process
and building industries and was a
previous president of the IAPM.
Anybody who is interested in attending
this meeting should inform me in
Basingstoke on extension 393, by noon on
Monday 23 February 1998, so that
security arrangements can be made for
you to gain access to DERA and
directions can be given.
The next meeting will be on 18 March
1998 and will be titled “Confronting
Company Politics”; more details will
follow nearer the date.

Internal Training
Sessions
from June Brown
[SWKCL, Chesterfield]

According to the current H & S training
records, it appears that all SWKCL
permanent staff resident on construction
sites, who carry out work outside of a site
office, have undergone the SWKCL I day
General H & S Site Training Course.
As part of an audit check, would any
person in the above noted position who
has not attended the course please inform
Paul Gray, the National H & S Adviser
resident in the London office, to ensure
their attendance at the next course.

Impact on Structures
from David Webb
[SWKCL, Basingstoke]
Do any structural engineers have any past
or current projects where beams or
columns are subject to significant (eg
vehicular) impact? Have you developed
any rules that are more accurate than
those in BS6399 (which are conservative
because they use a false conservation of
energy model).
If you have I would be very interested to
hear the approach that was adopted (ext
287).

TRAVELLERS

• ra .•

The next evening seminar of the internal
training programme will be held on 2
The topic will be
March at 5pm.
‘Customer Care’ presented by Ron Wall.
anyone interested should contact me on
ext 217 as soon as possible as the venue
will be determined by the number of
people attending.

Q-Mails to Vietnam
from Simon Davies [SWKAP, Hanoi]
The Scott Wilson Hanoi office can only
send or receive q-mails by making an
international call to Scott Wilson Hong
Kong. International calls out of Vietnam
are extremely expensive and therefore the

Location

Traveller

Dates

Kazakhstan

Martin Wheeler

16-24/2

Whait’ Goilnr On?
Scale: A: £l00,000+; 13: £50,000- £99,999;
C: £10,000- £49,999; D: £5,000- £9,999;
E: £1,000- £4,999; F: less than £999

Advisory Services Term Commission
from Alistair Napier
[SWKC(S)L, Edinburgh]
The Edinburgh office has been appointed,
under a 3 year term commission, to
provide multi-disciplinary professional
advisory services to the Ministry of

Regular readers of ScottLight (aren’t we
all) will have noticed a few articles
recently concerning the development of
our activities in Poland. I am pleased to
report in this latest bulletin that our
success is continuing, in no small part due
to the efforts our people there, their
relationship with our Clients and the
reputation we are gaining in service to our
projects.
This is

emphasised by the latest one year

extension

to

our

contract

supplying

project management support in a variety
of technical and financial ways to the
General Directorate of Public Roads in
Warsaw. Since its commencement in
1993, our t\vo resident Advisors, Richard
Kurek and George Raczynski, plus quite a
few visiting specialists, have provided a
range of services to the Project
Management Unit running the First World
Bank Loan project. Most recently Peter
Webb has been assisting giving specialist
advice on design check and procurement
of contract services to a major cable
stayed bridge in Gdansk.
Many in the UK may have seen some of
our Polish visitors from the GDDP and
the regional DODP’s during a visit in
October, which has become something of
an annual event. We have had several
parties visiting in the last few years.
Basingstoke,
Nottingham (SWPE),
Chesterfield and occasionally Glasgow
have been on the hit list, visiting major
road project from these offices. Polish
speakers Peter Sobczynski and Helen
Ratokla have been very helpful in
assisting with these visits and it has given
William Kemp a chance to meet some old
friends, going back to exchanges held
with Polish engineers in the 1970s!
Our work will now continue at least until
the end of this year. Recently the World
Bank Second Loan works commenced, so
we hope to be well placed for further
services.
As a result of this success and the
development of other projects we are
presently re-registering an office of Scott
Wilson in Poland.

Cycling by Design
from David Stephens
[SWC(S)L, Glasgow]
Scott Wilson were appointed as Standards
Advisor and Auditor to The Scottish
Office in October 1996. As part of the
original commission we were required to
produce an internal cycling advice note
which would be aimed at updating
guidance.
Scottish
existing
Office
However, since its original inception the
scope of the client’s brief has been
extended and the document, titled Cycling
by Design, now looks to the contribution
the bicycle can make to the Government’s
integrated transport philosophy and is
aimed specifically at satisfying a range of
outputs set by the National Cycling
Strategy. (Key aspects being Design
Guidelines, Cycle Audit Procedures,
Local Strategies for Cycling and Cycle
Parking Standards).
A draft version of cycling by Design was
recently presented to the Scottish Cycling
Liaison Group and senior members of The
Scottish
Office
National
Roads
Directorate by myself and David Webster,
where it was well received. Once minor
amendments have been completed it is
intended that a workshop will be held
involving members of
the Cycling
Liaison Group in order that any remaining
contentious issues may be ironed out.
cycling by Design will then be issued as a
consultation document for a period of 12
months following which it is envisaged
that the document will be developed into a
guidance note for incorporation into
DMRB. The formation of a countrywide
working group is currently being
reviewed.
If anyone has experience of the
application of any cycling design methods
or previous Scott Wilson experience in the
provision of cycling facilities please
contact David Stephens in the Glasgow
office.

Tina Chappell who joined the Admin
Section at Telford as a part-time Admin
Clerk.

In addition you must be adaptable and
willing to provide cover across the full
range of Personnel activities including
administration for training, recruitment,
expatriate and payroll services when
necessary.

LEAVERS

Goodbye and Good Luck to::
Gill Davies who left the Personnel
Department, Basingstoke this week.
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To conclude (finally?)
Why did the chicken cross the road
from Harold Insley [SWK (Hong Kong)]
To escape from Tun Chee-hwa, Chief
Executive of the Hong Kong Special
Administrative Region of the People’s
Republic of China, who sentenced all
Hong Kong’s chickens to death in a mass
slaughter in December 1997, to avoid the
spread of ‘bird flu’. In total 1.5 million
chickens were killed and landfilled in 2 to
3 days just before Christmas. Only 15
human bird flu cases were identified in
Hong Kong but of these 6 people died.
Another victim of this ‘epidemic’ was a
ban on the import of chickens from
Mainland China. Imports have just re
started but subject to rigorous testing;
other provisions include the setting up of
chicken ‘hotels’ to house chickens who
have arrived from China, but whose test
results are still be processed.
Fortunately the supply of frozen chicken
(usually from USA and Europe) has not
been affect during this period. They
crossed the road somewhere else!

Va’canciees

You will need to be flexible, enthusiastic
and a good team player. If you are ready
for a challenging role with plenty of
variety please contact Sally Mason on ext
210.

Principal Bridge Engineer
Scott Wilson Irwin Johnston (SWIJ)
Sydney

-

Following the resignation of its lead
bridge engineer, SWIJ is reviewing its
options for employing an experienced
bridge engineer to head the discipline,
which forms part of the company’s heavy
civil engineering division, centred in
Sydney.
With a view to strengthening the AsiaPacific regional capability in this regard,
SWIJ require a senior level engineer with
a CV that is strongly bridge orientated.
Whilst designlanalysis skills are very
important, the person must also have a
strong practical inclination. Many of the
projects will involve direct interaction
with the contractor, including design and
construct roles and participation in the
construction engineering.
Pragmatism
and the ability to develop winning
solutions through smart thinking and
innovation are therefore crucial.
Naturally, the person will manage the
bridge section in all respects, and also be
required to develop new business. This
will require relevant experience and an
appropriate personality.
Interested parties should contact Bob
McKittrick in Chesterfield who will liaise
with Brian Adams in Sydney.

Please note that staff must speak to
their Head of Section. before replying
to any vacancy advertised.

Mo \ve’s
STARTERS

A warm welcome to:Martin Allen who joined the Bridges
Section in Chesterfield on 9 February, as a
Senior Engineer.

Personnel Assistant
Required to undertake an administrative
role within our busy department in
Basingstoke with prime responsibility for
providing secretarial support to the Head
of Personnel.
It is essential that you have a thorough
knowledge of Word and familiarity with
spreadsheets; the ability to take shorthand
would be an advantage but not essential.

on

yoiuir Miind?
Distribution List
from Rhoda Hamer
[SWKCL, Chesterfield]
To whom it may concern. I refer to the
general Distribution List, latest issue 6
February 1998.
I cannot direct this to
continued overleaf

anyone in particular because the list has
nothing on it to identify the originator.
The current format of the List does not
give a clear indication of the job titles of
staff, other than Directors whose names
are emboldened, and this creates
difficulties with its use.
For example, if I am asked to distribute a
document to all Associates and Principal
Engineers in the UK, I have no difficulty
identifying those in Chesterfield office
(where I am based) and other C Division
offices, but the names of staff in other
offices throughout the UK generally mean
nothing to me. I am aware, however, that
some Admin and other grades of staff are
mixed up with the Principal Engineers. It
would be very helpful if the list could
make this clear.
I assume that others throughout the Firm
also have this difficulty. This is borne out
by the number of circulars that are sent
out ‘willy-nilly’ to everyone on the list
irrespective of their job status and if the
content of the circular is of any relevance
to them.
On future lists would it be possible, in
some way, to identify who are Associates,
Principal Engineers or Admin Staff, e.g.
CHESTERFIELD
R A McKittrick
W R Kemp
M Yilmaz
J M W Holden
Associates:
A J Flatman
K L Weir
D Gallear
W E Jameson
J Trinick
Principal Engineers:
J Armistead
S W Beniston
DWRBlythe etc. etc.
Admin:
M G Burton (Office Manager)
M Rook (Personnel Officer)
The implementation of these changes for
future distribution of the List would help
to save a lot of time and paper.

V

>‘<
Reply of the Week

Ildea, of the Week
Failure Feedback
from lain Calder [SWKCL, London]
Only too often we become aware of
projects which have not gone smoothly
and we have either lost money or our
client, and sometimes both. The Directors
are aware of these projects. I proposed
that, say twice a year, the P0 and PM of a
selected wayward project give a talk to all
levels of the firm, from graduates to
directors, speaking freely about what and
why things went wrong. We can all learn
from this and perhaps avoid making
similar mistakes ourselves.

from Robert Carr [SWKCL, Basingstoke]
Inspired by the prospect of making extra
cash, I would like to put forward 2 money
saving ideas which relate to our printing
requirements:
1. Print all reports double-sided (unless
client requirements decree otherwise).
Many of our competitors already do
this and the practice will probably an
industry ‘norm’ in the not too distant
future. In addition, producing doublesided reports means we need less
storage space to keep them.
2. ‘When printers are replaced, ensure the
specification allows for the printing on
previously printed paper (the reverse).
This could be kept in a separate tray
and used for letter drafts etc.
Perhaps the money saved could be used to
invest in the modern range of coffee
machines that Steve Booth has got the
spec on!

Local Press Releases
from Bob McKittrick (SWKCL,
Chesterfield)
In Issue 127 Richard Levett raised the
question of having someone in each office
responsible for dealing with the local
press. At present the system is that
Rebecca Green, in the Marketing Support
Unit in Basingstoke, is responsible for co
ordinating and issuing press releases to
both local and national publications.
Rebecca tries to obtain press release
information by contacting every month
those Project Directors whose names
appear against a new job, with fees of
£25000 or more, on the monthly new jobs
list. She asks for details of the jobs so that
releases
can
be
prepared.
press
Unfortunately she is having very little
success in spite of making about ten
requests per month.
We are doing very well in terms of
general press coverage but our exposure
on press releases is abysmal. This is
particularly noticeable in Construction
News where there is a monthly summary
of overseas commissions won by
consultants but we are conspicuous by our
absence.
In summary, there is a system in place but
it can only work if those from whom
information is requested come up with the
responses.

Thought for the week:
from Gary Withers [SWRL]

from Tim Hunt [SWKCL, Basingstoke]
Can we re-introduce report covers with a
window’? I understand that these are no
longer available with the new logo, but
this creates problems in the production of
less grandiose reports, particularly for
overseas offices with limited facilities

“Education will never
expensive as ignorance.”

become

as

All items for inclusion should be mailed, faxed or phoned through to Angela Lowle at Berk House,
Basingstokeby 5p.m. on Mondays. Tel: 01256 461161 x401 Fax: 01256 816835

e-mail: angela.lowle@swkeurope.com
To:
Angela Lowle (Basingstoke)
FaxNo: 01256816835
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Week ending: 27 February 1998

All Staff!

Pensions
from Susan Briggs [SWCLS, Glasgow]
The next meeting of the Trustees of the
SWK Retirement and Death Benefit
Scheme will be held on Thursday 5
March.
If you have any particular
concerns about the operation of the
scheme or there is a relevant issue you
would like to raise you are welcome to
contact me or any of the other Trustees
about it.

Scott Wilson Basingstoke Car Parking
from Mike Sales [SWKCL, Basingstoke]
From 23 February, and until further
notice, permanent employees of Scott
Wilson should, when Scott House and
Berk House car parks are full, park their
cars in the open car park at the front of
City Wall House (CWH).
CWH is situated approximately 150
metres to the south east of Scott House
and directly opposite the back of Berk
House on the south side of Basing View.
Cars to be parked in bays 1-43 inclusive
and to have a Scott Wilson car sticker on
prominent display.
As at Scott House and Berk House, all
vehicles parked at CWH, together with
contents, are at owner’s risk.
Double parking at Scott House and Berk
House will not be permitted when there is
spare capacity at CWH.
Temporary employees are advised that
Scott Wilson do not provide parking
facilities at Scott House, Berk House or
CWH.

Engineering New Record Top 200
International Design Firms
from Richard Denton-Cox
[Chairman, International Marketing and
Business Development Group]
I am pleased to advise that Scott Wilson
has been ranked 33 in the top 200

International
Design
Firms
by
Engineering News Record in their
recently published annual supplement. We
have moved up from 46 last year. The
rankings are on international fee billings
(outside home country, which for the
purposes of this survey is the UK for Scott
Wilson) and have a high credibility with
international clients.
We were also ranked II in the
Transportation Sector, 14 in Asia and 22
in Africa.

Conquest Invoicing
Seminar
16 March 1998
Conference Room IA/lB
Basingstoke

IT..

—Ia

There will be an informal lunch time
seminar explaining how Conquest will
affect invoicing procedures and the layout
of invoices. This will be of particular
interest to Project Managers who would
like to know how their jobs will be
affected.
Please inform Nandita Sarney (ext 232) if
you would like to attend.

Internal Training Sessions
from June Brown
[SWKCL, Chesterfield]
The third lunchtime seminar of the
internal training programme will be held
on 16 March at 1230pm in the
Conference Room, Bayheath House. The
topic is Risk Assessment under CDM,
Construction (Health Safety and Welfare)
Regulations and will be presented by
Robin Dawson.
Anyone interested should contact me as
soon as possible on ext 217.

British Consultants Bureau Visit
to Georgia & Azerbaijan
from Richard Levett
[SWKCL, Basingstoke]
I will be representing Scott Wilson on a
DTI sponsored visit to Georgia 16-21
-

March and Azerbaijan 22-26 March. If
anyone has potential projects or contacts
they would like followed up please
contact me. The visit will be an
opportunity to maintain contact with past
and present clients and also seek further
work opportunities.
-

Construction Act Soon To Become Law
from Chris White [SWHL, Basingstoke]
The following is an extract from an article
written by Frances Patterson, ACE
Director of Legal Affairs published in the
current edition of the ACE Journal.
“The
SCHEME for
Construction
Contracts for England and Wales was laid
before Parliament before Christmas. The
Scottish Scheme was laid in mid-January.
A debate in Parliament will take place
probably in February depending upon the
Parliamentary timetable.
The Schemes cannot be amended in
debate and the chances are that they will
be accepted. Part II of the Construction
Act 1996 will come into force two months
after the debate.
The start date is
therefore likely to be the end of April or
the beginning of May, with the Act finally
coming into force nearly two years after it
was passed.
If (ACE) Members have any queries
about the adjudication or payment
provisions of the Act and how it might
affect them, they should contact the
Association as soon as possible.
In addition, the Construction Industry
Council
(CIC)
is
launching
an
adjudication advice service.
Its
Adjudication Task Force has established a
response team of experts to address
questions
raised
construction
as
professionals adjust to the statutory right
to adjudication.
The CIC will
Adjudication
used by ACE
into non
engagement.

also soon publish a Model
Procedure, which can be
Members and incorporated
standard conditions of

This will also form the basis of the
adjudication procedure to be incorporated
into the new edition of the ACE
Conditions of Engagement, which will be
published in the spring.”
In the same issue of the Journal the ACE
advertised a half day seminar they are
holding to explain what the Act means,
what the Government fall-back Scheme
is, what will be in the standard forms of
contract and the new ACE Conditions. It
is to be held in London on the 30 March
1998 at a cost of £60 to Members £76 to
non Members.
Alternatively there are two places left
on the Scott Wilson Dispute Resolution
course taking place 27/28 March which
will cover much more than this limited
seminar. Let Angela Lowle know as
soon as possible if you want the last
places on our own course.

Concrete Society Competitions
Two competitions have been announced
by The Concrete Society to recognise
excellence in the use of concrete in
Building and Civil Engineering structures
in the UK. One is for structures more
than twenty five years old, the other for
new structures. For further details and an
application form apply to:
The Concrete Society, 3 Eatongate, 112
Windsor Road, Slough, SL1 2LA.
Tel: 01753 693313, Fax: 01753 692333.
e-mail: concsoc@concrete.org.uk

two and a half hour presentation and
interview, held primarily in Danish, where
I was the representative. Soon we will
fmd out what we have signed up for!
It is believed to be the first successful
Scott Wilson overseas promotion from
Scotland and also our first commission for
a Western European (and non-UK)
Railway Authority.
In a country where Mars Bars are 9Op and
a bottle of Carlsberg Elephant beer 8Op
the work, rest and play is eagerly awaited.
Project Manager: Keith Wallace.
Fee Scale A.

The closing date for entries is 17 April
1998.

Gon,gra tiui/ia Ciion.’!
TRAVELLERS
Long Service Awards

Public Holidays 1998 Scotland
from Jim McCafferty
[SWKC(S)L, Glasgow]

Location

Dates

Traveller

-

Easter

Fri 10 April
Mon 13 April
Queens Birthday
Mon 25 May
Mon 20 July
Glasgow Fair
September Weekend Mon 28 September
Christmas
Fri 25 December
Mon 28 December
New Year
Fri 1 January 99
Mon 4 January 99

21/2-11/3
28/2-28/3
9-13/3
9-1 8/3
12-20/3

Jim Baldwin
India
David Nye
Bangkok
Gil Thomas
India
Johannesburg Adrian Tite
Ralph Cobham
China

Whait’ Gothg On?

Congratulations to the following Scott
Wilson staff who have all received Long
Service Awards.
Cohn Dutton who completed 10 years
service on 4 January.
Russell Bissland who completed 10 years
service in February.

Scale: A: £100,000+; B: £50,000 £99,999;
C: £10,000- £49,999; D: £5,000- £9,999;
E: £1,000 £4,999; F: less than £999
-

-

Births
SWI(C(S)L will also close between
Christmas & New Year on 29, 30 & 31
December 1998. These days are to be
taken from annual leave entitlement
except for those required to work on
critical projects by agreement with
Directors.

ScottLight Index
from Angela Lowle [ScottLight Editor]
There has been a request for an index of
items in ScottLight. If anyone else agrees
that this would be a good idea please let
me know. If there is a reasonable demand
an index will be started from this year.

E-Mail to Bahrain
from Alan Coomber
[SWKCL, Basingstoke]
Scott Wilson Bahrain office have advised
that, with immediate effect, their e-mail
facility has been discontinued.
John
Macdonald can still be reached by phone
on 00973 335557 or fax on 00973
333947.

Analysis of Danish
Railway Infrastructure
from Keith Wallace
[Scott Wilson Railways, Scotland]
Scott Wilson Railways (Scotland) have
been awarded a major multi-disciplinary
conu-nission to analyse the condition of
the entire Danish Railway Network in a
joint venture with COWl Consultants
(Denmark) and VR-Track (Finland).
The eight month commission will cover
data collection, standards sampling and
determination, verification surveys and
economic appraisal. It will culminate in
the preparation of a ten year plan for
maintenance and re-investment.
The cornniission will draw on staff from
the Glasgow, Crewe, Swindon and
London offices and is seen as another
significant step forward in the emergence
of Scott Wilson Railways as an
international one-stop shop railway
consultancy.
The bid was initiated when Peter
Frankham diverted a contact in COWl
from associating with one of our
competitors and was accepted following a

Congratulations to Ian Smith (Scott
Wilson M&E’s EWC in Scotland) and his
wife, Jenni on the birth of Christopher Ian
Douglas on 21 February weighing 7Ibs
4oz, a brother for Michael.

4ó v(e’s
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A
STARTERS
A warm welcome to:
Thora Wilson who joined as Section
Secretary for the Environmental team in
Basingstoke on 23 February.
Barry Woodfin who joined Abingdon
office as Graduate Tourism and Leisure
Specialist on 23 February.
Ellen Arthur of Peterborough office who
will become pennanent Office Junior with
effect from 1 March.

11]

LEAVERS
Goodbye and Good Luck
to:

Alison Moss, Basingstoke office and Neil
Kedar, Peterborough office who both
leave on 27 February.
.:. .:. .:.

Alison Moss would like to say a big
thanks to everyone who has supported her
during her time at Scott Wilson.

Siport

& Sociaiis

You thought you ‘d heard the last ofthat
***
chicken?!
from Bernie Roome
[SWKCL, Chesterfield]
Is the allegorical’ chicken actually
crossing a threshold, not a road, and
therefore on his, or her, Pathway to
Progress? (At least that is what I clearly
understood from Nigel Catling’s concise
explanation!)

provide engineering services including
construction supervision and design check
on this project. The final length of this
motorway is scheduled to be opened to
traffic in November.
However work
related to the installation of motorway
lighting, emergency communications
systems and construction of maintenance
centres and rest areas will carry on well
into 1999.
The post of Chief Engineer (Design
Check) involves the design check of
drawings and related documents for this
230km fast-track motorway project
assisted by British and Turkish engineers.
You will also be expected to process
claims arising from design changes and
prepare monthly reports describing design
progress.
The successful applicant will be a Senior
Engineer (with a good degree) and have a
minimum of 15 years experience in the
design of civil engineering works of
which 10 years should have been involved
with highway related design. Applicants
should also be familiar with contract
documentation and specifications and
preferably have some overseas and
highway
construction
supervision
experience.
Salary will be paid free of local tax and
usual overseas conditions of employment
will apply.

Please note that staff must speak to
their Head of Section. before replying
to any vacancy advertised.
CAD Technician
A Cad Technician is required in the
Abingdon office to carry out 2-D CAD
draughting in Autocad.
It is essential that you have Autocad
knowledge (Corel Draw and Photoshop a
bonus). You will need to be numerate,
have an artistic flair and most importantly
be enthusiastic and willing to learn.
If you are interested in the above position,
please call Sally Mason in Basingstoke on
ext 210.

Chief Design Engineer
Turkey
A vacancy will shortly arise in our Ankara
Office for the post of Chief Engineer
(Design Check) on the Ankara-Gerede
and Ankara Peripheral Motorway Project.
Scott Wilson, together with the joint
venture partner Kutlutas Engineering,
have been employed by the Turkish State
Highways Directorate since 1987 to

Interested parties should contact Richard
Cooper or Caz Spencer in Basingstoke, or
Brian McKenna in Ankara, as soon as
possible.

IFor Sale & Wa,iriited
For Sale:
Central Heating Raybum,
Solid Fuel Nouvelle (White) available
early summer
1998 (to collect),
Installation and Operation instructions,
£700 ONO

Contact Doric Tong at Basingstoke on
x342.

Wanted:
Accommodation
urgently
required for a visitor from Russia
undertaking work experience under the
Chancellor Financial Sector Scheme, to be
based in Basingstoke office. She will be
starting with us on 9.3.98 and will be here
for approximately 3 months on a limited
budget.

Any offers of help would be appreciated,
please contact the Personnel Department
asap.

Whait’ on’
your Mi/nd?

I

from Tim Dawe [SWKCL,Chesterfield]
Re the newly-instituted tables of
performance on timesheet entries, has any
investigation into the nature of the errors
been made? For instance, are these
numerical errors in adding the hours up,
are they down to incorrect referencing of
lENs, or due to newly-raised lENs not
being passed through to the Admin
sections in due time. If we know where
the problems lie then something can be
done.

\1

Ildea of the Week
From Bernie Roome
[SWKCL, Chesterfield]
Could the marketing material colour
shells be put on the network so that they
can only be previewed on screen? This
would enable those preparing bids,
expressions
of interest,
capability
statements etc to view what is available
without having to pester Marketing for
any sheets not held locally and which may
not, in the end be relevant. This could
possibly be linked to an ordering form so
that a number of sheets could be selected,
the number of copies specified, the job
number to be charged, date required, by
whom and where. The order form could
then be attached to an ‘e’, ‘I’, ‘rn, ‘x’, ‘y’ or
‘z’-mail to Marketing.

from Elaine Overend
[SWKCL, Peterborough]
When advertising vacancies in ScottLight
could the career level andlor path be
mentioned.

Thought for the week:
from Gary Withers [SWRL]
“When we are born we are given two ends
one for sitting on and the other for
thinking with. Our effectiveness depends
on which one we use most.”
-

All items for inclusion should be mailed, faxed or phoned through to Angela Lowle at Berk House,
Basingstoke by 5p.m. on Mondays. Tel: 01256 461161 x401 Fax: 01256 816835
e-mail: angela.lowle@swkeurope.com
Angela Lowle (J3asingstoke)
To:
FaxNo: 01256816835
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All Sitaffi
d
Scott Wilson International Board Changes.
Effective 1 May 1998
from Phil Green [SWHL, London]

The International Board are pleased to announce that Bob McGowan is to take over as Chairman when Robin Osborn, the current
Chairman, retires along with Phil Green and John Voysey.
Bob McGowan also becomes Chairman, Europe region, Richard Denton-Cox becomes Chairman of Asia Pacific region, with
Richard Rawson joining the Board and becoming Chairman, Africa region. Also joining the Board are Ron Rakusen and Geoff
French.
Some staff may have seen an announcement of these reported changes in the press last week. It was not intended to publish these
externally before advising staff something we were anxious to avoid, but the publication in question printed one week earlier than
expected.

Company Name Changes
from Chris Bennett
[SWHL, Basingstoke]
In line with the new global image, I am
pleased to report that the certificate of
incorporation of change of names for
SWK Holdings Ltd to Scott Wilson
Holdings Ltd and SWK International
Holdings
Ltd
Wilson
to
Scott
International Holdings Ltd became
effective on 12 February 1998.

LUL Contract Safety and
Environmental Conditions
from Paul Gray [SWKCL, London]
Please note that I hold a controlled copy
No 1079/1 of the LUL Contract safety
and Environmental Conditions issued by
their Document
Control,
Systems
Integrity Section.
The Scott Wilson
controlled copies have been distributed
and are held by Roger Maims in
Peterborough and John Gibbon in
Basingstoke.

Bomb Warning
from Mike Sales [SWKCL, Basingstoke]
Scott Wilson have received a letter for
Basingstoke Police with regard to
credible coded bomb warnings’.

Within the letter are evacuation
procedures for Basingstoke Town Centre,
incorporating Basing View. Copies of the
letter will be posted in Scott House and
Berk House and all employees should
make themselves aware of procedures
contained therein.

Graphics Requirements
from Sue Wood [SWKCL, Basingstoke]
Please note that on Thursday 5 and Friday
6 March I will be on leave and there will
be no cover in the Studio for graphics
material production. If you have any
problems please contact Helen Ratokla
who may be able to make alternative
arrangements for you.

Charitable Donation
from Geoff French
[SWKCL, Basingstoke]
The donation made in lieu of sending
company Christmas cards has this year
been made to RedR International, the
group which co-ordinates the work of
RedR organisations around the world.
For those not familiar with RedR, it is a
charity which provides engineers and
other qualified personnel to assist in the
relief of disasters worldwide and is an
organisation that has been supported by
Scott Wilson since it was first registered
in 1980.

ICE Southern Association
Evening Meeting
Construction in the Soviet “Block”
Claire Dean [SWKCL, Basingstoke]

Construct Award for Innovation 1998
Entries are invited for this award which
recognises innovation in the use of
structural concrete. The closing date for
entries is 31 May 1998. For further
details and an application form apply to:
The Secretary, Construct Concrete
Structures Group Ltd, Century House,
Telford Avenue, Crowthorne, Berks,
RG45 6YS. Tel: 01344 725744, Fax:
01344 716214.

On Tuesday 17 March Peter Frankham
will be the speaker at a G&S section
meeting on the subject of Construction in
the Soviet “Block”. Peter Frankham is
responsible
for
Scott
Wilson’s
involvement in the former Soviet Union
which is fast becoming a large source of
work for the UK construction industry.
Peter will set out and explain the
problems associated with the development
of this market and approaches to
opportunities in the region.

continued overleaf

The meeting will take place at the
Candover Suite in the Forte Posthouse
Hotel in Basingstoke and is scheduled to
start at 6.OOpm, with tea/coffee and
sandwiches from 5.3Opm.
The meeting is open to all. It will be a
great help (in organising sandwiches etc)
if anyone who plans to attend could phone
or e-mail me at the Basingstoke office;
copies of a location map for the hotel are
available.

Public Holidays 1998 SWKCL
from Geoff Redwood
[SWKCL, Basingstoke]
-

Easter

Fri 10 April
Mon 14 April
Mon4 May
May Day
Spring Bank Holiday Mon 25 May
Summer Bank Holiday Mon 31 August
Christmas
Fri 25 December
Mon 28 December
Fri 1 January 1999
New Year
The arrangements for the period between
Christmas and the New Year will remain
as they were for Christmas 1997, i.e. in
the absence of special, local, circum
stances, offices will, apart from the public
holidays, be open over the Christmas/New
Year period. Staff wishing to take holiday
in excess of the public holidays are at
liberty to do so, subject in the usual way
to prior agreement with their manager.

TRANSAID Worldwide
Transportation Expertise For Save The
Children Fund
from Sue Moore [SWKCL, Basingstokej
I was surprised when an invitation arrived
inviting me to attend a reception for
TRANSAID, in the presence of HRH the
Princess Royal, at the RAC Club, Pall
I was
Mall on 19 February 1998.
intrigued so I readily accepted.
All was revealed on the day. TRANSAID
was formed some 10 years ago following
an initiative by HRH the Princess Royal,
the President of The Save The Children
Fund. Its purpose was to improve the
performance of SCF’s transport resources
and over time it has shared its skills with
partner organisations. TRANSALD has
organised and managed an average of 10
projects a year since its inception and in
doing so has earned an enviable
reputation for its work in the field,
achieved by volunteers from sponsoring
organisations.
So why have a reception and why invite
me?

TRANSA11D have become a charity and a
company in their own right, and the
reception was to celebrate this and
persuade HRH the Princess Royal to
become Honorary President which she
accepted, without too much persuasion!!
The charity will be known as TRANSAID
Worldwide whose aim is “To promote,
develop and jilt egrate the role of
transport in effective and sustainable
development”
So why was I invited? In 1994 I went as a
volunteer for RedR to Ethiopia, for
TRANSAID and Save The Children Fund
to carry out design work on routes into the
Highlands area. This was to prevent the
migration of people to fmd food, as the
drought took hold, and provided access
for the food to be taken to the people.
This was an extremely rewarding
experience and extremely successful. The
aim of the reception was to bring
volunteers, suppliers and supporters
together for the launch of TRANSAID
Worldwide.
If anybody would like any further
information please give me a call in
Basingstoke on Ex 393. Just in case you
were wondering, yes, I did meet the
Princess Royal.
TRAVELLERS

‘VacaJpIcj(es
Please note that staff must speak to
their Head of Section. before replying
to any vacancy advertised.
Following a review of potential staff
requirements in C Division in 1998/99 we
have identified the following possible
vacancies:
Chesterfield/Manchester: Senior Engineer
Flood Defence; 5-10 years experience,
preferably CIWEM.
-

Leeds/Manchester/Birmingham:
Chartered Engineers Infrastructure; 5-10
years experience with track record on
private sector work.
-

Manchester: Graduate Engineer
Bridges; 2 years experience.
-

Manchester/Chesterfield:
Graduate/Chartered Engineers Building
Structures; 2 years experience.
-

Manchester/Chesterfield: CAD
Technicians Building Structures; 2 years
experience of Autocad 12/13 &CADS
RC.
-

Leeds/Manchester/Chesterfield:
Transport Planners/Traffic Engineers; 5
years experience MICE or MCIT.
,

Traveller
Dates
Location
Bihar
Hamish Goldie-Scot 1-14/3
Sri Lanka! Gil Thomas
9-13/3
India

(Congrra tiuila tilons!
Birth

Birmingham/Chesterfield: Graduate
Transport Planners/Traffic Engineers;
minimum 1 years experience.
There are specific requirements at each
location and anyone interested should
contact Mary Rook at Chesterfield
Personnel for further details.

For Sale & Waiirlited

Congratulations to Shelley and Rab Bain
on the birth of their first child, Lauren
Sarah, on 10 February.

For Sale: Half Size Snooker Table (not
slate) to include cues, balls, triangle and
brush. Excellent condition. £60. Please
contact Diana Clarke in Basingstoke on
ext 428.

Mo \ve’s
on
STARTERS
A warm welcome to:
A warm welcome to Prakash Shrestha
who joined us on 22 February as Team
Leader on the Soweda Road project in
Cameroon.

your Mthd?
from David Webb
[SWKCL, Basingstoke]
May I respond to lain Calder’s idea of the
week (issue 130).
1. It seems to me that we learn by success
as well as failures (and certainly draw
more encouragement from successes)

and so I would like “Failure Feedback
to be called ‘Post Project Review”.
2. Whenever I undertake a PPR there is
rarely any feedback, possibly because
we have already rushed headlong into
the next project, so I am left with no
option but to solve the problems or
improve on the ideas by myself. I can
and do disseminate the solutions and
improvements to others, but this is
obviously less useful than sharing the
original source material.
3. For what it is worth most of the
‘failures’ in building projects that I
have worked with have two causes:
a) financial working for some absurd
lump sum fee andlor a lack of a
secure mechanism for claiming on
externally caused changes ( I might
have a solution to this last one,
dialogue would be welcome)
-

b) resources the wrong grade of staff
at the wrong time etc or staff
changes on jobs.
-

I cannot imagine that any of the above is
much of a surprise and the solutions, if
they
exist,
will
be
non-trivial.
Occasionally there is something more
unusual in a PPR. On one lump sum
project, I had to design an important but
straightforward structural element. The
Architect changed the space planning and
the said element became very complex.
No additional money was available. I
complained to the Architect about his
change, and he said “Arups would just
have got on and redesigned”. I was
capable of redesigning it too, but the
question is which is more important our
reputation or our profit? Comments
please.
-

from Geoff Ralls
[SWK(M&E), Basingstoke]
Further to Gary Withers’ Thought for the
Week (Issue 131) we all know too many
people who insist on thinking and talking
through the end they should be sitting on!
As a heating and ventilating engineer I
can categorically confirm that effective
ness is an inverse function (bodily or
otherwise) of the volume of hot air
created, from whichever end.

from Norman Wyld
[SWKCL, Peterborough]
Reference lain Calder’s Idea of the Week,
20 February 1998, might I suggest that we
should also consider our successes in
addition to our under performance?
Surely just as much useful information

can be gained from a post mortem on a
winner indeed the willingness of staff to
participate in a “full and frank” is likely to
be greater and it might counteract the
depressive gloom that usually arises from
prodding the entrails of a lost cause.
-

-

V

1/dea of the Week
from Angela Winter
[SWKCL, Basingstoke]
Would it be a good idea to reproduce in
ScottLight the Times column ‘Timessavers
A weekly guide to keyboard
skills’.
This is published every
Wednesday and gives invaluable tips on
the more advanced features in Microsoft
Word, Excel and Powerpoint.
-

from Richard Field
[SWKCL, Southampton]
The corporate memberships of societies to
which Scott Wilson subscribes was
mentioned recently. It would be useful to
have a list of memberships circulated with
a summary of the benefits we gain, such
as technical support and relevant contacts.
We can then hopefully get best value for
money from the subscriptions.

from Nigel Catling
[SWKCL, Southampton]
My suggestion is that all company
vehicles should be the same colour. This
should be red to correspond with our
corporate identity.
Furthermore they
should carry a Scott Wilson logo in the
rear window. This would effectively be a
nil-cost action, but would help in
providing a consistent image of the
organisation to the outside world.

from Chris Tolley
[Scott Wilson, Sri Lanka]
I noticed in ScottLight 131 that the
Bahrain Office have had their e-mail
facility discontinued and that as a result
communications with that office will now
either be by phone or fax. In these
circumstances,
and
in
fact
for
communications to any office that does
not have a reliable e-mail facility, I would
like to suggest a system I have adopted
here in Sri Lanka for sending overseas
faxes relatively cheaply.

in Colombo does not have an international
telephone line and therefore sending an
overseas fax used to require a trip to a
commercial fax bureau. This was both
expensive and time consuming.
The system I use involves sending an e
mail to a company in the States called
Faxaway. This e-mail, which can include
a variety of attachments such as a
standard fax template, is then converted to
a fax message and sent to the phone
number identified in the e-mail address,
e.g. 441256460582@Faxaway.com for
Scott Wilson Basingstoke. The process
takes less than an hour, depending on
traffic, and is considerably cheaper than
sending faxes from and to most countries
using an international line. For example a
one page fax from Sri Lanka to the UK
from a fax bureau costs about two pounds,
whereas the same fax by Faxaway costs
US 24 cents or fifteen pence. Even faxes
from Sri Lanka to India, at US 1 dollar a
page, are cheaper than using the fax
bureau, and that is for a message that has
gone via the States.
The system is very easy to set up and once
the fax addresses are in your ‘phone-book’
(as phonenumber@Faxaway.com) send
ing a fax is just as easy as sending an e
mail. Payment is taken from a debit
‘account’ which is topped up either from
your credit card or by electronic transfer
as funds are used up. Delivery of each
fax sent is confirmed by e-mail which also
shows the cost of the message and the
amount remaining in your ‘account’.
Clearly this system is only suitable for
faxes that are produced electronically;
original or hand-written documents will
still need to be sent from a fax machine on
an international line. Nevertheless I have
found the system to be very useful and
would recommend it as an economic
alternative to sending faxes to those
overseas offices where the cheapest form
of communication, e-mail, is either non
existent or unreliable.
For those that are interested there are a
number of providers of this
service
available in both the States and the UK
that advertise in the back of the
‘Economist’. The company we use in Sri
Lanka, Faxaway, can be contacted at
info@faxaway.com or on their Web page
at http://www.faxaway.com.

Thought for the week
from Hamish Goldie-Scot
[SWKCL, Basingstoke]
“Failure is the path of least persistence.”

The need for such a system first arose
because the office provided by our client
continued overleaf
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All Staff’

International Board Changes
Robin Osborn writing in News SWAP last
week announced the changes to the
International Board featured in Phil
Green’s article in Scottlight last week.
Robin Osborn also gave details of the
portfolio responsibilities which are:
From 1 May 1998 the International Board
will comprise:Bob McGowan (London):
Chairman & International Finance Group
(IFG)
Richard Denton-Cox (Kuala Lumpur):
Managing Director & International
Marketing & Business Development
Group (1IvIBDG)
Geoff French (Basingstoke):
International Human Resources Group
(IHRG)
Richard Rawson (Johannesburg)
Ron Rakusen (Hong Kong):
International Operations Group (JOG)

T.E.N. Videos
from Val Hopwood
[SWKCL, Basingstoke]
Please
return
TELEVISION
all
EDUCATION NETWORK’ videos to me
as soon as possible as they need to be
circulated around other offices, so that all
our colleagues can view them.

Lunchtime Seminar
from June Brown
[SWKCL, Chesterfield]

‘7..

On Thursday 26 March Martin Johnstone
of ROM Ltd, Sheffield is giving a
presentation called ROM Technical
Ability
Reinforcement Options and
Materials, the theme of which is Effect of
Design and Off Site Fabrication of
Reinforcement on Site Operation. The
seminar will be held in the Conference
-

Week ending: 13 March 1998

Room at Bayheath House, Chesterfield at
12.00
noon
and will last
for
approximately one hour. Anyone wishing
to attend should contact me on ext 217 so
that I can order sandwiches.

Changes in Hanoi
from Lawrence Reddaway [Hanoi]
Virginia and I came to Hanoi in February
1995 so that I could serve for three years
as the first Scott Wilson resident
representative in Vietnam. In our early
months, I was fortunate to be able to lean
on the tall and wise shoulders of Mike
Shalders, who was leading a big Scott
Wilson project
studying
highway
investment and maintenance.
Equally,
we valued the support and friendship of
Suzanne Shalders and all the members of
Mike’s large team.
With mutual support between the Hanoi,
Basingstoke and Kuala Lumpur offices,
we have acquired a Representative Office
Licence,
and duly established our
Representative Office in Hanoi. We have
won the Institutional Strengthening of
VNCC project, and the Phnom Penh Ho
Chi Minh City Highway project. And we
have all come to a far, far better
understanding of Vietnam and the
difficulties of doing business here.
-

Now, at the end of our three years,
Virginia and I are returning to Melbourne
enriched by the experience of living in
such a different environment, sad that we
have not won a big commission in the
past many months, and looking forward to
establishing new roles for ourselves,
based in Melbourne and available to serve
anywhere in the Scott Wilson empire.
-

With the Hanoi Representative Office
well established, there will not be a new
expatriate Vietnam Representative for
Scott Wilson after my departure on 4
March at least until business prospects
improve. Simon Davies, based in Kuala
Lumpur, remains as Director responsible
for Vietnam, and the role of managing
-

and co-ordinating Vietnam operations has
been assigned to Derek Holden, also
based in Kuala Lumpur. Please note that
in the first instance, all enquiries
regarding Vietnam should be directed to
either Simon or Derek The role of the
Hanoi office will change to that of
principally providing a case-by-case
service to other Scott Wilson offices and
this task will be undertaken by the supercompetent Mrs Giang, who has been our
secretary for the past eighteen months;
and she will be assisted from time to time
by Mr Thieu, who will step down from
working full-time with Scott Wilson after
four years of ever-loyal service. And we
are all hoping that Mrs Van, who has
worked with us as our office junior for 2
years, will fmd another job very soon.
As part of these changes, on 26 February
1998,
we moved the Representative
Office to a new address:
Scott Wilson Representative Office
Room 405
4 Tran Hung Dao Street
Hanoi
Phlfax
(+844)933 0241
International post should continue to be
sent to:
International Post Box 120
Hanoi
Q-mail will still work, but will still be
extremely expensive for us to collect.
Therefore it should only be used for very
short messages, or for documents which
we need to receive in electronic form
(such as where high quality printing-out
in Hanoi is required.) Documents with
tables, and graphics take a long time to
transmit and therefore can cost hundreds
of dollars for us to receive.
E-mail to and from Vietnam is improving,
but long messages are still not possible
and attachments may be prone to being
lost.
(Our email address is
swkv@netnam.org.vn)
Please note that none of the foregoing
affects the office of the Scott Wilson
......._....J

.._1__r

project “Institutional Strengthening of
VNCC”, run by Alan Stanbury inside the
Ministry of Construction in Hanoi.

What’ Gothg On?
Scale: A: £100,000+; B: £50,000 -£99,999;
C: £10,000 -£49,999; D: £5,000 -£9,999;
E: £1,000 -£4,999; F: less than £999

Coichester Garrison PH
from Julie Prouten
[SWKCL, Basingstoke]
We are acting as design managers for
Group 4/Tarmac bid to win the PFI
contract to develop and operate the
Colchester Garrison. The project includes
new and refurbished accommodation
within the 316ha site for some 3,500
military personnel.
Coichester is the
home of 24 Airborne Brigade, which is a
self-contained operational unit capable of
rapid deployment by helicopter, together
with a number of other smaller units.
Bob Ballard and Julian Foster will be
based permanently at the Scott Wilson
Project Office at Coichester with
immediate effect, and can be contacted on
the following numbers:
Tel:
Fax:
e-mail:

01206 548679
01206 548085
Coichester Site Office

Thematic Evaluation of the Finnish
Foreign Ministry’s Environment and
Development Co-operation Programme
from Peter-John Meynell
[SWRC, Edinburgh]
The Sustainable Development group are
about to start work on a contract with the
Finnish Environment Institute to carry out
an evaluation of the work on environment
and development co-operation of the
Finnish Ministry of Foreign Affairs. The
whole project is looking at the
performance of the Ministry in promoting
environmental issues
as part of
development; it will consider different
aspects and areas of the world, including
FINNIDA’s work in Nepal, Nicaragua and
forestry projects in sub-Saharan Africa.
Our own component is to consider the
Ministry’s multi-lateral relationships, such
as with the World Bank, EU, UNDP and
the various international conventions. We
will be holding interviews both in Finland
and with some of these key agencies. The
work is being undertaken by Ralph
Cobham, Peter-John Meynell and our old
colleague, Ron Bisset, as the first of a

series of collaborations with his new
company, CORDaH.
(Fee Scale C)

contracts involving feasibility studies,
design,
tender
documentation
or
construction supervision.

British Aerospace Site, Hatfield
from Anan Allos [SWKCL, Basingstoke]

As local background information, it must
be appreciated that Ethiopia is a vast
country, larger than the combined land
areas of France and Spain with dramatic
plain and mountain landscapes, inland
lakes and waterfalls, wild life parks,
historic religious sites and is rich in
culture and traditions dating back over
3000 years. Tourism and game parks are
slowly redeveloping but wildlife is a
reality with isolated villages suffering lion
attacks and the British Embassy in Addis
Ababa having problems with a wild
leopard in the grounds poaching domestic
pets occasionally.

We have been commissioned as
Transportation Consultants for a major
study concerning the redevelopment of
the British Aerospace site in Hatfield. The
Client Team is made up of Weiwyn
Hatfield Council, Hertfordshire County
Council, the City and District of St.
Albans and Arlington Securities PLC. The
study is not a typical Traffic Impact
Assessment in that the assessment will
include not only the highway network, but
will also consider the more sustainable
modes such as public transport and
cycling. We will be working closely with
Liewlyn Davies who have been appointed
as Masterplan consultants.
This commission is especially important
as it gets us in with Arlington Securities,
with substantial scope for future work in a
number of different disciplines.
(Fee Scale C)

Royal Air Force Museum Hendon
Asbestos Removal, Demolition
and Contamination
from Andrew Friedrich
[SWKCL, Basingstoke]
The Health and Safety Division has been
appointed
provide professional
to
consultancy services to the Royal Air
Force Museum at Hendon.
Work will involve consultancy advice on
asbestos, demolition and remediation in
order to clear a site for further building
works associated with the museum’s
planned expansion.
Scott Wilson were not the cheapest tender
submitted but our bid was chosen
following technical assessment of a
detailed proposal.
(Fee Scale D)

Update on Ethiopia
from Mike Thomas
[SWKCL, Addis Ababa]
In 1998 Ethiopia has received the largest
sub-Saharan Africa World Bank road
flinding commitment of US$309 million
and by the end of March 1998 Scott
Wilson will have submitted pre
qualification submissions or bids for over
4000 kms of road projects covering 20

On a personal level, Ethiopian hospitality
is extremely friendly and their folk
dancing by both men and women is a
physical
frenzy
you
which
are
enthusiastically encouraged to join in and
try, suitably fortified by delicious zil zil
tibs (barbecued meat) and tej (home made
orange/honey mead). Having completed
a 3am marathon tour of Addis Ababa
cultural night spots organised by
Mulualem, our Scott Wilson secretary,
and her friends I would suggest that
physical fitness is a staff requirement!
Ethiopia currently offers significant
commercial opportunities for Scott
Wilson as well as much to enjoy
whenever you can fmd some leisure time.
If the combined marketing efforts of Tony
Simms, Mike Thomas, Bob Weekes and
David Judge don’t produce some
commercial successes later this year we
are all going to be extremely
disappointed.
Our current workload on the design
review, contract documentation and bid
evaluation for the World Bank funded
294km Woldia-Adigrat-Zalambessa Road
Upgrading Project will keep us busy up to
November 1998 when hopefully we will
have secured further new contracts both to
continue commercial operations and
enable more Scott Wilson staff to visit and
experience Ethiopia.

Congrra tu/la, tions!
From Bob McKittrick
[SWKCL, Chesterfield]
On 10 March Tim Baker presented a
paper entitled “The Construction of the
Cubuk Bridge
Ankara Peripheral
Motorway” at the Young Engineers
-

h,

Competition organised by the East
Midlands Branch of the Institution of
Structural Engineers. There were three
very different papers presented and Tim’s
presentation, including excellent slides,
was extremely professional. The large
number of staff from Scott Wilson present
at the meeting were delighted when the
judges announced that they were
unanimous in their decision that Tim was
the winner. Heartiest congratulations.

Moves

from Fred Tye
[SW Railways, Swindon]

For Sale & Wanted
Accommodation Wanted:
Ruth Golombok has recently joined the
Environment Department in Scott House
and requires accommodation for the next
few months either in a shared house or a
small flat on her own. Please call her on
extension 308.
-

Wanted: Sailing dinghy with trailer
(Laser, Laser II or equivalent) in
Swindon!Basingstoke area. Cost £400
£800.
Contact Jeremy Reece, Tel 01793 515941
-

STARTERS

IIr

A warm welcome to:
Stephen Crute
who joined
the
Basingstoke office on 4 March as Senior
Ecologist.
Andrew Bell who joined as Studio
Manager (Graphic Design), Basingstoke
on 9 March.
Glenys Salmon who joined Plymouth
office as Clerk Typist on 9 March.
RETiREMENT
All of Adniin, Basingstoke, wish Ken
Goodingham, who leaves on Friday 13
March, a long and happy retirement.
No doubt Grace will keep him in good
order and fully occupied. Meanwhile we
have a note of his telephone number!

What’ on
yoluir MInd?

Re Nigel Cutling’s idea that all Scott
Wilson vehicles should be red.
We at Scott Wilson Railways may have a
slight problem with this idea in that, on
the railway, red is a signal to stop.
If a red Scott Wilson vehicle parked near
the track was inadvertently taken by a
train driver for an emergency danger
signal, then the costs of train delays would
undoubtedly be charged to Scott Wilson
Railways. Train delays, on some lines,
can be in excess of £100 per minute as, by
the time a train was stopped and the cause
was examined, SW Railways would
probably face a bill of at least £3,000,
possibly more if more than one train was
involved.

1

from Sue Moore [SWKCL, Basingstoke]
Having commented earlier this year on
the fact that we were no longer Patrons of
RedR I was very disappointed when I read
that all the donation in lieu of sending
Christmas cards had gone to RedR
International. I am sure that many people
in the company think that this is the same
organisation, although they are linked
they are funded separately. I was hoping
that at least some of the donation would
be made to RedR. We appear to no longer
be supporting RedR directly.

See attached sheet for results of

Ideas

of the Month for February.

Thought for the week:
from Mike Thomas
[SWKCL, Addis Ababa]
“Discussions and negotiations can be a
series of invisible opening and closing
doors a sharp brain uses the opening
before a loose mouth closes them.”
-

Pathways to Progress Guide to Employee Performance Appraisal
from Steve Davey [SWKCL, Ankara]
-

PERFORMANCE
FACTORS

Far exceeds job
requirements

Exceeds job
requirements

Meets job
requirements

Needs some
improvement

ABILITY

Leaps over tall
buildings with a
single bound

Must take a
running start to
leap over tall
buildings

Can only leap over
medium sized
buildings with no
spire

Crashes into
buildings when
attempting to jump
over them

SPEED

Faster than light

Faster than a bullet

As fast as a bullet

Slow on the draw

Shoots self in foot

PERSEVERANCE

Stronger than an
elephant
Walks on water
occasionally
Talks with God

Stronger than a
bull
Walks on water in
an emergency
Talks with Angels

As strong as a bull

Thinks like a bull

Smells like a bull

Washes with water

Watches water

Talks to himself

Argues with
himself

Passes water in an
emergency
Loses arguments
with himself

RESOURCEFULNESS
COM1’IUNICATION

Does not meet
minimum
requirements
Cannot recognise
buildings much
less jump
-
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1.

Install answering machines in offices without 24 hour manned receptions.
from Martin Duris [SWKCL, London] (Issue 129)

2.

Stop attaching last page of ScottLight.
from Steve Davey [SWKCL, Turkey] (Issue 129)

3.

Provision of paper towel dispenser and absorbent mat near the Scott House vending
machines, or preferably replacement with decent modern machines.
from Steve Booth [SWKCL, Basmgstoke] (Issue 129)

4.

ScottLight to be sent to all staff via electronic mail.
from Peter George [SWKCL, Basmgstoke] (Issue 129)

5.

Produce our own diskette labels with the Scott Wilson mark.
from Rob Rushmer [SWKCL, Chesterfield] (Issue 129)

6.

Failure feedback discussing and learning from mistakes.
from lain Calder [SWKCL, London] (Issue 130)

.

.

**

.

-

..

.

7.

Paper saving print all reports double-sided and ensure new printer specifications allow for
printing on reverse of previously printed paper for drafts.
from Robert Carr [SWKCL, Basingstoke] (Issue 130)

8.

Re-introduce report covers with a window.
from Tim Hunt [SWKCL, Basingstoke] (issue 130)

9.

Marketing material colour shells be put on the network so that they can only be previewed on
screen?
from Bernie Roome (SWKCL, Chesterfield) (Issue 131)

10.

When advertising vacancies in ScottLight could the career level and/or path be mentioned.
from Elaine Overend [SWKCL, Peterborough] (Issue 131)

...

-

..

.

Please see overleaf for replies to this month’s ideas

**

**

On behalf of Scott Wilson Holdings Ltd, Geoff French, Jim
McCafferty and Martin Nielsen, the directors who constitute the
selection committee, are pleased to announce the Ideas of the
Month awards for February 1998. The committee hope that you
keep your ideas coming and remind everyone that contributions
are invited from all companies in the region, not just SWKCL,
or are they the only company with innovative and inventive
staff?

* **

£25 award, ** = a commendation that very
nearly merited an award, * = a commendation
=

Accumulate ** through commendations and an award of
£25 can be claimed.
Cheques to this month’s winners will be in the post!
Idea 1 Install answering machines in offices without 24
hour manned receptions.

progress this. When they are available an announcement will
be made in Scottlight.
Idea 6 Failure feedback
mistakes.
-

-

discussing and learning from

The importance of learning from our mistakes, and successes
(ScottLight issue 132) cannot be over emphasised. Some
boards have been inviting Project Directors to attend and
provide such feedback and in SWKCL this has now passed as a
responsibility to DBUs. There are difficulties associated with a
group as widespread as we are to involve everyone. Roadshows
can be very time consuming and cannot guarantee that all those
who need to attend do attend. For this reason the Holdings
board act to ensure operating companies share information to
the advantage of the group as a whole, whilst encouraging local
dissemination to the broadest range of appropriate staff as
possible.

-

Idea 7 Paper saving print all reports double-sided and
ensure new printer specifications allow for printing on
reverse of previously printed paper for drafts.
-

This matter has been referred to the International Operations
Group (JOG) for them to consider and make a recommendation
to the International Board as it is something which needs to be
addressed on a worldwide basis.
Idea 2 Stop attaching last page of ScottLight.
-

It is important to look for ways to minimise waste and therefore
the suggestion is valid. It is not however new in respect to the
last page of Scottlight, having been aired previously in its
columns. The view is that as the majority of input to each
week’s edition derives from the fax-back form it does appear to
serve a purpose. To mitigate the waste aspect wherever
possible each edition is aimed at an even number of pages so
that the fax-back form is using rather than wasting space.
Idea 3 Provision of paper towel dispenser and absorbent
mat near the Scott House vending machines.
-

This was such a good idea that unfortunately arrangements were
already in hand by SWKCL’s management to do exactly what is
suggested, for most of the reasons given.
Idea 4 ScottLight to be sent to all staff via electronic mail.
-

At present the electronic mail facility does not extend to
broadcast transmission. The likelihood is that this will never be
an option as other technology is introduced Without such a
facility it would not prove possible to rely on electronic mail as
the best method of distribution. Scottlight is the internal
communication channel for general staff announcements and all
staff in Europe region should receive a copy each week.
Similarly all staff know they should receive a copy and that
they should seek one out if for any reason they do not receive
one.

-

Wherever possible the use of double sided printing is
encouraged, ie, there is no dictat stating onLy single sided
printing shall be used in Scott Wilson reports.
Project
Directors/Managers should consider their clients’ needs, the
normal standard submitted by competitors, etc, and specify
what is to be used on a particular project or commission. Many
clients like to be able to annotate reports and therefore if double
sided printing is employed careful selection of margins might
be required.
The cost/benefit ratio of ensuring replacement or new purchase
printers are able to print on previously printed paper is to be
determined.
Idea 8 Marketing material colour shells be put on the
network so that they can only be previewed on screen?
-

The report covers with a window will not be re-introduced. The
need for a low cost, low tech report cover is noted and this has
been referred to the marketing support group in Basingstoke to
consider with a view to recommending a Europe group
standard
Idea 9 Marketing material colour shells be put on the
network so that they can only be previewed on screen?
-

This idea is to be acted upon with immediate effect and
availability will be announced in Scottlight in due course.
Idea 10 When advertising vacancies in ScottLight could
the career level and/or path be mentioned.
-

Wherever possible, yes.

Idea 5 Produce our own diskette labels with the Scott
Wilson mark.
-

Good idea and the Marketing Support Group in SWKCL
Basingstoke have been asked to produce a mock up and

All 3 Star Ideas will go forward for consideration at the end
of the year.

•
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Al/I Staff!

Drugs & Alcohol Policy
from Martin Nielsen [S WI-IL]

All Scott Wilson group companies have established policies covering drugs of abuse and alcohol in the workplace. The purpose of
this note is to make you aware that, on occasions, more rigorous rules need to apply.
You should all be aware that you must not report for duty in an unfit state due to the consumption of alcohol or the use of drugs.
Under the Transport & Works Act (1992) and the Safety Critical Work Regulations (1994), strict standards are applicable to those
who undertake safety critical work. These may apply in any industrial sector.
Railtrack, London Underground (LUL) and other UK rail industry clients require their consultants to adhere to additional contractual
restrictions. The Directors have determined that these will apply to all staff employed by the two Scott Wilson Railways
companies, and to those staff within the other operating companies whilst working on projects where Railtrack, LUL or any
other UK rail industry client is the immediate client, or part of the client chain.
These additional resthctions require that employees shall:
•
•
•
•

not consume alcohol whilst on duty, or prior to reporting for duty
not consume alcohol during breaks in the working day, including meal breaks spent outside company premises
not consume alcohol if they are on call or maybe required to report for duty
not purchase alcohol whilst on duty

To assist in securing compliance with this policy, you are advised not to consume alcohol in the 8 hours before starting work, and not
to consume more than 7 units in the 16 hours prior to that. This guideline is extracted from LUL policy booklets and is not
necessarily authoritative.
Furthennore, each operating company will be required to exercise “due diligence” under the Transport & Works Act so far as it
relates to drugs and alcohol. This requires that safety critical staff (as defmed below) be subject to (1) random drugs screening and
(2) “post incident” or “for cause” drugs and alcohol testing. The railway companies currently select candidates for screening annually
from staff lists maintained for this purpose, on the basis of a minimum of 5% random sample.
For the purposes of compliance, any of you who hold Personal Track Safety (PTS) certificates are deemed to occupy a safety critical
post, and will thus be subject to this drugs and alcohol screening. Procedures are now being put in place within your Staff
Services/Personnel department for the names of such staff to be entered onto the respective lists held by Scott Wilson Railways
Swindon (and Scott Wilson Railways Glasgow for those of you employed in Scotland). If you fall into the above category, you
should inform your manager or your Personnel Department directly.

I

“All staff arranging meetings may request lunches, teas and/or coffees as appropriate and are required to complete a Catering
Service Request Form which is to be approved by the appropriate person named on the reverse of the form.”

from Geoff French [SWKCL, Basingstoke]
The above statement is to be incorporated into the Employee Handbook when it is next reviewed. In the meantime all staff should
note the requirement for approval and the introduction of a Catering Request Form for use in all offices. The effective date is to be
1st April 1998 and the availability of forms will be advised through ScottLight.
—..-.-

_._.__l__

Peter Lumley
from Geoff French
[SWKCL, Basingstoke]
Staff are advised that Peter Lumley has
left the company with effect from 16
March 1998.
Any matters usually
referred to Peter Lumley are to be
directed to Stephen Kimmett until
further notice.

Pathways REYJIW
from Chris White
[SWHL, Basingstoke]
At the recent meeting of the
International Board in Kuala Lumpur,
the Directors accepted in principle the
provisions of an IHRG recommend
ation for moving the Pathways
initiative on to the next stage of its
planned
development
and
implementation throughout the group
worldwide.
The initial objectives of issuing the
Pathways Handbooks to all staff,
have or are being met. What happens
next is a question that has been
repeatedly asked at the seminars and
clinics that have been held throughout
the Europe region.
This month a
revised procedure for conducting an
assessment
and
annual
career
development review of staff is to be
launched. called Pathways R[VI[W. It
replaces the old Appraisal system but is
going to be timed for March/April as
previously to meet the needs of the
annual review on 1St July.
Pathways REViEW comprises:
Competency Development Review
which is the reporting of the outcome
of your Pathways review. There is a
requirement to submit the agreed
Action Plan as part of the information
sought, therefore those who have
already reached this stage are asked to
wait before submitting Action Plans to
your Personnel Department or the
director responsible for staff matters in
your company. If you have not yet
completed your self assessment you are
now advised that this stage has to be
reached by ii.staff in the near future.
Past Performance Review. This is
where both individuals and managers
consider in detail and in overall terms

your performance during the review
period. Performance targets for the
next period are determined, recorded
and monitored subsequently. It is this
aspect that is to be developed in
Performance Management terms by
IHRG over the next 12 months.

Several
offices
have
improved
significantly this month especially
Abingdon and Chesterfield. Other
offices have been in touch with Keith
Hackney to get a better understanding
of what has been going wrong.

Outcomes. As a consequence of the
Competency and Performance Reviews
a range of options are presented to
managers by way of recommendations
they are able to make.
These
recommendations are then subject to
further review by appropriate directors.

CONQUEST
from Geoff French
[SWKCL, Basingstoke]

Pamphlets are being drafted for the
guidance of managers and individuals
and will be issued with the Review
proformas. The intention is to make
the paperwork self sufficient obviating
the need for staff meetings, etc, of
which all are probably feeling fatigued
currently.
Notwithstanding should
such needs emerge please advise your
manager or director in due course.

Timesheet Entries
from Geoff French
[SWKCL, Basingstoke]
Billings are now being generated from
CONQUEST. Would all staff please
ensure that their timesheets are entered
weekly into both CONQUEST and
Famis.
Retrospective changes are not to be
made to weeks already entered into the
computer. Terry Rhoads in Accounts
should be asked to make any such
change that needs to be made.
The February league table for errors in
timesheet entry is as follows:
Office
Basildon
Plymouth
Peterborough
Abingdon
Edinburgh
Leeds
Chesterfield
Basingstoke
Manchester
Southampton
London
Telford
Birmingham

Error Coefficient
0.8
1.7
2.4
2.8
3.3
3.3
4.3
4.6
4.6
5.0
5.9
7.1
7.5

Project Directors and Project Managers
in Scott Wilson Kirkpatrick & Co Ltd
will have started to receive information
from CONQUEST.
Individuals listed below have attended
a training seminar so that they can act
as the initial point of contact for
training others or to answer queries.
Bob Ballard
Sue Bell
Linda Brawn
Nigel Catling
PaulGray
David Hughes
Bill Jameson
Alec Patterson
Stephanie Peay
Bernie Roome
David Webb

-

-

Basingstoke,
Scott House
Edinburgh
Abingdon
Southampton
London
Chesterfield
Manchester
Basingstoke,
Berk House
Leeds
Chesterfield
Peterborough

Courier Service
from Geoff French
[SWKCL, Basingstoke]
If documents are sent by courier then
they should pass through customs
without difficulty. If anything else is
sent in a courier, and for many
countries this includes floppy disks,
books, photographs, then it has to be
cleared through customs. There is both
a cost and a time delay associated with
that clearance.
Couriers sent to us containing anything
other than documents are cleared
through customs for us by an agent.
There is a minimum charge of about
£70 per clearance so please take this
into account before having nondocuments sent to us by courier.
i in doubt about any item please check
with Administration Department in
Basingstoke.

Protective Clothing
from Keith Sutton [SWK(M&E]
Scott Wilson (M&E) are about to order
20 to 30 sets of protective clothing for
their FM site staff which will include a
waterproof jacket with the Scott Wilson
Logo embossed on the front. If there is
any other organisation within Scott
Wilson that require similar jackets
please liaise with Brian Murphy in the
London Office. A larger order would
be more cost effective.

Internal Training
Sessions
from June Brown
[SWKCL, Chesterfield]

••

The next evening seminar of the
internal training programme will be
held on 6 April at 5pm at the Winding
Wheel.
The topic will be Value
Management/Value Engineering and
will be presented by David Hughes and
Stan Johnston. Anyone wishing to
attend should contact me on ext 217 as
soon as possible.

Structural Software
from David Webb
[SWKCL, Basingstoke]
People with long memories will
remember that I conducted a survey on
structural computing requirements, and
many will wonder whether anything
happened. Actually it did and the
results showed that there were
particular areas of concem.

WE Engineering
Business Management
Group
Evening Meeting
‘A Capital Idea Change
Management in the MOD’
Thursday 26 March 1998; 19.30 hrs
Shire Hall, Reading
from Emma Wyley
[SWKCL, Basingstoke]

project management of work associated
with demolition of Avenue Coking
Works in Chesterfield for Tawnywood
Avenue Ltd.

-

At this evening meeting Brigadier Roy
Wilde (Project Capital (LAND)) will be
introducing the Change and Project
Management procedures used within
the MOD to introduce a new system of
resource accounting. He will explain
the need for change, outline the overall
approach, describe the consortium
involved, emphasise the need for
project management and explore the
use of IT in the process and resulting
solution.
Brigadier Wilde has been employed in
the armed forces since 1968. His
service including 5 years as Director of
Military Studies at Royal Military
College, Sandhurst, prior to being
appointed
as
Project
Manager
CAPITAL (LAND) in January 1997.
This meeting is aimed at IT
professionals,
project
managers,
strategic planners and fmance managers
and should provide valuable lessons in
managing what has been described as
the biggest change management in
Europe. It will start at 1930, with tea
from 1900, at Shire Hall in Reading, is
free and open to non-members.

A range of demolition techniques will
be adopted on this site including
possible explosive demolition of
various tall structures including brick
chimneys, reinforced concrete cooling
towers and a large reinforced concrete
block of coke silos.
Andy Abrahams from the Chesterfield
office, will be making a significant
contribution in preparing the tender
documentation and administering the
contract for demolition. (Fee Scale C)

Facilities Management
Contract Awards
from Keith Sutton
[SWK(M&E)L, Basingstoke]
Scott Wilson have been awarded a five
year contract to manage the Estates
Maintenance of the SAS Headquarters
at Hereford along with other MoD
establishments in the Worcester and
Long Marston area. We have also been
awarded the management contract for
the Westminster City Councils Public
Libraries.
When all the recently awarded
Facilities Management contracts are
underway the 50 strong Facilities
Management team will be truly multi
disciplinary,
employing
Building
Surveyors, M&E and Structural
Engineers, Quantity Surveyor and
Architect.
(Fee Scale A)

TRAVELLERS
We are discussing some of these areas
with CADS and with other possible
suppliers. However it would appear that
CADS are aware of many of the
shortcomings in their software and are
addressing many (though not all) of the
issues. In practice many of them still
result in a need for us to spend money
and I am trying to write the business
case for this. If anybody else has
comments on our structural software, I
would be very pleased to hear from
you, on Basingstoke ext 287.

Location
Mauritius
USA
Verona

Traveller
Dates
Geoff Byrns
15-26/3
Ralph Cobham 25/3-3/4
John Butterworth 19-26/4

What’ Going On?
Scale: A: £l00,000+; B: £50,000 -£99,999;
C: £10,000 -£49,999; D: £5,000 -£9,999;
E: £1,000 -£4,999; F: less than £999

Demolition Consultancy for Avenue
Coking Works, Chesterfield
from Andrew Friedrich
[SWKCL, Basingstoke]
The Health & Safety Division is
progressing
a recently awarded
commission for the health safety and

Hampshire Historic
Landscapes Study
from Russ Canning
[SWRC, Abingdon]
This recently won, major commission
on behalf of Hampshire County
Council and English Heritage seeks to
establish how historical landscape types
can be identified and mapped for the
county as a whole. The study will
build on the landscape characterisation
of the county by aggregating historical
types to describe and qualify landscape
character areas, The data is to be used
for guidance in the planning system.
CRC, in conjunction with the Oxford
Archaeological Unit (OAU), had
previously devised a generic historic
landscapes survey method for English

heritage and had also undertaken
district wide landscape assessments for
Hart, Test Valley and Fareham
Districts, placing SWRC in a unique
position to undertake this innovative
study.
The study method includes an analysis
of maps supported by historic records
and the plotting of data on an
ARCJNFO GIS system in layers
Birbeck
capable of interrogation.
College (London University) are
providing specialist inputs in relation to
the use of socio-economic census data
sub-sets related to postcodes to
establish correlations in settlement
patterns between landscape character
areas.

Torbay Ring Road Public Inquiry
Last year we assembled a team of
specialists to represent Westward
Developments at this inquiry. The
result was an unqualified success for
our client.
In an unprecedented display of
Carl
Throgmorton,
generosity,
Chairman of Westwards, organised a
weekend in London for the winning
team including tickets to watch the
England v Wales encounter at
Twickenham.

She will be spending a short time in
Chesterfield before moving to the new
office in Matlock.

ID are pleased to welcome Angela
Abelian who is a young trained lawyer
from Samara, Russia. She has joined
Scott Wilson for three months on a
British Council assisted training
scheme.
She is hoping to gain
knowledge
in
and
experience
consultancy
organisation
and
management. Angela can offer her
legal background especially in Russian
Law, International Private and Business
Law and would like to get involved in
project work.

To fmd out more about what is on offer
call Andrew Friedrich in Basingstoke,
ext 269, or Paul Gray in London, ext
238, for an informal discussion.

Angela is seeking accommodation in
Basingstoke town centre. If anyone
can help please contact her in
Basingstoke on ext 419.

Computer Aided Draughtsperson /
Computer Support Representative.

A warm welcome to Paul Godsmark
who ‘officially’ started with Scott
Wilson on 15 March (some of you may
have been in contact with Paul during
his unofficial time in Berk House).
Paul will be working alongside
Malcolm Collison on the Bamanda
Batibo Road project in Cameroon as an
RE for a period twelve months. Paul
will be joined in a few weeks by his
wife Rachel. We send them our best
wishes and hope they both enjoy their
stay in Cameroon.

Siporlts

&
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Paper Recycling
from Diana Clarke
[SWKCL, Basingstoke]
Pictured in the winning team
scrumming down before the match
left to right: Dave Rawlinson, Gareth
Stuart
Coventry,
Carl
Jones,
Throgmorton, John Orchard, John
Grimbly, André Evans and Mark
Edwards. An unforgettable weekend
was had by all.
-

Mo v&S
STARTERS
A warm welcome to:
Julia Stubbs who joined the company
on 16 March as Junior Clerk/Typist.

Please note that staff must speak to
their Head of Section before replying
to any vacancy advertised.

£70 has been collected following recent
paper recycling runs, which has
enabled me to purchase a disco ball for
the sensory room at the Loddon School.

tet
1
c

f&v

A notice on the door of some selfcatering holiday accommodation that
was fitted with a security lock:
‘To operate lock press buttons 2 and 4
together then press 3. If
still can
open the door, the one at the end of the
corridor is not lockeL ‘!!

you

Health & Safety
Are you looking for a change in the
type of work you are doing? The H &
S Division in SWKCL currently have
exciting
opportunities
in
the
Basingstoke office that may suit you.

A position currently exists in the
Telford office for the above position.
Primarily the role will be for a
technician, conversant in AutoCAD, as
well as being able to offer a degree of
computing support when required.
Experience in the CADS suite would be
essential.
Occasional support work
would necessitate travelling to the
Birmingham office when required.
If you are interested in the above
position contact Mary Rook in
Chesterfield.

-

Wh its on
your Mithd?’
from lain Calder [SWKCL, London]
I would thank David Webb and
Norman Wyld for their positive
contribution to my suggestion on
failure feedback. There is certainly a
place for what they are advocating; this
used to be via Derek Verran who
controlled the master specification.
Perhaps our JFF should be more than
just an administrative device and
contain space to enter some comment
on what aspects worked well and those
aspects that did not. A collated wider
distribution of this form would be of
benefit.
I think the projects selected for verbal
dissemination of feedback could well
contain items that were positive and

‘

good although I feel we learn better
from our mistakes than from past
glories. About four years ago a local
branch meeting held an evening
seminar on what civil engineers could
learn from their aeronautical colleagues
43 people attended. Eight months
later a similar evening talk on the work
of crash investigators attracted over 500
people! As much as we all like to hear
good news, it is human nature to be
fascinated by what goes wrong.
Therein lies the strength of my proposal
and if attendees walk away afterwards
thinking “I would never have done
that” then the learning process has been
successful.
-

from Alan Coomber
[SWKCL, Basingstoke]
Further thoughts on an idea listed in
ScottLight. Scott Wilson diskette
9
labels
we tried those two or three
years ago but they were dropped in
favour of the free labels that come with
every box of disks, and we very rarely
send disks outside the office these days
it all goes by e-mail.

connected with transporting packages
between offices, by occasionally
managing to avoid postage/courier
costs. I don’t recall seeing a comment!
reply to what I (and others) considercd
to be a good idea and, not having
enough knowledge of computing to set
it up myself, you’ll excuse me if it is
now reprinted.
The cost of postage/couriers can often
be saved if it is possible to fmd a
member of staff who will be making
that same trip. Finding that person can
prove difficult and time consuming, but
not impossible. To make it much easier
a system for the UK could be set up
along similar lines to ‘Travellers’ in
ScottLight. It is accepted that for such
smalllshort trips staff are less likely to
provide the information about their trip
if they have to write to ScottLight or
visit a central ‘paper’ file. If, however,
a file/proforma was set up on the
network’s T drive for access by all,
then the information is more likely to
be provided and more accessible to
those providing, and those requiring,
the information.

project elements’ names, types, design
office and designer.
On this basis part of a typical entry
would be: A19 Norton to Parkway
Improvements, DBJCT, Highways,
Middlesbrough, Stan Johnson, Road
and Bridges, Billingham Beck Culvert,
13m span composite prestressed TY
beam decked road bridge with integral
piled abutments and reinforced earth
wingwalls,
Roger
Dixon/Richard
Caseley, Telford.
This database could be a basis for
marketing literature and presentations,
and ease selection of appropriately
skilled staff for project teams and time
and cost saving by partial re-use of
designs. For example, by enabling a
structural engineer to search the
database for all bridges similar to that
which he is designing and contact their
designers for advice and copies of
calculations. Requiring a hard copy of
project database entries to be attached
to submitted Job Finish Forms would
ensure the database was kept up to date.

-

from Suzanne Hallowes
[SWKCL, Basingstoke]

J1(’deal of the Week
Electronic ScottLight
and Other Documents
from Alan Coomber
[SWKCL, Basingstokej
Rather than using e-mail why not
implement an intranet and upload
ScottLight each week?
An intranet could also include
documents such as the QPM, admin
memoranda and all the other various
reference ‘bits and pieces’ which we
need from time to time all easy to fmd
with cross reference hyperlinks,
illustrations where necessary and
readily updated without having to print
copies for everyone. For those without
a PC, or for the day the network goes
down, a single reference hard copy of
such documents could be kept on a one
per location basis, e.g. in office
libraries.

When people change their printer
connections, the default settings that
come up include the printing of a
banner and a blank page (formfeed).
These two extra pages are printed each
time anything is printed from that
computer and are a waste of paper and
toner. Would it be possible for the
default settings to be altered so that
they are turned off each time someone
changes their printer connections? If
this is not possible, could people
remember to change the settings each
time they change their printer
connections or could a message be
displayed to remind them to do this.

-

from André Gilleard
[SWKCL, Basingstoke]
Several months
suggestion for

ago I made a
possible
savings

Secondly, if someone sends a file to the
printer and wishes to stop printing it
they can use Print Manager to cancel it.
They can also reset the printer if the file
cannot be deleted from Print Manager.

from Richard Caseley [Al9 Site]
My idea is to create a company-wide,
accessible to all staff, regularly updated
and fully searchable database of Scott
Wilson projects with fields including
project title, job number, type, location
and project manager; and individual

from John Andrews
[SWKCL, Basingstoke]
When faxing documents if the first
sheet is fed into the receipt paper tray
the confirmation can be printed on the
reverse. This will allow those who
want a receipt to have one and will save
paper by not printing separate receipts
which are then discarded.

from Bob Wallis
[SWKCL, British Virgin Islands]
I recently met Niel Robinson in
Anguilla, after not seeing him for many
years. On comparing the greyness of
our hair and chewing the cud, it
emerged that Niel unlike myself, had
not received his 20 year service badge.
Being posted to a remote Caribbean
Island is bad enough but not receiving
one’s 20 year badge is heartbreaking.
I would therefore suggest that the time
sheet lady’s computer is fitted with a
large bell that rings when a member of
staff reaches his 10, 20 30 year badge
date. This will prevent future
heartbreaks occurring.

All items for inclusion should be mailed, faxed or phoned through to Angela Lowle at Berk House,
Basingstokeby 5p.m. on Mondays. Tel: 01256 461161 x401 Fax: 01256 816835
e-mail: angela.lowleswkeurope.com

To:
Angela Lowle (Basingstoke)
FaxNo: 01256816835

Date

FOR INCLUSION IN SCOTTLIGHT (continue on a separate page if necessary)
LocationS

From

x
Ildea of the Week
Date

To Angela Lowle (Basingstoke)

My Idea of the Week is (continue on a separate page if necessary):

Location:
NameS
(You do not have to fill in this part if you do not want to this applies to Idea of the Week only)
-

This is an Scott Wilson Holdings publication distributed to all staff in the operating, associated and subsidiary companies in the UK and
Europe. It is not for outside circulation.
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All Staff’
1

New Payroll Arrangements
from Alan Morton [SWKCL, Basingstokej
With effect from the new tax year, April 1998, the outsourced payrolls (for both weekly and monthly staff) for SWKCL,
SW Railways, SWK (M&E), SW Pavement Engineering and Scott Neale will be processed by a different payroll provider (Prolog
Business Systems).
We anticipate a smooth iransfer, with individual employees noticing little change, except of course there will be a different payslip
the same information but laid out in a slightly different format.

-

From now on, payroll queries (for SWKCL and Scott Neale employees) relating to tax, national insurance, etc should be referred to
the Payroll Co-ordinator, Christine Haines, who is based within the Personnel Department at Basingstoke (Ext 211). Please note
Christine is available between 9.30 am and 3.00 pm Monday to Friday.
For ‘personnel’ issues all SWKCL and Scott Neale staff should continue to liaise with their relevant Personnel office.
Caz Spencer remains the contact for all personnel and payroll matters relating to SWK(M&E), SW Pavement Engineering and
Overseas staff of SWKCL, whilst Diane Goddard and Alison White administer and co-ordinate all areas of staffing for SW Railways
from their base in Swindon.

Q83 Owner Driver Mileage Record Cards
from Pam Mcintosh [SWKCL, Basingstoke]
With the current 1997/98 Tax Year ending on Sunday 5th April all existing cards must be returned to me in Basingstoke to enable the
P1 1D expenses return to be prepared for submission to the Inland Revenue. The timetable for this is as follows:
a)

Any outstanding mileage expense claims up to 5 April 1998 must be submitted to your cashier on or before Tuesday 14 April
1998.

b)

All 1997/98 Q83 cards are to be returned to me in Admin Basingstoke on or before Monday 20 April 1998. The completed Q83
must show the Cumulative Totals for:
i)

Mileages

ii) Amounts Claimed

If you have Not made a claim during the Tax Year your Q83 must be forwarded showing a Nil return. Where you have more
than one vehicle registered on the Scheme, separate Q83’s must be forwarded with Nil returns where appropriate.
c)

Your new Q83 will be forwarded to you when I receive your old card, which should clearly show your correct present location.

d)

It is essential that your Q83 is returned promptly. The Inland Revenue impose fmancial penalties on companies whose returns
are not received on time.

Keeping T Drives Clean
from Stephen Leach
[SWKCL, Basmgstokej

Scott Wilson Standard
Drawing Borders
from John Taylor [SWKCL, Basingstoke]

There have been several incidents recently
when temporary files have been left on
the “T” drives of the various file servers
across SWKCL for long periods of time.
Eventually these files can fill up the disk
(causing a plethora of messages about the
disk being “nearly out of space”) and can
ultimately crash the system.

It has been decided to re-instate the
practice of including an office address in
the title block of all drawings. This will
be located adjacent to the Scott Wilson
mark and will include the appropriate
company name, office address, phone and
fax numbers.

Therefore, please delete temporary files
from the “T” drives when you have
finished with them. Also, please note
that, unless special arrangements have
been made, Computing Services will in
future clear out all files on the “T” drives
which are more than a week old.

Purchasing Software
from Stephen Leach
[SWKCL, Basingstoke]
As part of the QA procedures for
SWKCL, the Software Co-ordinator
should be consulted over all software
purchases whether they are to be paid for
from the computing budget or from job
budgets. The purpose of this is to ensure
(1) that standardisation is applied where
appropriate, (2) that any known problems
with the software or special hardware
requirements are highlighted before
purchase and (3) that discounts may be
obtained from suppliers for multiple
purchases.
There have been some instances recently
where software costing several thousands
of pounds has been purchased without the
knowledge
Co-ordinator’s
Software
resulting in the possibility that money
may have been wasted.

Updated CAD drawing border files have
been distributed by e-mail to the office
QA manager at every UK office. Anyone
who needs the new borders and has not
received the files by the time they read
this notice should contact Phil Machin in
the CAD section at Basingstoke who will
arrange for a further copy to be issued.

Windsor & District
Housing Association
from Chris Sketchley
[SWKCL, Basingstoke]
As part of our ongoing work for Windsor
& District Housing Association, we have
been asked to declare any conflict of
interest. Accordingly, I have been asked
to sign a document that states that there
are no members of staff, Directors or
perrons directly concerned in the firm’s
management (or close relative of such a
person) related to any staff member or
committee member of the Windsor &
District Housing Association Ltd.
So that I can sign this with a clear
conscience, I would be grateful if anyone
who is aware of any such relationship, to
let me know before the end of this week
(27 March 1998).

Seminars

strength and durability. UK Government
policy supports the use of secondary
materials such as RCA as a substitute for
primary materials, where it is technically,
and
economically
environmentally
acceptable.
The seminar runs from 13.30 to 17.00 on
22 April 1998, and only costs £20 per
delegate. Would those who are interested
in attending please contact Gemma Lowle
in Basingstoke (ext 379) for an
application form.

Television Education Network
Lunch Time Seminar Basingstoke
from Val Hopwood
[SWKCL, Basingstoke]
Andrew Friedrich will be leading a
seminar on Wednesday 8 April at 12.30 in
Conference Room 2aJ2b. This is a T.E.N.
seminar with a discussion based around
the video topic ‘Health & Safety’ CDM
Regulations in practice: review by the
HSE.
It is hoped that as many people as possible
will attend. The meeting would qualify
for CET and CPD requirements so all,
especially Graduates, are asked to confirm
their interest to me on Ext 350 as soon as
possible so that I can make arrangements
and order the buffet.

International Seminar & Study Tour
From Robert Arrnitage
[SWPE, Nottingham]
I have received information on an
lnLmational Seminar and Study Tour on
Roller Compacted Concrete Dams to take
place during September 1999 in USA
(Seminars 6-11 September; Tours 13-17
September). Cost $1850 before August.
Please contact me for details.

Catering Service Request Forms
from Mike Sales [SWKCL, Basingstoke]
I advise that supplies of Form (B)Ql21
are now available. As announced in last
weeks ScottLight, Form (B)Q121 is to be
used in all SWKCL offices with effect
from 1 April 1998. Please destroy any
Forms Q121 remaining at the end of
March 1998 these are no longer to be
used.
-

Recycled Concrete Aggregate
from Claire Woolveridge
[SWKCL, Basingstoke]
A half-day seminar is being held in
London on recycled concrete aggregate
(RCA) for use in BS5328 designated
mixes. This seminar reports on research
undertaken by the Concrete Technology
Unit, University of Dundee which has
shown that RCA can be used in a range of
BS5328 mixes without risk to structural

Seminar Report Concrete Society
Assembling the Jigsaw
Precast and Hybrid Concrete Frames
from Richard Field
[SWKCL, Southampton]
-

-

Organised by the Swindon branch of the
Concrete Society last week, this seminar
addressed key safety and construction
aspects of precast construction. Speakers
included BAA giving a clients view of
construction, as well as various trade
organisations in the field.

If you do get involved in preliminary
sizing of concrete members, or in
designing and specifying pc components,
do contact the trade federations and be
aware of the range of documentation they
produce. Recent publications of relevance
include:
1. Code of Practice for Safe Erection of
Precast Flooring published by the
Precast Flooring Federation, is seen by
the HSE as the main reference text for
Health & Safety advice in the field.
2. Economic Concrete Frame Elements
published in 1997 by British Cement
Association (128pp) is a design
manual,
which
helps
provide
preliminary economic designs for
concrete elements of structures, as well
as setting out pros and cons for
alternative configurations.

Internet. The change will only affect
those sending messages from outside the
UK permanent offices.

Repair Work Saturday 28 March
from Mike Sales [SWKCL, Basingstoke]
-

It is anticipated that repairs to the external
suspended ceiling to the north side of
Scott House will be carried out on
Saturday 28 March 1998. Consequently
vehicular access and egress will be
prohibited during that day.

-

Want To Be Famous?
From Bob McKittrick
[SWKCL, Chesterfield]
Civil Engineers are wanted to take part in
a new Channel 4 programme described as
a ‘Mad Max-esque engineering game
show’! Details from Nathaniel Grouille at
RDF TV on 1071 887 7500,

What’ Going On?
Scale: A: £l00,000+; B: £50,000 £99,999;
C: £10,000 -£49,999; D: £5,000 -£9,999;
E: £1,000 -£4,999; F: less than £999
-

PFF also provide, free of charge, CDM
Data sheets and other standard leaflets
setting out all the issues to be addressed in
the safe design, specification and
construction of pc elements. Their aim is
to defme the responsibility of all parties
involved to ensure the risks from falls,
usage of cranes etc are minirnised. (How
do you get the floor slabs in when stability
steelwork is already in place above, and
who should have anticipated the problem
in advance?)

Infrarail ‘98 G-Mex Centre,
Manchester (29.9.98-1.10.98)

Congra itula tions!
Long Service Awards

-

3. Hybrid Concrete Construction
published 1995 by BCA (64pp) is a
booklet which sets out examples for
usage of concrete with steel, stone etc,
and in situ combined with pc concrete.

This assignment follows several earlier
Scott Wilson contributions in recent years
in support of Irish Aid’s successful grass
roots development activities in Kibaale
District.
Clive Daniels will undertake
the field visit and economic analysis, with
Azim Manji conthbuting to the analysis of
the related institutional and social aspects.
Fee scale D

Another Steel Skid for the North Sea
from David Webb
[SWKCL, Basingstoke]
We have been appointed to design another
steel skid to go onto a Floating,
Production, Storage and Offloading vessel
for the North Sea. The process skid
supports a large amount of equipment
associated with compressors for the gas
which is used to assist in the recovery of
the oil from the oil field.

Congratulations to the following Scott
Wilson staff who all received Long
Service Awards during February 1998.
Beryl Jones
Pam McIntosh
Bob Wallis
Nandita Sarney

-

-

-

-

20 years
20years
20 years
l0years

All the SWK staff at Manchester Airport
would like to congratulate Duncan
Pickard on gaining membership of the
Association for Project Management.
Duncan’s and Martin Stonehouse’s next
challenge is their Civils in April for which
we wish them the best of luck.

Births
Congratulations to Susan and Nick Snell
on the arrival of their twin girls, Chloe
and Laura, both weighing in at 6lbs 5oz,
on Sunday 8 March.

-

Scott Wilson Railways will again be
exhibiting at Infrarail later this year along
with many other leading consultants and
contractors within the railway industry.

The work will involve designing for the
inertial forces which arise from wave
motion and dynamic loading from the
compressor equipment in addition to the
fatigue checks for the cycling stress
regimes.

Hong Kong’s Internet Address
from Stephen Leach
[SWKCL, Basmgstoke]

It was pleasing to be offered this work
(without the need to bid) purely, we
believe, on the basis of our work in the
past.
Fee Scale C

Moves
STARTERS
A warm welcome to:

Hong Kong office has changed its Internet
address from “swkhk.com.hk” to “scott
wilson.com.hk”.
Please note that this change does not
affect messages sent to Hong Kong by
picking the name of the individual from
the “Global Address List” list within MS
Mail. Such messages do not go via the

Kakumiro-Mubende Road, Uganda
from Hamish Goldie-Scot
[SWKCL, Basingstoke]
The TO Division has been appointed by
Irish Aid to carry out an economic
appraisal of the options for rehabilitating
the Kakumiro-Mubende Road in Uganda.

Debbie Anderson who joined RSE, SW
Railways on 28 January.
Marilyn Crawley who joined the
Basingstoke office on 23 March as Relief
Receptionist/Admin Assistant.
Welcome back to John Bashforth who
has returned from Malaysia and will be
joining the Birmingham office.

LEAVERS
Goodbye and Good Luck to:
Richard Metcalfe who leaves the
Basingstoke office on Wednesday 25
March.
Penny Bourne
who
leaves
the
Basingstoke office on Friday 27 March.
Claire Woolveridge who leaves the
Basingstoke Environmental section on
Friday 27 March.
Goodbye and best wishes for the future
from SW Railways to:
Graham Hill (RSE) and Phil Gosden
(Civils) who left on 27 February;
Narendra Mistry who left on 6 March;
Jonathan Curtis, Derek Jacobs and
Geoff Brown who left on 20 March.

Sports & Socials
Scott Wilson Railways Kart Enduro
from Mark Lewis
[SW Railways, Swindon]
“Much better than watching the
Australian Grand Prix” and “When can
we do it again?” were some of the of the
responses to the first Scott Wilson
Railways kart enduro race held on Friday
6 March at Winners Karting Arena in
Swindon.
Eight teams of six drivers representing
Civil Engineering (3 teams), Railway
Systems Engineering (3 teams), PWay (1
team) and Business/Fina/Accounts (1
team) competed in a two hour ‘non-stop’
race for team prizes and the Scot Wilson
Cup for the best driver.
Each driver was kitted out with a race suit
and crash helmet and following a briefmg
on safety and driving techniques each
team had 15 minutes of practice for the
novices, to practice driver changes and to
qualify for pole position on the grid.
The starting positions: Demon Hill’s
(RSE), Smokey and the Bandits (CE),
Stormin’ Normans (B/F/A), Jo’s Boys
(CE), Slick Sliders (RSE), Telly Tubbies
(CE), Wayne & Tracey (RSE), Piston
Pirates (PWay).
In true Le Mans style the first driver for
each team had to sprint around part of the
circuit and jump into their kart. The race

was on! Wayne & Tracey went straight
into the lead from 7th on the grid, only to
be overtaken by the Demon Hill’s, who
lost and then regained the lead. Tactical
driver changes, wheel changes, refuelling
and time penalties resulted in the team
positions changing constantly throughout
the race. There were penalties of 30
seconds for driving too fast in the pit lane
and 60 seconds for a black flag (bumping,
aggressive overtalcing etc). Team spirits
were high with ample advice and
encouragement for the drivers! There
were numerous crashes, spins, squealing
tyres and contact with the barrier on the
exit of corners, some due to driver error,
others as a result of mechanical failure.
Apart from a few bruises and aching
muscles, no one was hurt.
Team trophies were awarded to the first,
second and third placed teams and a
magnum of bubbly for each team captain
to spray everyone who couldn’t get away
quickly enough.
Thefinal results:
Smokey and the Bandits
Telly Tubbies
Demon Hill’s
Stormin’ Normans
Wayne & Tracey
PWay Piston Pirates
Slick Sliders
Jo’s Boys

Laps
249
245
244
242
242±18.28 sec
241
241 + 1.60 sec
240

John Harper of the Demon Hill’s took the
Scott Wilson cup for the best (fastest)
driver, together with a £25 voucher for
more karting. John’s bottle of bubbly was
clearly aimed at the spectators, who had
nowhere to run.
For those who missed it, not to worry.
The powers that be are keen to make it a
regular event and also hold a competition
against teams from other Scott Wilson
offices.

Yet every drinicing water reservoir
contains the substance and there is no
point in buying bottled water since that
too contains dthydrogen monoxide.
However, the process of boiling water
long enough will get rid of dihydrogen
monoxide.
What is this substance?
(Answer next week)

Please note that staff must speak to
their Head of Section. before replying
to any vacancy advertised.
Trainee Technician
We have an opportunity for an
enthusiastic, hard working school leaver
to join the CAD team in Basingstoke.
The successful candidate will be assisting
our Senior Technicians in various aspects
of their work, which may include
preparation of drawings, administrative
work associated with the production of
technical documentation, and some
routine office duties.
The ideal candidate will already possess
computer knowledge, and have the
appropriate GCSE passes or equivalent.
We offer day release for those with the
relevant qualifications.
If you know of anyone who may be
interested in the above vacancy, please
ask them to forward their details to Lisa
Litchfield in the Basingstoke Personnel
Department.

f

Technical Clerk (Part-time)
Basingstoke

from Robert Armitage
[SWPE, Nottingham]

A committed person is required to assist
in the preparation of all project
documentation,
marketing
section
administration and become the liaison
force for all relevant information and
activity.
Other duties will include
maintaining databases, spreadsheets, QA
records and normal office duties.

c

Dihydrogen monoxide
There are many reasons to be afraid of
this noxious substance:
accidental inhalation can kill;
it is a major component in acid rain;
it causes erosion;
it can cause severe burns in its gaseous
state;
• it can cause excessive sweating and
vomiting;

•
•
•
•

• it has been found in the tumours of
cancer patients;
• it decreases the effectiveness of car
brakes.

-

A good standard of education is required,
together with a working knowledge of
Microsoft Office. Previous experience in
an engineering or building environment is
preferable.

Principal Environmental Specialist
Basingstoke
-

We require a senior person with at least
10 years experience, to lead our expansion
in development projects with prestigious
clients. This is a key position requiring
project management and excellent client
interfacing skills on a variety of
development and infrastructure oppor
tunities.
Consultant Environmental Specialist
Basingstoke
-

With 3 years experience, this successful
candidate will provide project support
leading to project management and
business development opportunities.
All candidates should have private sector
experience of environmental issues in
construction and development, either in
project preparation or implementation.
Experience of waste niinimisation or
environmental management in construc
tion and environmental assessment is
desirable.
The successful candidate will have a high
quality degree in a scientific discipline
and preferably a relevant MSc.
These vacancies offer excellent career
prospects and many opportunities to work
throughout the UK and overseas

Whait’’

on

your MlliId?
from Richard Titheradge [SW Railways)
In response to Idea Of The Month number
5, “produce our own diskette labels with
the Scott Wilson mark”, that first
appeared in Issue 129 I would just like to
point out that Scott Wilson Railways
already have this system in place and have
done for the last 3 years.
The disk label layout has been created in
Word and is stored as a template on our
system for all staff to use. It is a simple
matter of entering the text you wish to
appear on the label and then printing it
onto purpose design disk label paper.
Incidentally we have also extended this to
include templates for CD labels which can
be produced in exactly the same way.
This has been available to staff for
approximately 2 years.
Perhaps if the other Scott Wilson offices
within the SWK group were to co-operate
with us on a more regular basis then this
and possibly many other “good ideas”
could be implemented company wide
sooner, thus bringing us closer to the
corporate identity that we are all trying to
achieve

If you are interested in any of the above
vacancies, please contact Sally Mason
onext2lO.

goes some way in ensuring that SW has
exercised reasonable care in respect of
obligations to clients and also maintaining
and enhancing the quality of the work we
produce, when outside staff are used.
Discussions are being held with a view to
introducing the Register into ‘C’ Division
as a whole and not inconsiderable cost
savings (direct and indirect) are
anticipated.
Data Protection Act
Staff considered must be agreeable to the
information being retained and not used
for any other reason than the securing of
their services and that the information will
not be imparted to third parties. A simple
memorandum should be signed by them
to this effect.

from Peter Whitehead
[SWKCL, Abingdon]
Where possible, put an access code onto
photocopier related to job number. This
would
encourage
and
facilitate
photocopying
records
for onward
charging as well as simplifying transfer of
information to accounts. A simple admin
code can allow ease of use for nonchargeable work.

Reply of the Week
from Phil Green [SWElL, London]

Bridges Basingstoke

J[dea of the Week

-

the
An opportu,’ (exciting) exists
Bridge Section of the Basingstoke office
for an engineer (up to level 3.1) with
previous
design
structural
some
experience. Previous bridge design is not
100% essential though it might be
considered an advantage.
If interested please contact
McKenna in Basingstoke.

Cohn

Resident Engineer IJKAEA
Harwell Car Parks
A vacancy exists for construction
supervision starting next week for 4
months.
To fmd out more contact Richard Field at
Southampton.

from Ron Wall [SWKCL, Telford]
At the offices in the West Midlands I am
introducing a Register of agency and selfemployed staff which we have used. The
Register notes information such as home
address and telephone number, hourly
rate, period employed, project employed
on, discipline, competence, efficiency and
amount of supervision necessary, etc.
Competency and efficiency is a subjective
assessment on a 1 to 5 score.
The purpose of the Register is to produce
the services (rapidly if necessary) of
quality staff without going through an
Agency (and thereby avoiding significant
and repetitive commission payments) and
to be certain that the qualities and
capabilities of staff are suitable.
In
addition to this, a procedure such as this

In last week’s Issue 134 Alan Coomber
suggested an intranet. What a pleasure it
is to announce that once in a while we can
report positive action. At a meeting of
International Operations Group (JOG)
held in London late October 1997 it was
decided that we should have a global
intranet and this was incorporated into the
Strategic Plan for 1998/99.
Incidentally, my chairmanship of the JOG
ends on 30 April 1998 and this role will
be taken over by Ron Rakusen (Hong
Kong). At the same time Jim McCafferty
(Glasgow) will replace Geoff French as
the Europe representative on this Group.
Any thoughts about the intranet, or other
operational matters, should be addressed
to Jim or Ron.
Thank you for putting forward the idea.

___..:_.._,

__Ir

From Bob McKittrick
[SWKCL, Chesterfield]
In Issue 134 Richard Caseley suggested
the creation of a database of Scott
Wilson projects. A job description
database afready exists and was
established in July 1997 with each of
the Technical Discipline Coordinators
being responsible for setting up
appropriate keywords and having
information entered into the system.
The Technical Discipline Coordinators
are in turn answerable to the Divisional
Business Units to which they belong.
Richard refers to the A 19 project and it
would initially be entered by the
Co-ordinator
Technical Discipline
responsible for UK Roads, but there
could then be separate entries for
Bridges and Geotechnics.
As far as the bridges themselves are
concemed, the information suggested
by Richard will not appear in such
detail in the Job Description Database

but will be available within a separate
database within the Bridges Division.
This has been developed by Mike
Hackney in Glasgow, as part of the
Bridges Division Co-ordination Group,
and will record information on all
bridge structures with which the firm
has been involved worldwide over the
past five years, although we will also
hold information on major bridges
which we have done over the past ten
years.

I,

continuous service and not the number
of years employed.
Bad luck Niel,
however, I’m sure life in Anguilla can
help you come to terms with this news.
All long service awards are picked up
by a report that is produced in the
Personnel Department, which prompts
the action. This, hopefully, means there
are no other broken hearted staff out
there who have not been given their
long service badges.

I hope that this helps to explain what is
being done in this important area.
Thought for the week:
from Caz Spencer
[SWKCL, Basingstoke]
I was sorry to hear that Niel Robinson
was heartbroken at not receiving his 20
year service award (Issue 134). There
is a good reason for this Niel has had
a break in service with Scott Wilson;
long service awards are based on

“I was going to buy a copy of The
Power of Positive Thinking, and then I
thought: What the hell good would that
do?”
Ronnie Shakes

-

All items for inclusion should be mailed, faxed or phoned through to Angela Lowle at Berk House, Basingstoke by 5 p.m. on
Mondays. Tel: 01256 461161 x4Ol Fax: 01256 816835 e-mail: angela.lowle@swkeurope.com
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Benefit-in-kind for Private Medical Insurance Premiums
from Alan Morton [SWKCL, Basingstokej
With effect from the new tax year, April 1998, the premiums paid by the comnany in lieu of private medical insurance (PPP scheme)
for employees of SWKCL, SWK (M&E), SW Pavement Engineering and Scott Neale will be reflected, and therefore directly taxed
on the payroll. Previously this ‘benefit-in-kind’ was reported to the Inland Revenue by being recorded on a P1 lD form for income
tax assessment purposes. There will be no need in the future to record this benefit on P11Ds, or self assessment forms etc, as the tax
will be paid at source.
We have already written to the tax office (with names) to advise them to delete this item from all relevant individuals’ coding
assessments for the tax year 1998/99 and onwards. If the tax office have already made an assessment on your coding for the
forthcoming tax year (via form P2 PAYE Coding Notice) they will need to delete this, which will in turn have the effect of raising
your code number. Please contact the tax office if they have not deleted the PPP premium from your coding for the tax year 1998/99
within the next two months.
-

The effect of this change is cost neutral to employees, as private medical insurance premiums are not currently deemed to be subject
to national insurance contributions liability. The above process is already being carried out on the payroll for relevant employees of
Scott Wilson Railways.

Training For Entry Into
Confined Spaces
from Phil Green [SWI-IL, London]
All persons within Scott Wilson Holdings
Ltd and any of the operating companies
are reminded that the Scott Wilson H&S
Policy requires that entry into confmed
spaces will only occur following the
necessary training.
For the avoidance of doubt, this training
will consist of a recognised course
suitable for the type of entry to be
undertaken. Refer to Part 4, Section 8
Working in Confmed Spaces in the H&S
Manual and seek advice from your H&S
Advisor.

New Matlock Office
from John Trinick [SWKCL, Matlock]
The Matlock office is now fully
operational to manage the Area 14 Trunk
Road commission for HA. We welcome
21 staff transferring from Derbyshire
County Council. They will be joined by
35 staff from Scott Wilson Central
Region, supplemented by some new
recruits.

The address is: Dimple Road Business
Centre, Dimple Road, Matlock, DE4 3JX.
Tel: 01629 761 761, Fax: 01629 761 789.

E-mail & Graphics
from David Dunlop [SWKCL, Abingdon]
There are currently some rumours flying
about concerning the c-mailing of
graphics and CAD files which should be
cleared up if only to reduce the phone
bills.

compression.
These are sometimes TIP
files (built in compression is not
automatic on TIP and must be specified
by the originator) and JPG files. As a
general guide if the (uncompressed)
image file is less than 4MB save it as a
TIP file with LTZ compression prior to e
mailing; if greater than 4MB save it as a
JPG prior to c-mailing.
As a guide, if in doubt zip it up before you
send it.

-

CAD drawing and graphics files can be
very large and consequently take a long
time to e-mail, even using an ISDN line.
If you attach an AutoCAD drawing or
graphic image file to your e-mail it will
not automatically compress it. The answer
is to zip it up first. Typically, AutoCAD
drawing files reduce by 50%, sometimes
more. With Corel files the compression
can be enormous, as much as 95% with a
corresponding increase in file transfer
times.
There are only two types of image file
(for our purposes) which have built in

If anyone doubts these facts try it using a
zip file and the original and check the file
transfer times.

Lunch Time Seminar
Basingstoke

.—
—I.

from Val Hopwood
[SWKCL, Basingstoke]

Sue Moore will be leading a seminar on
Wednesday 15 April at 12.30 pm in
Conference Room 2aJ2b. This is a T.E.N.
senmiar with a discussion based around
the video topic ‘Construction Law’
Corporate responsibility: recent cases and
trends.
-

rnntiniierl

nvrIif

It is hoped that as many people as possible
will attend. The meeting would qualify
for CET and CPD requirements so all,
especially Graduates, are asked to confirm
their interest to me on ext 350 as soon as
possible, so that I can make arrangements
and order the buffer.

The evening training session due to be
held at the Winding Wheel on 6 April has
had to be postponed. The revised
arrangements will be published as soon as
they have been fmalised. Apologies for
any inconvenience.

TRAVELLERS

Location

Traveller

Dates

Hong Kong

Phil Shepherd
John Harper
Ralph Cobham
John Nutt

28/3-8/4
28/3-15/4
6-24/4
15/4
16-22/4
14/4-15/5

Bob Weekes

Scott Wilson, having attained the highest
aggregate mark, were awarded the
commission in March.
Inspection of the structure is programmed
to start in April, with draft inspection and
inspection reports due 6 months later,

PLEASE NOTE!
from June Brown
[SWKCL, Chesterfield]

China
Kuala
Lumpur
Manila
India

offer, which were weighted in the ratio
2.5 to 1.

What’ Go&iig On?
Scale: A: £l00,000+; B: £50,000 £99,999;
C: £10,000 -£49,999; D: £5,000 -£9,999;
E: £1,000 -£4,999; F: less than £999

Scott Wilson (Glasgow) have continued
in winning
success
their recent
commissions to access major steel bridges
by being appointed to inspect and assess
the M8 White Cart Viaduct near Glasgow
Airport. (Fee Scale B)
Completed in 1968 the structure is over
800 metres long and comprises twin
trapezoidal steel box girders acting
compositely with a reinforced concrete
deck slab, supported on piled, reinforced
concrete piers and abutments. The bridge
is curved in plan and rises to a height of
20 metres above the White Cart River.
The commission includes the inspection
of the interior of the boxes, for which a
detailed method statement is required.
Six tenderers were invited to submit bids,
each consisting of a ‘Quality’ bid and a
‘Fee’ bid.
The client, Renfrewshire Council, then
made a value assessment of each bid,
awarding marks for both quality and fee

JF

Answer to:
Dihydrogen Monoxide What is this
noxious substance? (issue 135)
-

The answer is H
0 (Water) of course!
2

Chain of Command
from Rory Baird [SWKCL, Plymouth]

Mo v’e’s

I notice a strildng similarity between the
latest Pathways guidance and a naval
publication I received a little while back:

STARTERS
A warm welcome to:

Admiral

Dave Gardner who joined the
Transportation section as Transport
Planner on 30 March.
Julie Grand who joined the Accounts
team as Temporary Financial Manager for
a period of 6 months from 30 March.
May
who
Highways/Infrastructure
Secretary on 30 March.
Diane

joined
section

Hillier
Shaun
who joined
Environmental Section on 2 April.

the
as

the

Correction to ‘Moves’ Issue 135
-

-

Boxing Clever
from Mike Hackney [SWKC(S)L]

’Jf JFi’
7
o

In ScottLight Issue 135 it was stated that
Narendra Mistry had left Scott Wilson
Railways. In fact he has transferred to the
London office.

Sports & Socials
Fantasy Cricket
from Paul Starr [SWKCL, Basingstoke]
Following the uninspiring form of
England in the recent test series there
must be a few budding managers out there
thinking “What a heap of ****! I blame
the management I could do better than
that.” Well, now’s your chance.
I
propose to run a fantasy cricket league for
Scott Wilson employees only, based on
the Daily Telegraph rules. Rules will be
published in the Telegraph on 3, 10, 14,
16 April and the competition begins 17
April. I will issue league updates every
week (honest guy).

.

Leaps tall buildings with a
single bound.
Is more powerful than a
locomotive.
Is faster than a speeding bullet.
Walks on water.
Gives policy to God.

Captain

C-

Leaps short buildings with a
single bound.
Is more powerful than a
shunting engine.
Is faster than a speeding
bullet.
Walks on water if sea is
calm.
Talks with God.
Commander
Leaps short buildings
with a nmrnng start.
Is almost as powerful
as a shunting engine.
Is slower than a
speeding bullet.
Walks on water in
indoor swimming
pools.
Talks with God if special chit is provided

-

Lt Commander
Barely clears little hills.
Loses tug-of-war with
shunting engine.
Can fire a speeding bullet,
Swims well.
Is occasionally addressed
by God.

Anyone interested please contact me on
ext 440 for further details.
nue

Lieutenant

If you are interested in the above position,
please contact Sally Mason on ext 210.

Makes high marks when
trying to leap tall buildings.
Is run over by shunting
engines.
Can sometimes handle a
gun without inflicting self
injury.
Dog paddles
Talks to animals.

Ildea of the Week
Vhaton
your Mithd?

3
from Richard Nicholson
[SWKCL, Chesterfield]

Re Idea of the Month No 4 February
from Kevin Anderson [SWR, Swindon]
-

Sub Lieutenant
The E-mail system is very good at
broadcasting information that everyone
needs to know.
At SWR we are
developing the Public Folders facility so
that distributing information will be easier
as people can log on when they can and
view articles donated by others. It is
envisaged that there will be a number of
classified folders to store related articles
eg. a folder for each software application
to share notes or tips on how the
programme is used in the company.

Runs into buildings.
Recognises shunting
engine two out of three
times.
Is not issued with
ammunition.
Can stay afloat if instructed
in the Mae West.
Talks to walls.
Midshipman
Falls over doorstep when trying
to enter a building.
Says “Look at the choo-choo”.
Not allowed elastic for his
catapult
Plays in mud puddles.
Mumbles to himself.

A substantial saving can be made by
ending Newsletter distribution in favour
of Electronic Reference Libraries where
everyone can look up the topics that they
are interested in. And they don’t have to
have a PC on their desk.

from David Dunlop [SWKCL, Abingdon]
Chief Petty Officer
Lifts buildings and walks
under them.
Kicks locomotives off the
tracks.
Catches speeding bullets in
his teeth and eats them.
Freezes water with a single
glance.
He is God.

‘iVacancies
Please note that staff must speak to
their Head of Section before replying to
any vacancy advertised.
Graduate London
-

The London office requires a graduate in
their Project Management section to assist
in running a term commission and
preparation of proposals.
Candidates should have graduated in a
technical subject and be proficient in use
of ExceVMSProject.
Additionally you
will need to be literate, a good
communicator and flexible in your
approach.

‘I

I

I note with interest the idea of floppy disk
labels, I have a word document for Avery
1760 labels which I will e-mail to anyone
who asks for it (in colour) which we have
used in this office since June 1997.

from Richard Nicholson
[SWKCL, Chesterfield]
The fu-m is to be congratulated on its
informative web site. However, could it
be updated? Festive greetings and new
announcements (July ‘97) are now a little
past their respective use by dates!
Anyone visiting the web site should
ensure that they visit the ‘scott-wilson’
page and not the ‘scott wilson’ page
which refers to a radio DJ for Forth FM!
Finally, what is the structure on the home
page?
and also:

Having recently been involved in career
and school presentations, it was
disappointing that marketing material was
not readily available. Might I suggest that
a mobile marketing resource is made
available for each regional office. This
could contain mobile display boards,
approved display material, up to date
brochures etc. This could also be utilised
in client presentations, evening meetings /
seminars etc, and when not in use could
improve the aesthetics of some office
reception areas!
We have plenty of successes to our name
so why don’t we shout about them?

from Caroline Moore
[SWKCL, Basingstoke]
I have recently had to complete a
prequalification questionnaire which
requested information on various aspects
of our firm, such as Health and Safety,
Quality Procedures, Racial Policy etc, and
which took quite a bit of pulling together.
As a lot of prequalification questionnaires
follow a similar format, I thought it would
be a good idea to pass a copy of the
completed questionnaire to Helen Ratokla
in Marketing for future reference.
Anyone who has to do a similar
questionnaire should be able to use
Helen’s copy to get most of the
information that they need.

Thought for the week:
“Faced with the choice between changing
one’s mind and proving that there is no
need to do so, almost everybody gets busy
on the proof.”
John Kenneth Galbraith

Congratulations to Rob Rushmer on his
recent success, with his in house diskette
label ‘idea of the month.’
In the
Geotechnics office (Chesterfield) we had
the same problem, so we obtained disk
labelling software with standard templates
and graphics library. Marketing have
been informed!
continued overleaf

All items for inclusion should be mailed, faxed or phoned through to Angela Lowle at Berk House,
Basingstokeby 5p.m. on Mondays. Tel: 01256 461161 x401 Fax: 01256 816835
e-mail: angela.lowle@swkeurope.com
Angela Lowle (Basingstoke)
To:
FaxNo: 01256816835
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Easter Issue 137 Week ending: 10 April 1998
-

Attention

All Staffi

Election of New Directors
Scott Wilson SA (Pty) Ltd
from I D Fleming
[Chairman, Scott Wilson SA (Pty) Ltd]
Following the Annual General Meeting
held on 17 March 1998, the Directors
have pleasure in announcing the
appointment of Russell Chappé and Garth
Sims as new Directors of Scott Wilson
South Africa, effective from 1 May 1998.

NCE Consultants File 1998
from Geoff French
[SWKCL, Basingstoke]
This year’s Consultants File shows Scott
Wilson ranked 6th in terms of the staff
structural
engaged
in
civil
and
engineering and 8th in terms of total staff
and fees rendered.
The firm is 2nd in Ports, Airports and
Harbours, 3rd in Environment, 6th in
Roads, Bridges, Railways & Canals and
7th in Building. The movement in
Environment is especially marked in that
we are up from 12th in 1997 and it shows
just how strong we are becoming in this
market.
Once again this year Scott Wilson
Railways had their own entry (which they
fmd useful for marketing purposes) as
well as being included in the overall Scott
Wilson figures. Indeed in their own right
Railways were ranked 10th in the fastest
growing firms of 1997.

Year 2000
from Terry Finch [SWKCL, Basingstoke]
Hardly a day goes past at the moment
without something being mentioned in the
news about the year 2000 crisis or the
millennium bomb. Well, I thought I’d try
to put everyone’s minds at rest by letting
you know what Scott Wilson are doing
towards dealing with the problem.
Scott Wilson have been working actively
on dealing with the problem for the last 6
months. In this time a number of projects

have been started to gather information
about the hardware and software that is
currently installed in the company. We
have written to over 1000 suppliers
requesting
confirmation that their
products will work satisfactorily in the
new millennium.
Work has also started on auditing every
workstation and file server to ensure that
the hardware will function correctly on 1st
January 2000 (and 29th February 2000).
Where the machines fail then we need to
ensure that the machine’s BIOS is
upgraded to cope with these new dates!
Once the PC is checked a small sticker is
put onto the machine to indicate that the
machine has passed.
We have also been dealing with enquires
from clients asking us to confirm that we
are taking the necessary actions to ensure
that we move into the new millennium
smoothly. We are happy to provide a
statement detailing our understanding of
the problem and our action plan to rectify
the problem.

Intranet Development
from Terry Finch [SWKCL, Basingstoke]
Computing Services have completed a
review on the possibility of deploying an
Intranet server. There are clearly many
potential benefits which could be gained
from using this technology which will
allow us to share within the company
information such as marketing material,
cv’s, standard contract and specification
documents etc. Clearly organisation and
management of the information needs
careful review and, subject to approval,
we expect to establish an embryo service
over the next three months.

of events for the next six months.
Obviously everyone is welcome to attend
any of the advertised meetings although
you’ll have to be punctual to fmd a seat!
However, the G&S Committee are always
looking for new, interesting speakers so if
anyone has the desire to present a talk
they should contact myself on ext 386 or
on e-mail. The timing of such a talk is
entirely flexible as an extra talk can either
be squeezed into this year’s programme or
added into next year. The advantages on a
personal note are as obvious as the
benefits to the company’s PR and I would
encourage anyone to take the opportunity.

Internal Training Sessions
from June Brown
{SWKCL, Chesterfield]

• .,

I.—

The fourth lunchtime seminar of the
internal training programme will be held
on 20 April at 12.30 in the Conference
Room, Bayheath House. The topic is
Construction Contract Changes Latham
Bill and will be presented by Eric
Warburton.
-

I have now made altemative arrangements
for the
evening
seminar
Value
ManagementfValue Engineering to be
presented by David Hughes and Stan
Johnson. The new date is Monday 27
April from 5pm until 7pm and the new
venue is Chesterfield Public Library.
Please contact me as soon as possible on
ext 217 if you wish to attend either of the
above sessions.

German Language Training
from Peter Innes [SWKCL, Basingstoke]

Opportunity to Develop
Your Public Speaking
from Piers Curne
[SWKCL, Basingstoke]

Following the closure of our Leipzig
Office last year, we are in possession of
an Audio/Video German language
training course, Accelerated Learning.

At present the vibrant Graduates and
Students Section of the ICE Thames
Valley Association has a full progranime

Anyone who would like to borrow this
should contact Val Hopwood (Personnel,
Basingstoke). Loan will be free to a
suitable applicant.
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TRAVELLERS

Location

Traveller

Dates

Hong Kong

Neil Wheeler

5/4-1/6

Phil Shepherd

22/4-2/6

Trevor Webb

1/5-23/5

Vietnam

Adrian Tite

17-29/4

India

Ralph Cobham

27-28/4

Sergei Turceninoff’s travels in the
following weeks will be as follows:
St Petersburg, Russia
Minsk, Belarus
Kiev, Ukraine
Kishiriev, Moldova
Warsaw, Poland

6-9/4
9-17/4
17-22/4
22-24/4
24-26/4

What Going On?
Scale: A: £l00,000+; B: £50,000 -£99,999;
C: £10,000 -£49,999; D: £5,000 -£9,999;
E: £1,000 -£4,999; F: less than £999

Scottish Office Standards
Adviser and Auditor
from David Webster
[SWKCSL, Glasgow]
Following recent submission of a 2
envelope ‘Quality/Fee’ Bid to the
National Roads Directorate of The
Scottish Office, I am delighted to confirm
that The Scottish Firm has been awarded a
3 year Term Consultancy as Standards
Advisers to the Directorate. (Fee Scale A)

Cycling
The commission will allow us to continue
the work which we have been undertaking
over the past year or so in the
development of ‘Cycling by Design’
which seeks to bring together the vast
quantity of existing advice in relation to
the design of cycling infrastructure into
one ‘best practice’ document.
Value for Money
Together with ‘Value Management Ltd’
we will embark on further implementation
of the Value for Money Initiative which
we were involved in establishing on
behalf of the Directorate. A number of
Studies and Workshops are likely over the
3 year period.
General Standards Advice
We will be asked from time to time to
prepare general advice on a number of
topics relating to Road Standards and, in
addition, we will be asked to provide
some members of staff to work in the
Scottish Office in Edinburgh on short
term ‘secondments’.
We are particularly pleased to land this
appointment since it keeps us at the
‘Client’ end of the market and is an
undoubted endorsement of our work over
the last while for the Scottish Office.
For the record, Simon Hindshaw is the
Project Director, I am Project Manager,
ably assisted by my right hand man,
David Stephens.

Raising the Profile of Planning
(The true lives of Scott Wilson’s UK
Planners revealed below all you have
suspected, but never believed!)
-

This important Commission follows on
from our success over the last year or so
in a similar role.
The term consultancy is wide ranging and
covers a number of aspects of the
National Roads Directorate’s business,
some of which are described below:
Departures from Standard
It is becoming increasingly common for
Designers to prepare road schemes which
‘don’t quite’ adhere to all of the complex
design rules of the Design Manual for
Roads and Bridges. Scott Wilson’s role in
this regard will be to assess the
operational, environmental, cost and
safety implications of such instances. We
will then prepare a detailed Determination
Report which will be passed to the
Scottish Office, making recommendation
as to whether the Departures from
Standard should be approved or
otherwise.

-

from Susan Bunton [SWKCL, Abingdon]
and Mary Holt [SWKCL, Leeds] with
contributions from all the Planning Team
Introduction
Did you know that over the past 18
planning
Scott
Wilson’s
months,
capability has strengthened considerably?
The Abingdon office now has a team of
four planners,
Ken Jores, Richard
Thomson, Susan Bunton and Paul
further north, Mary Holt,
Connelly;
Richard Atkinson and Nigel Hackett
provide the planning capability in our
Leeds, Manchester and Edinburgh offices
respectively, whilst in Basingstoke, the
planning team comprises Gareth Jones
and Martin Bin. Two further names that
should be mentioned are Peter Whitehead
and David Thompson, the urban design
team, based in Abingdon, who provide
valuable support to the planners.

In a recent survey carried out by Planning
Magazine, the official journal of the
Royal Town Planning Institute, Scott
Wilson was identified as the seventh equal
fastest growing planning consultancy in
the country and nineteenth equal largest
planning consultancy in terms of the
number of qualified planners.
So what do we all do? The aim of this
article is to try and increase the awareness
of our Scott Wilson colleagues of the
range of work undertaken by Scott
Wilson’s UK planners and urban
designers.
Manchester Office
In the Manchester office, the recent
emphasis has been on the management of
environmental assessments. Yorkshire
Water has been a key client for a number
of years and the office has now produced
Environmental Statements for no fewer
than six proposed waste water treatment
works on the North Yorkshire coast.
These schemes are required to enable the
client to meet the terms of the Urban
Waste Water Treatment Directive. Each
scheme has had its own particular issues,
which have been addressed by a team of
environmental consultants managed by
Richard Atkinson. SW has also provided
contaminated land and
ecological,
to the assessments.
inputs
geotechnical
Richard has also undertaken environ
mental assessment work on five proposed
extensions to the Manchester Light Rapid
Transit system, including the preparation
of major Environmental Statements for
extensions to the Airport (22km) and
Ashton-under-Lyne (10km).
Environmental advice is currently being
given to the client on preliminary route
options for an extension to Stockport. If
powers are sought for this scheme, other
SW staff will be involved, including
landscape architects, ecologists, transport
land
contaminated
planners
and
specialists.
Leeds Office
Mary Holt continues to attract retail work
from developers and has successfully
completed retail impact assessments and
obtained planning permission for retail
Bridlington
and
in
developments
Kettering which are now under way. A
retail impact assessment has been
prepared for a major regional retail
warehouse park of some 250,000 sq ft
adjacent to the MeiroCentre at Gateshead
and negotiations are now under way with
the local planning authority. The same
client (Commercial Development Project
Ltd, the development arm of Marshalls of
Ellant) is now considering a 100,000 sq ft
factory outlet centre near the M62 in West
Yorkshire and Scott Wilson is likely to be
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asked to undertake the retail impact work
for this proposal.
Several of these
commissions have also led to traffic
impact assessment work for the
Chesterfield office.

plans will provide advice on the
development of the sites over the next 25
years. The projects are being carried out
in association with former colleagues
from Entec.

Other commissions include an assessment
of the development potential of old quarry
workings for Yorkshire Stone Quarries
(Bradford) Ltd, on call planning advice to
the Savile Estate and a wide variety of
planning application and appeal work for
landowners and businesses.

Ken and Susan are currently involved in
two major Private Finance Initiative
Projects,
one
relating
to
the
redevelopment of the Government
Communications Headquarters (GCHQ)
in Cheltenham;
the other, the
redevelopment of Colchester Garrison. In
both cases, the Abingdon team are
providing planning and urban design
advice, as well as co-ordinating inputs
from other Scott Wilson professionals,
including infrastructure, transportation,
landscape and environmental, to the bid
consortium, Tarmac/Group 4.

Edinburgh Office
Nigel Hackett has recently undertaken a
physical and economic development study
for the Camperdown Country Park area.
The study investigated the economic,
leisure, transportation and landscape
development potential of three existing
areas comprising the Camperdown and
Clatto Country Parks and Templeton
Woods and included masterplanning,
development and marketing appraisals,
costing and funding and an assessment of
visitor attractions.
The study was
conmtissioned by Dundee City Council
and Scottish Enterprise Tayside.
Another project involved the preparation
of supporting information and a planning
application for retrospective permission
for the tipping of waste material arising
from the potato cleaning and soil washing
operations for Stokes Bomford (Cluny)
Ltd.
The commission included the
landfill restoration proposals, landscaping,
assessment
flood
extensive
and
negotiations with the planning authority,
environmental health and the Scottish
Environmental Protection Agency.
Both commissions involved close co
operation with the other Scottish offices
of Scott Wilson.
Abingdon Office
Ken, Richard and Paul continue to be
involved in the development of a new
town, Hampton, situated to the south of
Peterborough.
The
development,
currently the largest in Europe, will
provide residential units, together with
employment, retail and leisure facilities.
The 1,000 hectare site comprises a series
of former brickworks and pits, the
development directly accords, therefore,
with latest government policy which
places the emphasis on the development
of brownfleld, rather than greenfield,
sites.
The team has also be working on several
MoD projects, including the preparation
of two Establishment Development Plans;
one for Deepcut Station and the other for
Aldershot,
the largest and most
prestigious army garrison in the UK. The

Other
commissions
include
the
preparation
environmental
of
an
assessment overview for Reigate and
Banstead Borough Council. The focus of
this project is an assessment of potential
residential development sites around
Horley, Surrey. The project has involved
not only the planning team, but also
environmental
transportation
and
specialists in Basingstoke and landscape
architects from Abingdon.
In addition, Ken and Susan provide
ongoing planning advice to a private
client in relation to the development of a
high tech industrial/commercial develop
ment to the north west of Plymouth, at
Saltash, Cornwall
Current bids include The National
Stadium, Wembley. The planning team
would be responsible for securing
planning permission for this prestigious
development, liaising with the local
authority (London Borough of Brent) and
co-ordinating the work of other
disciplines, including; environmental
specialists from Basingstoke who would
be responsible for preparing the
environmental statement. Scott Wilson
transport planners are already involved in
the project, but on the other side,
providing transportation advice to the
London Borough of Brent.
The Abingdon team have also been
invited to submit a bid to the Driving
Standards Agency to undertake a Training
Establishment Option Study. The project
involves identifying options for the
redevelopment of
the Training
Establishment. The invitation has come
as a result of a recommendation from the
Met Office College for whom Ken and
Paul carried out a similar study over the
three year period, 1994-1997.

Basingstoke
Gareth and Martin in Basingstoke are
involved in a variety of projects from
residential development to landfill sites.
Recent projects have included the
provision of planning and development
advice to the MoD Defence Estates
Organisation for the redevelopment of
Ashford Barracks, Kent. This urban site
is proposed to be redeveloped for 800
residential units and some employment.
The site’s location affords the potential
for the promotion of a comprehensive
mixed use development in accordance
with sustainability principles.
The project has involved a range of
professionals from both Basingstoke and
Abingdon.
The urban design team in
Abingdon have prepared a comprehensive
masterplan solution, whilst transportation,
infrastructure
and
environmental
assessment issues were covered by Scott
Wilson staff in Basingstoke.
In the south west, a site on the edge of
Ivybridge in Devon is being promoted for
the development of 700 new homes.
Foremost in the consideration of this site
is the achievement of sustainable
development. The project has required
close monitoring of the Devon Structure
Plan review process, culminating in a
representation at the Examination in
Public on behalf of the client, Redrow
Homes (South West) Ltd.
Gareth and Martin also provide an
‘overall’ service to Barrett Homes (North
London), the service involves advising on
the planning potential of possible
acquisitions and advice on the promotion
of secured sites. For sites progressed
towards implementation, Scott Wilson’s
infrastructure and design team have been
able to offer support and advice. One
particular site, Friern Barnet, should result
in a fee in excess ofl00,000.
Expert advice on the planning strategy for
an appeal against refusal of planning
permission for a proposed extension and
re-contouring of Brogborough Landfill
Site, the largest landfill site in Europe, has
been provided to Shanks and McEwan.
As a result, Scott Wilson has now been
commissioned to prepare a new
environmental statement to support a
revised planning application.
To Conclude
As you can see, Scott Wilson’s UK
planners are involved in an extensive
number and diverse range of projects;
often involving other disciplines from
within Scott Wilson, as well as
professionals from other companies. One
of the many strengths of planners is their
__.__._..._1
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ability to work within teams and across a
variety of professions.
If you have made it to the end of this
article and would like to fmd out more
about a specific project or the general
capability of the planning team (I assure
you we can turn our hand to anything),
please do not hesitate to conact any one
of the team; Ken, Richard, Susan or Paul
in Abingdon; Mary in Leeds; Richard A
in Manchester; Nigel in Edinburgh; or
Gareth or Martin in Basingstoke. We
await your calls!

Congra tula tions!
To Barbara Brophy who
surprised her colleagues
and tied the knot at last
with Jonathan Smith at
Kingsclere Registry
Office on 4 April.
Very best wishes to you
both.

To Jane and Noel
Smith who are the proud
new parents of Frazer
Alexander Noel, who
arrived on 4 April and
weighed in at 71b lOoz.

A very good weekfor Smiths!

Mo VCS
STARTERS
A warm welcome to:
Rona Lightbody who joined SWKC(S)L
on 16 March as the Scottish Companies
Information Technology Support Analyst.
Martin Sichel who recently joined the
Office
as
Senior
Edinburgh
Environmental Specialist. He will be
assisting in the development of SWRC’s
service in biodiversity project work and
strengthening the Unit’s capability in such
areas as capacity building of local
organisations e.g. design and imple
mentation of environmental planning and
management systems, forest restoration
and
protected
area
management.
Previously he spent 3 years working in the
natural resource and conservation sector
of Brazil.
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Sports & Socials
A Pet Idea
Exercise Executive
Stretch
from Peter Innes
[SWKCL, Basingstoke]
Each year the Territorial Army sets up an
outdoor activity weekend. The object is
to provide a physical and intellectual
challenge to civilian executives.
Age limits: 18-40.
Fitness requirements: Reasonable.
The exercise is due to take place at
Lulworth on 13-14 June 1998. We are
prepared to sponsor the cost for two
participants from any part of Scott Wilson
in UK. (You would have to get yourself
to Lulworth).
Jane Smith, Basingstoke Environment
took part in 1996 (see ScottLight Issue 53,
18 July 1996).
For more information please contact me
urgently, as places are limited and will be
taken up quickly.

Williams Wood
from Duncan Hamilton
[SWKC(S)L, Glasgow)
The Scottish Offices are holding their
Annual Golf Outing this year at Lenzie
Golf Club on the 21st May 1998.
The current holders, Glasgow, would like
to invite challenges from other UK offices
within the group for the prestigious
Williams Wood inter-office trophy which
has been proudly displayed in Hugh
Blackwood’s office at Park Circus for the
last 7 years.
The trophy, named after our late senior
partner Geoffrey Williams, was first
played for in 1983.
The contest is
between four man teams (best 3 of 4
stableford points). The competition only
takes place when the holders issue a
challenge to the other group offices.
Any office wishing to take up that
challenge this year should nominate a
team who are able to make their way to
Lenzie (on the outskirts of Glasgow) on
the 21st May 1998 for a day’s golf and
Scottish hospitality.
To register your team please contact
Duncan Hamilton in Glasgow.

stress-busting
A
the
for
idea
workplace from the
US is to allow staff
to bring their pets
After
into work.
tense
particularly
moments they can
take Fido for a walk
and come back
feeling refreshed.

“Come on workies!”
-

One firm even sponsors a pet party for staff
each year. Clearly some restrictions are
needed on the type of pet that can be
brought in, so rats and boa constrictors are
presumably out. Since most offices barely
have enough room to swing a cat, does that
rule out Tiddles as well?

Vacancies
Please note that staff must speak to
their Head of Section before replying to
any vacancy advertised.
Billing Manager
A Billing Manager is required in the
Accounts section at Basingstoke office to
ensure the smooth running of the Billing
section. Main responsibilities will include
the production of invoices, interpretation
of contracts and billing schedules and
provision of advice and guidance to
branch and overseas offices.
Applicants must be able to demonstrate
previous relevant experience ideally
gained within a service industry.
Excellent communication and practical
working knowledge of computerised
fmancial systems is essential.
Familiarity with Word and Excel would
be an advantage, together with a general
fmancial
of
office
understanding
procedures including sale and bought
ledger, credit control, cashier and cost
control.
If you are interested in the above position.
please contact Sally Mason on ext 210.

For Sale & Wan ted
from Alan Stanbury [Hanoi)
Want to buy a TV, chopsticks or locally
made furniture? Buyer to provide and pay
all transport and packaging costs! Postal
bids will be accepted up to 20 April 1998.
No serious offers refused although ‘the

seller is not obliged to accept the highest
or any bid’. Payment will have to be in
Vietnamese Dong
no cheques, no
travellers cheques, no US Dollars and no
UK pounds!
-

intermediary, be it a lead consultant, a
D&B contractor or a self-styled project
manager stand in the way of
demonstrating how careful we are with a
client’s money.

Presumably this is as a result of NCE
noting only our 3 global regional HQ’s,
and not anything else. Better luck next
time I presume.

(An offer hard to refuse! Ed)
-

What’ on
your Mind?
Are We The Custodians Of
Our Clients’ Money?
from Martin Nielsen [SWHL, Swindon]
I am encouraged by the debate initiated by
lain Calder on the merits of sharing
lessons learned from our failures and
successes. Might I add some observations
to help fuel this most important
discussion?
We have all experienced flippant remarks
from clients in the vein of David Webb’s,
“Arups wouldjust have got on and done
itfor nothing!”. I have taken to adopting
a robust response to this, along the lines of
“Well, of course, our other clients have
no hesitation in meeting such reasonable
This is only possible,
requests!”.
however, if our perforniance has been
impeccable throughout, for our reputation
is largely, if not entirely, established on
what we deliver.
Reflecting on the issue of ‘failures’ I
observe with some concern a reticence
amongst many engineers to accept
ownership of our clients’ capital
commitments and believe this contributes
significantly. I would suggest there is a
reluctance to keep our clients informed of
the project cost implications of their
decisions. Instead perhaps we hide behind
some other party (QS or Architect) or we
rely on overly prescriptive interpretations
of our agreements. I contend that many
clients look upon us not only as designers
or project managers but as custodians of
their money, even if they don’t give us the
tools, the authority or the fee! David
Webb’s contribution in ScottLight
mentioned “.... a said element becoming
very complex.” I interpret this as meaning
expensive to construct, as well as costly to
design. To rely on an Architect to point
this out to the client immediately places
our reputation in that Architect’s hands,
not a notion that gives me any great
comfort.
We have so many opportunities to
demonstrate just how competent and
responsive we can be. We do get positive
feedback from many clients on our
performance, but we should never let an

V

Mileage
[name of contributor supplied]
With the latest increases in petrol prices,
is it too unreasonable to hope that we
might see a revision in mileage rates?
When I transferred to the firm in 1987,
petrol was £1.68 per gallon, road tax
around £100, you did not normally have
to pay a business use surcharge on
insurance, and the purchase cost of my car
was around £10,500. Petrol is now £3 +
per gallon, road tax £145, business use
surcharge can be up to £50, and the cost
the current equivalent model car is
£16,950!(If only!) For those who may
not remember, the two mileage rates in
1987 were 36p and 20p. They are now
Y7p and 2lp. It doesn’t take a
mathematical genius to notice a certain
inequality in the percentage increases!!
A recent newspaper article apparently
suggested that if mileage allowances were
paid that were below the Inland
Revenue’s agreed fixed profit car scheme
(which there are for anything larger that a
Cinquecento!) it was possible to claim tax
relief on the difference. Is there any truth
inthis?

from Cohn McKenna
[SWKCL, Basingstoke]
It is extremely frustrating to send
electronic mail to other staff only to fmd
that they do not read it. Since we are
heading towards a level of one PC per
person can I suggest that all machines be
set up so that the Windows Start-up group
always contains Mail and that everyone
with a machine then actually logs in every
morning.
Anyone who appears on the address list
but is without a PC should get their
mailbox checked too. In the recent past I
have had to print out ‘mail’ and hand
deliver it. I am sure that the system is
designed to save on paper around the
office.

Jidea of the Week
from Jim McNally
[SWKCL, Manchester]
Could an area be created on the computer
system where staff are encouraged to
place copies of CAD detail drawings,
Excel spread sheets, standard forms etc to
allow copying by others? The system
could perhaps consist of a separate sub
directory each month, with up to 3 months
being retained, after which they are
deleted automatically. A facility to browse
the directory and obtain a copy would be
required. Would an intranet achieve this?
Providing a comprehensive directory
structure was set up and users took full
responsibility for any information they
obtained this would not require any
management and may prevent at least
some ‘re-inventing of the wheel’.

from Mike Ashby [SWKCL, Chesterfield]
I suggest that on the reverse of Scott
Wilson business cards we should state the
disciplines that Scott Wilson are involved
with. This would be a cheap way of
advertising the different areas of work that
Scott Wilson has expertise in, where the
person you are dealing with might not
realise the full range of services that
Scott Wilson has to offer.

Thought for the week:
“Today’s average consumers wear more
computing power on their wrists than
existed in the entire world before 1961.”
Ian Morrison/Greg Schmid

from David Webb
[SWKCL, Basingstoke]
On studying my copy of the NCE
Consultants file I note that SW operate in
London, Malaysia and South Africa, but
apparently nowhere else in the world.

.

Happy Easter

-

‘

Enjoy the Break

cnntinhIP11

nvr1f

All items for inclusion should be mailed, faxed or phoned through to Angela Lowle at Berk House,
Basingstokeby 5p.m. on Mondays. Tel: 01256 461161 x401 Fax: 01256 816835
e-mail: angela.lowle@swkeurope.com
Angela Lowle (Basingstoke)
To:
FaxNo: 01256816835

DateS

FOR INCLUSION IN SCOTTLIGHT (continue on a separate page if necessary)
Locatiow

From

K

K

Idea of the Week
A

DateS

To Angela Lowle (Basingstoke)
My Idea of the Week is (continue on a separate page if necessary):

Locatiow
NameS
(You do not have to fill in this part if you do not want to this applies to Idea of the Week only)
-
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Week ending: 17 April 1998

All Staffi

Lucinda Green
from Bob McGowan [SWHL]

the family at the United Church Hall,
Jewry Street, Winchester.

With great sadness we report the death
of Lucinda Green on 10 April 1998
after a long illness which she fought
so bravely for the past few years. On
behalf of us all I extend our
condolences to Phil Green and his
family on their loss.

If you are intending to be at the
United Church Hall after the funeral
please let Dorothy Bettesworth know
in Basingstoke office (x 217) by
Friday 17 April 1998. Similarly if
you require directions for either the
Crematorium or the Hall, Dorothy
Bettesworth can provide these.

The funeral service is to take place at
on
Southampton
Crematorium
Monday 20 April 1998 at 12.30 pm.
After the service all are invited to join

The family have requested that there
be no flowers other than those from
the family. Lucinda expressed interest

in two charities, one called Cancer
Care
Society
and
the
other
Cancerbacup.
Donations to these
charities can be made care of the
Funeral Directors:
JNO Steel & Son Ltd, Chesil House,
6 Chesil Street, Winchester, S023
OHt.J.
Donations will be split equally
between both charities, and should be
clearly identified as in memory of
Lucinda Green.

Housing Grants, Construction and Regeneration Act
from Geoff French [SWHL, Basingstoke]
Part II of the Housing Grants, Construction and Regeneration Act 1996 will come into force on I May 1998.
The act contains two important provisions that will affect practically every UK contract entered into by the Firm on or after 1 May.
They are:
•

All construction contracts (the defmition of which is sufficiently wide to encompass just about everything we do) will be
required to include certain provisions regarding adjudication;

•

All construction contracts will also be required to include certain provisions regarding payment and ‘pay when paid’ clauses
will become completely ineffective, subject to one exception connected with insolvency.

All standard forms of contract will need to be amended and strict procedures will need to be adopted to deal with adjudication
referrals. Detailed advice on these matters will be issued shortly but in the meantime it is important that Project Directors and
Managers note the following, and take action as appropriate:
—

—

If any work is going to be sub-contracted under a contract entered into with a client on or before 30 April 1998 it is essential
that the sub-consultancy agreement is similarly entered into before 30 April.
Where project managers are considering term or call off contracts with sub-consultants there is considerable merit in
concluding such agreements before 30 April so that effective pay when paid clauses can be included.

Leave Cards
from Val Barham [SWKCL,
Basingstoke]

I cannot update the database for the
new year until then.

Would all those people who usually
send their leave cards to me in
Personnel in Basingstoke kindly
refrain from sending their 1989/99
cards until after 1 May 1998.

Redecorations Scott House
from Mike Sales [SWKCL,
Basingstoke]
-

The west end staircase walls and
soffits are to be redecorated from
Saturday 18 April 1998.

A scaffold tower is to be erected in the
stair well to virtually full height and
decorators will be working overnight,
hopefully to conclude by the
following weekend.

continued overleaf

Data Protection Register
from Stephen Kimmett
[SWKCL, Basingstoke]

M’o yes

Scott Wilson Kirkpatrick & Co Ltd are
now registered under the Data Protection
Act 1984 and our Application No. is
PX3737173.
We are registered for the following
applications:

Fond farewells to Ellen Peck who is
abandoning the Manchester office after
five years to sample the atiractions of the
Abingdon office whatever they are?!

TRANSFER

Title:
Code:
POOl Personnel/Employee
Administration
P004 Marketing and Selling (including
direct marketing to individuals)
P008 Purchase/Supplier Administration
P012 Ancillary and Support Functions
P013 Customer/Client Administration
P040 Other Consultancy and Advisory
Services Professional Activity of
Consulting Engineers,
Environmental Planning and
Management Consultancy
-

P040

Other Consultancy and Advisory
Services Department of the
Environment Research Project
Aggregates Advisory Service
-

-

Please note that other offices are to be
registered under the same number but it is
necessary to complete a Form DPR2 for
each new application or alteration to
existing ones and these may be obtained
from Dorothy Bettesworth.

-

P.S. They can also be fitted to gas boilers,
diesel or oil burners.

Please note that staff must speak to
their Head of Section before replying to
any vacancy advertised.
Team Leader Colombia
-

We currently require a team leader to
direct an urban development project in a
remote coastal town in Colombia for a
period of eighteen months. In addition to
construction of housing and infrastructure,
the project requires close liaison with the
local beneficiary community in maters
such as participation in the construction,
assistance with longer term job creation
and management of the new township.
local
established
by
Supported
construction and social teams, the team
leader will work with a local counterpart.
Responsibilities include financial and
technical project management, organising
works contracts, overseeing community
inputs and contacts, and co-ordination
with the local municipal authority and the
funding agencies.

Thanks
from Barbara Smith (née Brophy)
[SWKCL, Basingstoke]

The qualities needed for this position
include resourcefulness, leadership and
independence.

Jonathan and I would like to say a very
sincere thank you to all my friends and
colleagues for their warm wishes and
lovely gifts for our wedding on 4 April.
We had decided on a very quiet ceremony
but didn’t want the event to slip by
unmarked and you all made it very special
for us, so thank you from us both.

The successful candidate will be a
chartered civil engineer or architect, with
fluent Spanish, and have a proven record
in
of
management
construction
developing countries.

Here is Barbara
on her hen night
enjoying her last
few hours of
freedom !! No,
she didn ‘t wear
that hat to her
wedding!

Congra tula itilons!
To Peter Watt on his
engagement to Jenny Sims

They also reduce CO
2 and Hydrocarbon
emissions, therefore are very eco friendly.
Just think how much globally our
company and ourselves can save in costs
and maintenance and also reduce
pollution. Come on Scott Wilson- be
leaders. Ring me on ext 289.

Interested parties should contact Caz
Spencer in Basingstoke, as soon as
possible

V

1/dea of the Week
from Tim Dawe [SWKCL, Chesterfield]
Issue Schedules: amend to include space
for receiver to countersign and return
copy (to prove receipt) would save all
arguments (nearly) of whether or not
something was received.
-

Public Utilities or Similar
from André Gilleard
[SWKCL, Basingstoke]
Here in Geotechnics (as well as other
departments/offices) we often need to
contact public utilities companies to
determine whether they have any services
on or near to a site upon which we will be
working. We find that it occasionally
takes several phone calls to (a) determine
the correct company (eg Thames or
Southern Water) and (b) to contact the
correct department. To save time (hence
cost) I have begun to create a file
containing ]i details of all the service
companies in the UK (including maps to
show the areas they cover). Has anyone
already done something along these lines?
If not, I volunteer!
For those staff that take the time to send
me details of companies they have dealt
with, I will send them a copy of the info I
have to date.

Thought for the week:

Whait’oin
your Mh7id?
Mileage Savings
from Peter Willett
[SWK(M&E) Basingstoke]
I recently explained in ScottLight about
Fuel Saving Devices that I recommended.
These devices are proven by the DTI to
work, they save an average of 8% to 10%
per car and if you travel a lot that means
annual savings of approx £120 per car.

This isa Scott Wilson Holdingspublication thctnbutedto all staff in the operatth

“I was gratified to be able to answer
promptly. I said I don’t know.”
Mark Twain

Editor’s Note: Due to the sad news
opening this edition there is a need to
publish as early as possible. For this
reason, only material to hand on return to
work after Easter has been published and
the fax back sheet omitted. Hopefully
back to normal next week.

cchitedandsubsithtycompamsin the UK and Euivpe.

“
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Attention

Week ending: 24 April 1998

All Staffi

Timesheets
from Maggie Gibbons
{SWKCL, Basingstoke]
Could we remind staff in Basingstoke,
London and Southampton offices that any
weekly paid staff timesheets should be
entered onto Famis and Conquest by
Department
in
Database
Control
Accounts.
All monthly paid staff
timesheets will continue to be entered
onto Famis and Conquest as previously
arranged.

1998 John Mitchell Memorial Award
The 1998 John Mitchell Memorial Award
is now open. Up to £3000 is available for
travel and accommodation to enable the
Award holder to visit projects of
geotechnical
or
geoenvironmental
interest.
The award is open to
geoenvironmental
geotechnical
and
engineers under 35 years of age, and
candidates must prepare a travel proposal
indicating how they would use the award,
the purpose of their visit, and their own
plans and ambitions
with supporting
material if appropriate.

Public Works and Highways, Manila,
Philippines.
General office telephone number is:
+6325278921 extension 441
Kevin McPherson is on extension 442
Fax number and e-mail addresses are
unchanged for the moment.

ScottLight Distribution
from Angela Lowle [ScottLight Editor]
When staff go to work in overseas
locations they usually let me know what
their e-mail address/fax number will be so
that ScottLight can be sent to them.
Could you also please let me know when
you move away from the location and no
longer require ScottLight to be sent.
Thank you.

TRAVELLERS
Location

Traveller

Dates

Hong Kong
Denmark
Mauritius

Phil Shepherd
Mark Richardson
Barry Gore

22/4-2/5
22/4-8/5
26/4-4/5

-

Shortlisted candidates will be called for
interview. The judges will be looking for
a clearly defmed purpose, enthusiasm and
a thoughtful approach to the subject to be
studied. Likely candidates will be assisted
to develop their proposals by members of
the industry with knowledge relevant to
their area of interest. On return the holder
will be asked to make a presentation or to
prepare a paper or article for publication.
Further information is available from
Dianne Jennings, John Mitchell Memorial
Award, Forum Court, 83 Copers Cope
Road, Beckenham, Kent, BR3 1NR.
Tel: 0181 663 0947 Fax: 0181 663 0949

RIMSS Project
from Kevin McPherson
[SWKCL, Manila]
Almost exactly one year after the RIMSS
project started, we have fmally moved
into our new offices in Department of

What’ Going On?
Scale: A: £l00,000+; B: £50,000 -£99,999;
C: £10,000 -£49,999; D: £5,000 -£9,999;
E: £1,000 -£4,999; F: less than £999

The Hazards of Travel
from David Williams
[SWKCL, Philippines]
As if to emphasise the urgent need for the
rehabilitation of the Halsema Highway in
the Philippines (see Scott World Issue 2)
and the hazards of travelling on it at
present, nature contrived a timely
reminder for two of our visitors, SW
director John Nutt and Civil Engineering
International magazine reporter Adrian
Greeman. The visit to Baguio City was
arranged primarily in order that Adrian
could get some photographs and first hand
experience of this BCEOMJSW project
for one of his articles on the construction

projects in the Philippines.
In the
previous four months the skies had been
cloudless and there had been no rain,
perfect for some spectacular pictures of
the road and the surrounding terrain.
However, Murphy’s law prevailed and on
the Saturday of our visitors’ arrival some
low cloud partially obscured Baguio and a
few drops of rain fell, a sure sign that the
rainy season was approaching.
Having arrived and been given a short
briefmg on the project by the SW team
leader, Cohn Chant, the three took to the
road. The first part of the trip was
uneventful and the travellers reached the
planned destination, Sayangan, having
seen about 50km of the project road in
reasonable weather conditions. However
bad weather had been following the party
and, after a quick stop for snacks, they
headed back and immediately ran into
rain. Having travelled about 10km they
reached a section of the road, badly
affected by the 1990 earthquake and
known to the Project Team as the ‘disaster
area’. A short distance into the area,
which was by now was under heavy cloud
and torrential rain, a section was reached
where rocks were falling onto the road.
On the advice of Cohn the vehicle was
parked in order to see if the slide would
abate but in fact larger and larger boulders
crashed onto the road.
The decision was made to return to
Sayangan and claim the only four beds
available in the village which for 100
pesos (2) a night one can’t expect, and
doesn’t, get too much luxury or privacy.
However the return to Sayangan did give
our visitors the chance to sample the food
at one of the local restaurants run by a
well adjusted transvestite.
By Sunday morning the weather had
returned to warm sunshine and the road
had been cleared. On reaching the site of
the slip the previous days decision was
vindicated since in fact there had been
two slides in close proximity so the party
could have been stuck in a very dangerous
position between the two locations all
night. Needless to say they arrived back
in Baguio none the worse for the

2

experience but with a clear idea of the
need for our project.

Congratulations.’

The ‘Guess the Name of the
Flufl’ Duck’ competition in
Basingstoke was won by Julie
Prouten, who guessed the name as
‘Freddie’. £63 was collected for Kidney
Thanks to
Foundation Research.
everyone who took part.

Long Service Awards
Congratulations to the following Scott
Wilson staff who have received a Long
Service Award this month:

What’ on
vour M[ilndL?

Peter Sobczynski who completed 10
years service on 14 April.

from Stuart Beniston
[SWKCL, Chesterfield]

Maurice Bishop who completed 10 years
service on 18 April.

Re the item headed ‘Mileage’ in Issue
137, it is possible to claim tax relief on the
difference between payments received
and the Inland Revenue’s allowable
motoring costs. Details are given in JR
leaflet 1R125 and also the notes on the
Employment section of the selfassessment tax form. Only the latter has
the mileage rates applicable to 1997/98,
which are: 28p (l’7p) for up to 1000cc,
35p (20p) for 1000-1500cc, 45p (25p) for
150 1-2000cc and 63p (35p) for over 2000
cc.

Congratulations also to Peter Guthrie
who completed 20 years service on 24
April.

Mo VCS
STARTERS
A warm welcome to:
Paul Beverstock who joined Water
Principal
as
Basingstoke
Section,
Engineer on 20 April, although he will
initially be seconded to the Environment
Agency in Worthing.

There was another contribution on this
subject quoting the samefigures.
-

V

Sports & Socials
Stamps for Guide Dogs
for the Blind
from Anne O’Sullivan
[SWKCL, Abingdon]

Jldea of the Week
from Richard Hennessy
[SWKCL, Chesterfield]

For those people who open the post, could
you possibly take an extra minute in the
mornings to remove used stamps from
incoming envelopes. When an ‘envelopefull’ of stamps has been collected, please
forward them to the following address it
is FREEPOST, so no money needs to be
wasted on postage. For every ten million
stamps collected, Royal Mail cover the
full cost of training a guide dog for the
blind.
-

Mr Barry Scott
Delivery Manager
FREEPOST 7
Royal Mail,
Welwyn Garden City
Herts
AL7 1AA

Unbracketed figures are for the first 4000
business miles, bracketed for over 4000
miles.

Could more Q forms be put on the
computer network as Word, Excel or
Access templates? All staff have access
to memo and fax templates on the
computers, but there are no other Q forms.
Within each office staff have developed
their own D.I.Y. Calculation Sheets, Issue
Schedules, Timesheets and other Q forms
on the computers. Unfortunately some of
these D.I.Y. forms depart somewhat from
the standard Q forms. The worst and
most varied examples of D.I.Y. forms are
Issue Schedules produced in Excel;
ideally these should be replaced by an
Access database.
Centrally produced
templates will present a consistent image
to clients and other professionals we work
with as well as saving a lot of time (and
hence money) for technical staff who
currently develop their own versions.

from Paul Miles [SWKCL, Basingstoke]
The transfer of information by electronic
methods (e mail) is becoming increasingly
popular. I understand that Scott Wilson
are currently considering the full QA
implications of this but some interim
measures could be easily instigated. I
consider that there are three primary areas
of concern:
Firstly, Control of issued information.
Proformas of Issue Schedules and
Document Registers should be available
as attachments when issuing any
information electronically. They should
also be amended to include e mail as a
of
Secondly,
form
transfer.
standardisation of issued material.
Company headed Calculation and Note
Sheet proformas should be available so
that work done on spreadsheets is in a
standard format when e- mailing. (I have
created an excel template if anyone is
interested). Thirdly, security. Protecting
of
before
types
all
documents
transmission should become company
policy to avoid uncensored changes.
Adopting these measures will ensure a
safe and controlled development of
electronic information transfer and allow
us to embrace new technology more
easily.

from Charlie Salisbury
[SWKCL, Chesterfield]
In the Microsoft mail package would it be
possible to set up by default the ‘send with
receipt’ option? This would automatically
ensure that all electronic mail is
acknowledged upon receipt, eliminating
any doubt over whether or not files have
got through (or been opened). There
would be advantages both in contractual
terms and for peace of mind.

from David Thompson
[SWKCL, Abingdonj
Can I suggest the addition of e-mail
addresses to newly issued Scott Wilson
business cards. It is often requested and
mistakes are easily made in recalling and
transcribing the address accurately.

Thought for the week:
“There are two kinds of people, those who
finish what they start and so on
Robert Byrne

I
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1.

Reproduce in ScottLight tips from the Times column ‘Time-savers a weekly guide to
keyboard skills’.
From Angela Winter [SWKCL, Basingstoke] (Issue 132)

2.

Circulate list of corporate memberships to which Scott Wilson subscribes.
From Richard Field [SWKCL, Southampton] (Issue 132)

3.

All company vehicles to be the same colour red to correspond with corporate identity.
From Nigel Catlmg [SWKCL, Southampton] (Issue 132)

4.

Use a commercial fax bureau for sending overseas faxes.
From Chris Tolley [Scott Wilson, Sri Lanka] (Issue 132)

5.

Implement an Intranet.
From Alan Coomber [SWKCL, Basmgstoke] (Issue 134)

6.

Set up a system to identify staff travelling to other offices so that they can carry packages etc
to save courier/postage costs.
From André Gilleard [SWKCL, Basingstoke] (Issue 134)

7.

Alter printer defaults to avoid extra pages being printed, and use Print Manager to cancel
print jobs.
From Suzanne Hallowes [SWKCL, Basingstoke] (Issue 134)

8.

Create company-wide database of all Scott Wilson projects.
From Richard Caseley [A19 Site] (Issue 134)

9.

Save printing separate fax confirmation sheets by using reverse of faxed sheet.
From John Andrews_[SWKCL,_Basingstoke]_(Issue_134)

10.

Large bell to be fitted to time sheet lady’s computer to ring when a member of staff reaches a
long service date!
From_Bob_Wallis_[SWKCL,_British_Virgin_Islands]_(Issue_134)

1 1.

Set up register of agency and self-employed staff for possible future re-employment.
From Ron Wall [SWKCL, Telford] (Issue 135)

12.

Put access codes onto photocopiers related to job numbers.
From Peter_Whitehead_[SWKCL,_Abingdon]_(Issue_135)

13.

Mobile marketing resource be made available for each regional office.
From_Richard_Nicholson_[SWKCL,_Chesterfield]_(Issue_136)

14.

Marketing to hold reference copies of prequalification questionnaires.
From Caroline Moore [SWKCL, Basingstoke] (Issue 136)

-

-

.

.

.

.

-

.

.

.

.

.

Please see overleaf for replies to this month’s ideas

**

On behalf of Scott Wilson Holdings Ltd, Geoff French, Jim
McCafferty and Martin Nielsen, the Directors who constitute
the selection committee, are pleased to announce the Ideas of
the Month awards for March 1998. The committee hope that
you keep your ideas coming and remind everyone that
contributions are invited from all companies in the region.

* **

£25 award, ** = a commendation that very
nearly merited an award, * = a commendation
=

Accumulate
£25 can be claimed.

through commendations and an award of

Cheques to this month’s winners will be in the post!

Idea 7 Alter printer defaults to avoid extra pages being
printed, and use Print Manager to cancel print jobs.
Whilst the idea(s) as such have not met the meritorious test, the
award of a star is made because of the issue that emerges from
what must have led Suzanne to submit her idea. With the
introduction and increased access to more and more technology,
users will require the opportunity to learn how to use it cost
effectively and efficiently. This need will be considered and
addressed.
-

Idea 8 Create company-wide database of all Scott Wilson
projects.
This was answered by Bob McKittrick in Issue 135.
-

Idea 9 Save printing separate fax confirmation sheets by
using reverse of faxed sheet.
Sorry John but as standard practice all outgoing and incoming
faxes are to have a transmission slip. It has to be a conscious
decision whether to keep or discard.
-

Idea 1
Reproduce in ScottLight tips from the Times
column ‘Time-savers a weekly guide to keyboard skills’.
Material published in ScottLight is sent in by staff. Sharing
tips, especially those that save time or money, from whatever
source they derive is to be encouraged.
-

-

Idea 10
Large bell to be fitted to time sheet lady’s
computer to ring when a member of staff reaches a long
service date!
This suggestion was answered by Caz Spencer in ScottLight
Issue 135.
-

Idea 2 Circulate list of corporate memberships to which
Scott Wilson subscribes.
The ‘mentioned recently’ referred to was a requirement that all
subscription renewal requests received by staff in SWKCL are
to be passed to GHF. The reason for this is in order to carry out
a review of the corporate memberships for all of the reasons
suggested.
-

Idea 3 All company vehicles to be the same colour red to
correspond with corporate identity.
Sorry Nigel but NO.
-

-

-

Idea 4 Use a commercial fax bureau for sending overseas
faxes.
This suggestion falls into the scope of what the Revenue
describes as ‘within an individual’s normal work’ and hence the
idea cannot qualify for consideration of an award. The point is
well made and it is to be hoped that all our communications are
achieved through the most cost effective means available.

Idea 11 Set up register of agency and self-employed staff
for possible future re-employment.
It is essential that an assessment be made of the capability of all
self employed and agency staff on entry and exit, therefore this
idea is to be commended. A word of caution most Agencies
have standard conditions that give them the right to charge in
the event that we employ an individual directly within 6 months
of their first introduction to us via the agency.
-

-

-

Idea 12 Put access codes onto photocopiers related to job
numbers.
This happens already where heavy recoverable costs are
predicted. It is not generally required.
-

Idea 13 Mobile marketing resource be made available for
each regional office.
Marketing Support in Basingstoke have mobile display systems
to suit most requirements, which have been used for precisely
the circumstances that prompted this suggestion. The
contribution is awarded a star as it illustrates a communication
gap which has resulted in the organisation not being presented
externally as well as it could and a member of staff not feeling
as proud of his employer as he or we would have liked.
-

Idea 5 Implement an Intranet.
This idea was answered fully by Phil Green in ScottLight 133,
in which he advised that the Group have committed to
introducing an Intranet. ScottLight 137 announced that a start
was being made in SWKCL
-

Idea 6 Set up a system to identify staff travelling to other
offices so that they can carry packages etc to save
courier/postage costs.
In all offices in Europe region the organisation of postal and
courier services is the responsibility of someone. It perhaps
needs to be re-stated that all staff travelling between offices in
the region are expected to check with the appropriate person to
see if there is anything they can take. Therefore rather then the
sender trying to find the traveller the expectation is that the
traveller will ask if there is anything to take.
-

Marketing to hold reference copies of
Idea 14
prequalification questionnaires.
Will all SWKCL project directors/project managers please note
that with immediate effect a copy of any prequalification
questionnaire they submit is to be passed to Marketing Support
in Basingstoke.
-

All 3 Star Ideas will go forward for consideration at the end
of the year.

All items for inclusion should be mailed, faxed or phoned through to Angela Lowle at Berk House,
Basingstokeby 5p.m. on Mondays. Tel: 01256 461161 x401 Fax: 01256 816835
e-mail: angela.lowle@swkeurope.com
Angela Lowle (Basingstoke)
To:
FaxNo: 01256816835

Date

FOR INCLUSION iN SCOTTLIGHT (continue on a separate page if necessary)
From

Locatiow

Idc of the yjvk
To Angela Lowle (Basingstoke)

Date

My Idea of the Week is (continue on a separate page if necessary):

Name
Location
(You do not have to fill in this part if you do not want to this applies to Idea of the Week only)
-

This is a Scott Wilson Holdings publication distributed to all staffin the operating, associated and subsidiary companies in the UK and
Europe. It is notfor outside circulation.
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Week ending: 1 May 1998

RETIREMENT SPECIAL
This week sees the retirement of four of Scott Wilson’s senior staff, Robin Osborn, Phil Green, John Voysey and
Ken Webster. We wish them all well and hope they enjoy being gentlemen of leisure.
Robin Osborn Retires: A Career Which Gave Shape to Hong Kong
and to Scott Wilson

by Bronwyn Alexander [Scott Wilson Hong Kong)
“The world is your oyster if you
choose to become a civil engineer
and choose to join a firm like
Scott Wilson” remarked a
Cambridge lecturer to Robin
Osbom whose degree course had
covered
every
branch
of
engineering. These were very
prophetic words. Robin chose
civil engineering and he chose
Scott Wilson, and subsequently
he has spent much of his
professional life helping to
develop what is known as the
Pearl of the Orient.
Although Robin’s early days with Scott Wilson were spent on
bridgeworks in England, his sights were on working outside UK. He
suggested Hong Kong but was offered only Nigeria, Jordan or Abu
Dhabi. Robin uttered a mild expletive “damn” which must have
sown a seed in the minds of the partners. Shortly afterwards, he was
told he was being transferred to Hong Kong to work on a “dam” the
Plover Cove Dam. Robin and his young wife, Gillian, packed their
bags and joined the Hong Kong branch of the Scott Wilson family.
—

—

--

Robin learned a lot about public participation in those days in the North
East New Territories. Arriving on site in 1964 to supervise the
geotechnical investigation for the Plover Cove project, Robin fended
off a villager brandishing a sickle who feared that the engineers were
driving stakes into “the heart of the dragon”, the dragon being a bill
ridge which protected the nearby village. Acting quickly with the help
of an interpreter, Robin discovered that only three of the proposed 100
holes would “injure” the dragon. He solved the problem by eliminating
those holes from the investigation, and as a result an attractive
landscape feature remains undisturbed to this day.
Back in the UK, his community liaison work came to the fore when he
went independent and represented a local residents’ association at the
Third London Airport Inquiry in 1970. The principal reason for
volunteering for this appointment was his keen interest in matters
pertaining to quality-of-life. At the inquiry Robin lobbied forcefully
for the introduction of a regicnal airports policy for the whole of UK.
Subsequently such a policy was introduced and it resulted in regional
airport developments such as Manchester Airport, which is today a
major Scott Wilson project.
An earlier important career move was joining Kiers, the leading UKbased international contractor. Robin wanted to get first-hand
knowledge of how the construction industry operates, and a proper
understanding of what really influences construction costs. He
recommends that all civil engineers spend some time in a contractor’s
estimating department, and have a spell on site in a responsible position
as a contractor.
By this time Robin realised that construction is only a part of the total
construction process; he therefore returned to consultancy and rejoined

Scott Wilson so that he could be involved at the very start of projects
where he could exert the most influence.
He has always been a ‘big projects’ man, and his next major project
with Scott Wilson was Kwai Chung Container Terminal in Hong Kong.
A fast-track project which was designed concurrently with construction
under an extremely tight programme, Kwai Chung was Robin Osbom’s
testing ground. Working long days and even longer nights as the
Project Engineer, Robin co-ordinated the work of developers from the
UK, USA and Japan and two main contractors. Despite the
international complexities the project was completed within budget and
ahead of programme. Robin and his colleagues were weary but proud
when the first container ship berthed at Terminal 1 in the morning of 5
September 1972. He kept a wary eye on the warm asphalt beneath the
feet of all the VIPs on hand for the celebration since the asphalt had
only been laid in the early hours of that morning, but that was typical of
the tight programme.
In the early 1980s, Robin was responsible for the Study of Harbour
Reclamations & Urban Growth known as SHRUG. This complex
planiiing study set the pattern for Hong Kong’s physical development
for the next half-century, and proposed key recommendations which
were all later adopted as Government policy. For example, it was
Robin’s concept of reclamation to the west of Kowloon that made the
Western Harbour crossings, by road and by rail, feasible. Robin
realised that it was precisely this type of project where the consultant
could truly influence the extent of a project’s sociological and
environmental impacts. “By the time a project has been identified for
design and construction nearly all the really important decisions have
already been made,” Robin commented recently. The proactive
approach adopted by the Scott Wilson team in SHRUG allowed
Government to identify ways to improve environmental conditions and
physical amenities in Hong Kong; not simply to sustain existing
conditions.
Interestingly, this multi-disciplinary planning study is precisely the
direction in which Scott Wilson has been headed in recent years under
the leadership of Robin and the other International Directors. The group
has embraced many additional disciplines such as urban and
environmental planning and has focused on studies and other work ‘up
stream’ from traditional detailed design.
As chairman of the worldwide Scott Wilson consultancy group since
1995, Robin has worked hard to change Scott Wilson from a British
consulting engineer into a global multi-disciplinary consultancy.
Promoting global co-operation and teamwork, and encouraging
delegation and involvement at all levels, Robin believes we are laying
the foundation for the organisation’s future growth and success.
Naturally there are challenges ahead; without them an organisation
would grow complacent and stagnate. Robin hopes his successors
continue the effort to make Scott Wilson less male-dominated and less
engineer-dominated, and will succeed in making it truly multi-national
in character.
Robin Osborn is a man of diverse strengths and interests who made a
lasting mark on the development and future direction of the worldwide
Scott Wilson consultancy group. It seems fitting that this renaissance
man will devote his time in retirement to his hobby of reinterpreting
ancient history, in search of clues and answers which just might affect
current affairs.

Phil Green
Joined Scott Wilson 1 Nov 1961, retired 30 Apr 1998
Phil Green retires as Chairman of Scott Wilson Holdings Ltd and MD of Scott Wilson
International Holdings Ltd on 30th April 1998. In so doing he is realising a long held
ambition to retire early enough to allow him the time to build his own aeroplane. Flying, as
those who know him are aware, has been an equivalent passion to engineering all Phil
Green’s life.
It is worth reflecting on the Pathway that has guided Phil Green’s career in the Firm.
Phil graduated from Imperial College London in 1957, he spent 1958 reading for a DIC in
Engineering Geology and then went to Rhodesia (now Zimbabwe) for 3 years as an
irrigation engineer. He left as the political climate changed in 1961 and joined the English
Partnership as a materials engineer on the M6 Motorway in Cheshire UK. In 1963 he
transferred to the soils section as an Assistant Geotechnical Engineer, the discipline he has
pursued and enjoyed all of his career.
In 1965 he was awarded a Scott Wilson Fellowship (yes they have been around for a long time) and went in January to Harvard to
work with Professor Casegrande on what was called the special programme’ for a period of 6 months. Phil was awarded the Austin
B Mason prize whilst at Harvard which is awarded triennially to the best student to work on the special programme during each three
year period. He completed his Fellowship year by undertaking a study tour of highway establishments in the USA. Professor
Casegrande nearly persuaded Phil to remain at Harvard to co-write a book with him but Partner Henry Grace put his foot down and
insisted Phil returned to the Firm.
‘

In 1971 1972 Phil was awarded a Senior Industrial Fellowship at Cambridge University for teaching and research. He also became
a Fellow Commoner at Churchill College.
-

In 1973 he was appointed as full-time director for the World Bank Study of the Substitution of Labour and Equipment in Civil
Construction. This was also the year he was made an Associate.
In 1976 he was made a salaried Partner and an equity Partner in 1981.
In 1985 he joined Partner Jimmy James in Chesterfield with a view to succeeding him on his
retirement, a position he filled until undertaking a leading role in Incorporating the
Partnership in 1995.
Phil Green’s career has been characterised by three things, his belief that to do a good job
you must enjoy what you are doing in all respects, that you must seek guidance and be
guided at the critical stages of your development and offer such guidance to others as your
own career progresses, and you must continuously seek to self develop. These underpinning
values saw Phil take on the responsibility for staff affairs on behalf of the Partnership and he
continued this involvement in staff matters after incorporation by holding the HR portfolio
on the Scott Wilson Holdings Ltd board.
Phil Green 1976
-

Typical of Phil Green’s approach is that soon after Incorporation he undertook a course of study at the Institute of Directors, Pall
Mall, London, which led to him achieving the Diploma in Company Direction. He could have simply settled for a certificate for
turning up to the lectures, instead he opted for the written and oral assessment required for the Diploma.
Asked for a quote with which this article could conclude Phil said’ Thefuture world ofwork is about knowledge, we all must put high
on our agendas the concept of lfe long learning. The changes I have seen throughout my career in the Firm have been rapid enough
but the pace is ever quickening. It is no longer sufficientfor organisations or people to react to change, they willfind it is too late and
they will never catch up. Today we must all become agents of change. The key to survival in the future is embodied in the vision anti
mission of the Scott Wilson group. We must be the preferred choice of our clients and our staff both existing andfuture.’
Goodbye and good luck Phil, enjoy your retirement as you start on page one of your how to build an aeroplane manual. Remember,
at the end of the project you have now undertaken there is the ultimate examination.

John Voysey
Another International Director retiring on 30 April 1998 is John Voysey. He is the outgoing
Chairman of Scott Wilson Africa as well as the International Director responsible for Human
Resources. John will be better remembered as one of the key members who helped to formulate the
Pathu’ays for Progress our “Scott Wilson bible” as someone remarked.
-

John was born in Durban, South Africa on 18 December 1933, and married Maria three years after
graduating with a BSc (Civil Engineering) from the Natal University in 1955. His career spanned
over forty-one years in civil and water engineering and his work took him to Soweto, Swaziland,
Mauritius, Durban, Johannesburg and finally Cape Town. In the midst of his career he decided to
further his studies and took a year off in 1966 to obtain his MSc (Public Health Engineering) at the
Imperial College, London University.
John joined Home Glasson Partners in Durban, now Scott Wilson (South Africa), in 1981 as a Partner, and subsequently became
Managing Partner. He was responsible for water and sanitation work and took an active interest in low income housing. In 1994 he
moved to Johannesburg to open the office, from where Scott Wilson Africa regional activities are also directed. John was appointed
Chairman of Scott Wilson Africa region in 1995, a post he has held since. In 1997 he moved to Cape Town to establish Scott Wilson
presence. His efforts have enabled us to set up a network of offices covering Botswana, Malawi, South Africa, Tanzania and
Zimbabwe with a total of 230 staff in the African region.
Besides being a member of numerous professional societies, he was the Chairman of the Southern African Branch IWPC (now
IWEM); a Committee Member of SAIWPC for nine years and Chairman of SAACE Water Engineering Committee for two years.
John and Maria have three sons, all married, and six grandchildren. They are retiring in Simon’s Town in their newly built home
overlooking False Bay and Simon’s Town harbour. Says John, “All Scott Wilson staff will be vety welcome to visit. I wish to convey
to all Scott Wilson directors and staff with whom there has been regular contact since 1992, my sincere thanks Jbr the friendshp,
support, companionship and advice, which will long be cherished. My best wishes for a long and prosperous Jitture for Scott Wilson.”
We wish John a happy retirement and know he can now fmd the time to pursue his many interests including sailing his 26-foot Theta,
pottery and carpentry.

Ken Webster
Ken Webster is also retiring 30 April 1998. Since the Commission for the New Towns
privatisations in 1989, when Scott Wilson took on the responsibility for Basildon, Ken has
run the Basildon office.
After an early career with local authorities, Ken joined the Basildon Development
Corporation in 1968. He was resident engineer for the Pitsea flyover, one of the longest
viaducts in the south of England.
In 1978 he was appointed deputy chief engineer of the Corporation, an undertaking which
constructed a new town of 130,000 people, and under the Commission for the New Towns
he was responsible for the Engineering Department.
Since 1989 Ken has steered the Basildon office successfully through all that the recession has thrown at it, and will be missed by
everyone at Basildon as the calm voice in a crisis.
Ken is something of an athlete, who still runs and plays tennis regularly. He ran the London Marathon a few years ago. He is a
stalwart of the Basildon office cricket team, and the staff hope that he will continue to turn out for them after his retirement. The
highlight of Ken’s cricket career was as a member of the Basildon team which soundly beat Basingstoke in 1991. Ken will also be
taking part in a 53 mile charity cycle ride in July from London to Southend, provided that is he remembers to write out a cheque for
his application
Ken says that he is retiring to play tennis and golf, and to catch up on several years’ backlog of house painting. All of his friends at
Scott Wilson, especially all at Basildon, wish him well with those undertakings, and hope that he has the long and happy retirement
which he deserves.
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*STOP PRESS from Bob McGowan [SWHL, Basingstoke]
All staff in or visiting the Basingstoke offices on Friday 1 May 1998 are invited to drop into Conference Room 2AIB at any
time between 12.30 and 2pm to wish Phil Green a happy retirement. There will be a glass of wine and some nibbles,
though please let Dorothy Bettesworth (ext 217) know asap if you are planning to attend to help us cater adequately.
*

Timesheet Entry for 1.5.98
from Geoff French [SWKCL, Basingstoke]
Please do not input timesheet data for 1.5.98 until Monday 11.5.98. The end of Apnl is the end of our financial year and this delay in
entry should enable us to undertake more work to assist in the transfer from FAMIS to CONQUEST.

Profit Related Pay
from Chris Bennett [SWHL, Basingstoke]
I am pleased to announce that it has been decided the UK group companies currently operating PRP schemes will continue with the
Profit Related Pay schemes for the next fmancial year which begins on 1 May 1998. Each company has submitted their application to
the Inland Revenue and we are awaiting confirmation of registration for each scheme.
I would remind you, however, that with effect from 1 May 1998 the amount of PRP that you can receive tax free has been reduced to
the lower of 20% of basic salary (including PRP) and £2,000 (under the 1997/98 scheme the limit is the lower of 20% of basic salary
and £4,000).
It is still beneficial to receive PRP and we are therefore assuming that you will wish to continue to participate in your company’s
scheme with effect from 1 May 1998. If however, for any reason you do not wish to participate, please notify your personnel
department in writing before Friday 15 May 1998. You should be aware that if you decide not to participate you will not be able to
subsequently change your mind.
Permanent members of staff who have commenced service since 1 May 1997, are eligible to participate in the 1998/99 scheme. If
you are in this situation you should receive a written invitation in the next few days which again should be returned to your personnel
department by Friday 15 May 1998. (NB new employees in SW Pavement Engineering have a different eligibility joining criteria).

Foreign Earnings Deduction
from Alan Morton [SWKCL, Basingstoke]
In the last budget, on 17th March, the Chancellor announced substantial changes to the tax treatment of foreign earnings. He stated
that the general Foreign Earnings Deduction (FED) is to be ended.
Currently, FED provides 100% deduction for earnings from employment carried out wholly, or partly, abroad during a ‘qualifying
period’ of 365 days or more, with that period not resulting in UK residency status. Hence, this gives the income payable free of UK
tax, and may also be free of any local overseas tax. The Press Release indicates that the abolition of FED is with immediate effect,
but does not clarify exactly what this means and how the new ruling should be implemented, whether retrospective or not.
In advance of the Finance Bill, the supposition is that earnings up to Budget Day will be tax free, but this and other issues will need to
be considered further. Obviously, there are significant implications to all UK employees working long-term overseas and, of course,
their relevant employer. Those involved may be pleased to know that both the British Consultants Bureau (BCB) and the Association
of Consulting Engineers (ACE) groups are lobbying the government and calling for the tax changes to be reversed.
As and when we received more definitive (and accurately confirmed) information there will be another announcement.
[Footnote: Who suggested we should vote for ‘Labour’ in the last election!]

Scott Wilson Kirkpatrick (M&E) Ltd
from Chris Sketchley
[SWKCL, Basingstoke]
The rapid rise in the volume of Facilities
Management work undertaken by SWK
(M&E) Ltd in close co-operation with
SWKCL and the close alignment in other
areas has necessitated a review of the way
in which the two companies work
together.
Accordingly, the Boards of the companies
have decided that with effect from 1 May
1998 the two companies will merge with
the staff and operations of SWK (M&E)
Ltd becoming part of the SP Division of
Keith Sutton will join the
SWKCL.
Management Board of the SP DBU.
It is confidently expected that this
restructuring will lead to significant
improvements in our joint activities.

Library “CATALOGUE” Username
from Stephen Leach
[SWKCL, Basingstoke]
Please note that the SWKCL library
catalogue database in Basingstoke has
been moved between computers. Users
should now enter “C TECH” at the
“Local>” prompt rather than “C C” in
order to gain access.

X Job Budgets
from Geoff French
[SWKCL, Basingstoke]
Please ensure that X job budgets within
Scott Wilson Kirkpatrick & Co Ltd for
1998/99 are approved by the following
individuals before any expenditure is
incurred:
Marketing Xjobs
Computing X jobs
Other Xjobs

-

-

-

Bob McKittrick
Cohn Holmes
Geoff French

IRE Silk Roads Conference
from Brian McKenna [SWKCL, Ankara]
The First International ‘Silk Roads’
Rehabilitation Conference, organised by
the International Road Federation, was
held in Ashgabat Turkmenistan on 15-17
Delegates attended from the
April.
EBRD, the Eurasian countries (Armenia,
Kazakhstan,
Azerbaijan,
Georgia,
Kyrgyzystan, Russia, Tajikistan and
Uzbekistan), Iran, Mongolia, Pakistan, the
EU Tacis programme and the World Bank
along with IRF members including Scott

Wilson represented by Tony Bayley and
Brian R McKenna. The geographically
very large area represented by the
delegates indicates the extent of the silk
roads which were established before
Christ was born and because silk was the
most famous of the goods carried on the
roads they were called ‘The Silk Roads’.
-

Tony gave a paper entitled ‘Non-physical
Barriers to Transport Development The
International Road Carriers Perspective’
based on the views expressed whilst
travelling the complete TRACECA
(nsport-orridor-urope-caucasus
Asia) Route, visiting over 60 internal and
external border facilities and discussions
with drivers, transport companies,
Customs and Border Guards, as well as
Tony’s
Government organisations.
unique experiences on the road made his
paper one of the most interesting and
factual in the conference. He received
many requests for a copy of his paper.

Pacific). So remember, we can provide
planning services for any project in any
country and there is absolutely no need to
use any of those other chaps. For Africa
contact: Graham Smith in Durban and for
Asia-Pacific contact me. And should
anyone think of using anyone other than a
Scott Wilson planner, well I have my
shotgun!”

-

Brian chaired the Technical Sessions
dealing with ‘The Legal Protection of
Foreign Investments in Turkmenistan’,
‘The Conditions for Foreign Investors and
Companies in Central Asia’, ‘The
Urumqi-Kuitan Expressway in China’,
‘Upgrading the Kazakhstan Main Roads’,
‘Compacted Asphalt in Central Asia’,
‘Asphalt : Hot-in Place Recycling’ and
‘Road Safety’. Directing the discussions
and summarising these papers was quite a
task.
In conclusion this conference was
technically interesting and was an
excellent opportunity to network/meet
with the delegates from existing and many
potential clients.

Raising the Profile of Planning
from Andy McNab [SWAP, Malaysia]
There I was sitting on my bungalow
balcony, sipping my stengah, shotgun at
my side, the cicadas doing their best to
out perform the bullfrogs, when I found a
long article on my old friends: the UK
planning team. “I say,” said my trusty
servant, “aren’t you supposed to be the
international disciplinary champion for
town planning.” “Gadzooks, you’re right,
I’d better get a telegraph off right away.”
So here it is: “Well done ladies, a
splendid article (ScottLight 137). But a
timely reminder, Scott Wilson is not only
a major player in planning in the UK, but
also internationally.
There are town
planners in operating companies within
each region (Europe, Africa and Asia-

China Proposal
from Richard Levett
[SWKCL, Basingstoke]
Scott Wilson have been invited to submit
a proposal for implementation of a
training programme for International
Procurement for Chinese Officials (both
in China and in UK through study tours).
China is seeking to join the World Trade
Organisation and needs procure, plant
equipment and services in accordance
with international norms. Is there anyone
out there familiar with International
Procurement issues?
Secondly, we are required to submit a
training video as part of the proposal. If
you have a video either project related or
training, then I would be pleased to hear
from you.
The bid has to be in by 25 May.

from Norman Wyld
[SWKCL, Peterborough]
Will the person who attended a meeting
with Professor Michael Handford of
London Guilcihall University, on or about
6 March 1998, please contact me to hear
something to his or her advantage.

ScottLight Index
from Angela Lowle [Editor]
For those people who may fmd it of use,
attached to this week’s edition is an index
of ScottLight articles for the first quarter
of 1998.

TRAVELLERS

Location

Traveller

Dates

Turkey
Durban
USA

Gil Thomas
John Nutt
Ralph Cobham

5-8/5
18-21/5
4-8/5

w

Move’s
What’ Gothg On?
Scale: A: £l00,000+; B: £50,000 -£99,999;
C: £10,000 £49,999; D: £5,000 -£9,999;
E: £1,000 -4,999; F: less than £999
-

Mumbai Flyover
from Commodore A C Maihotra
[SWK India]
Scott Wilson India have been appointed
as the Engineers by the Maharashtsa State
Road Development Corporation Ltd for
the Project Management Services and
construction, supervision and Proof
Checicing Services for the flyover at
National Park Junction on Western
Express Highway in Mumbai. The Work
Order was received by our T Viswanathan
(Principal Bridge Engineer). The period
of construction is 25 months with SW
India providing a team of six technical
staff under a CRE. The team is being
mobilised within the next few weeks
depending on commencement of work by
MJs Valccha Engineering Ltd., Mumbai,
the contractor appointed for construction.

STARTERS
A warm welcome to:

Ben Wilson who joins the Abingdon
office as CAT) Technician on Tuesday 5
May.
T Viswanathan (TV) who joined Scott
Wilson India as Principal Bridge
Engineer. TV is a well known bridge
engineer in Indian bridge circles with over
20 years locallintemational experience.
His induction has been very timely with
the recent bagging of a major flyover
project.

LEAVERS

Goodbye and Good Luck to:
Depending on our successful performance
there is a good chance we may be allotted
several more flyovers which are in the
pipeline.
(Fee Scale B)

Nandita Sarney who leaves Basingstoke
office on Friday 1 May.

Lport’ & So(c/iaiis
Nellore Bypass Project
from Commodore A C Malhotra
{SWK India]
Following successful meetings with the
Chief Executive Officer of the partners of
Feedback HSS Integrated PVT Ltd (an
Indo Malaysian J/V), who have signed a
concession agreement for the construction
of Nellore Bypass (19 krns), Scott Wilson,
India have been appointed to conduct a
Traffic Forecast and Assignment Study
for presentation to their bank for raising
funds.
Duration 9 weeks. A team
comprising G Vadara Raj (Transport
Economist), B R Kumar (HW) and
Venicat R Shecla under overall direction
of Mike Shalders, our Chief Engineer,
have been mobilised and traffic counts are
in progress
(Fee Scale C)

Con gra tula, tions!
Long Service Awards
Congratulations to Steve Handsley who
received a Long Service Award, having
completed 20 years service on 10 April
1998.

-

There are two disadvantages to these trips:
1)

No easy term payments cheques
must be given to me for the full
amount to reserve your place.

2)

No fish and chip supper

-

Continue to watch this space for future
events.

Attention all Basingstoke Cricketers
from Peter Newman
[SWKCL, Basingstoke]
Summer is fast approaching, the evenings
are getting lighter (and warmer?) and
soon we will be enjoying the pleasant
sound of leather on willow. The cricket
season is here again and Basingstoke
office are seeking new (and old) players.
The first match is on 12 May, so quite
soon. Talent is strictly unnecessary,
although this would be a bonus.
Enthusiasm for the game and buying
drinks afterwards are considered more
important. I have spoken to a few players
who feel that it might be nice to organise
some food after the games this season. A
small contribution may be required from
the players to cover costs.
Feedback on this idea would be
appreciated. Please contact Don Briggs,
Graham Handy or myself if you would
like to play, umpire, score or support this
season.

Theatre Trips
from Caz Spencer
[SWKCL, Basingstoke]
For those of you who have been
concerned about the lack of theatre trips
or shows being organised, it is a bit like
the buses there are none for ages then
three come along at once namely:
-

-

Thursday 7th May Buddy at the Strand
Theatre
Saturday 16th May Shirley Bassey in her
Diamond Tour at the
Bournemouth
International Centre
Thursday 4th June

contact me as soon as possible seats will
be on a first come first served basis.

at
Chicago
Adeiphi Theatre

the

I cannot claim the credit for arranging
these trips, the seats available are ones
that have not been sold by Sun Life of
Canada, who are now kindly offering us
the chance to join them on their wide
variety of trips, outings and holidays.
I have further details of the shows, prices
and coach arrangements.
If you are
interested in any of the above please

Plymouth in the Rough
from Roy Durand
[SWKCL, Plymouth]
Well done to all those who turned up for
the practice round of the ‘Spring
Handicap Tour’. The scores that have
been returned provide an opportunity for
anyone to win the best improvers trophy.
The first round of the tournament will be
notified shortly and will take place in
about 2 weeks.

Recycling
from Diana Clarke
[SWKCL, Basingstoke]
I intend to do a recycling paper run on
Saturday 2 May. If anyone has any white
paper for me could they take it to the
photocopier on their floor, by the end of
the week. Many thanks.

Searches are usually backed up by a site
survey from experienced engineers.
Please note that staff must speak to
their Head of Section before replying to
any vacancy advertised.
Planning Assistant
North London location

What’ on
yoiwr

Milnd?

from Derek Appleby [SWKCL]

-

A Graduate Town Planner, with up to 2
years experience (RTPI or part qualified)
is required to work alongside one of our
major clients in North London. You will
work exclusively on their development
schemes, including site assembly and
development plan promotion.
highly
You
must
be
energetic,
professional and willing to contribute at
every opportunity to grow our planning
capability.
For more details please contact Gareth
Jones in Basingstoke office or, if you wish
to apply, please call or send details to
Sally Mason ext 210.

Project Manager (Graduate)
Environment Agency, Worthing
12 months secondment
-

Working within the Fluvial New Works
Team, the Project Manager will manage
schemes across the region mainly for
flood defence but also for navigation and
water resources capital works.
Based in the Worthing Regional Office,
the Project Manager will be responsible
for the promotion of schemes, the
management of consultants, liaison with
MAFF, preparation of briefs, co
ordination of inputs from different
departments
and
areas
and
the
management of budgets.
involves
This
opportunity
project
management experience from a client’s
point of view with a friendly and
supportive team. The vacancy has arisen
through the return of Tom Nickalls to
Basingstoke Water Section following a 9
month secondment. Contact Tom for
further details.

For Sale & Wanted
Accommodation Wanted:
Mark Boreham will be joining Project
Management in Basingstoke, from our
Durban office, for a period of approx. 3
will
months.
He
be
needing
accommodation in Basingstoke from
approx. mid May. If anyone can help, or
knows someone who can help, please
contact Julie Prouten on extension 389.

I would like to share with ScottLight
readers the cure to an Office 97 problem
which has, until today, caused the
highly computer-dependent M6 DBFO
site some headaches.
We found that, as time went on,
Office 97 got slower and slower
specifically, when you closed a file the
computer froze for up to two minutes.
The problem has just been traced to
Outlook 97, which maintains a hidden
journal list of all the Office files you’ve
ever opened. Obviously this list just gets
longer and longer the more you use the
computer.
-

The cure is to open Outlook, choose
ToolsOptions, click the Journal tab then
remove the ticks next to the file types.
Alternatively just remove Outlook
altogether.
Incidentally, with the increasing use of
computers throughout the SWK empire,
why not start a ‘computer clinic’ in
ScottLight for common problems? It
would be quicker than relying on PC
PLUS to print your letter and could help
share knowledge.
Ed: A similar suggestion was put forward
as an Idea in Issue 132. We would be
happy to have a section for this but staff
will need to generate contributions, which
ofcourse will be ver’ welcome.

from Phil Deaves [SWR, Swindon]
I would like to respond to André
Gilleard’s article in Scott Light number
138 (week ending 17 April 1998) under
the heading ‘Public Utilities or Similar’.
Here in Scott Wilson Railways we have
been collating utility information for over
18 months now to comply with CDM
(Construction [Design and Management]
Regulations 1994).
We have contact
names, addresses, telephone and fax
numbers of all major and all known minor
utilities in a nation-wide computerised
database.
This database has taken
upwards of 45 man days to produce and
maintain. We have produced marketing
material showing our skills in gathering
services details (particularly buried
services) from the utility companies.

We have already won over £400,000 of
work across almost 400 separate sites
purely gathering services information for
worksites within a railway environment
and would be willing to do the same for
other parts of the Scott Wilson empire.
Additionally, we have written a procedure
which is now being used by Railtrack
Great Western and London & North
Eastern as their datum.
You may like to note that we have
specific knowledge in the more specialist
for
railway environment services;
example Railtrack signalling plans and
routes, Racal Teleconis routes and
equipment, and the Railtrack wayleaves
and easements recording and storage
systems.
If we can be of assistance, please contact
Phil Deaves on 01793 515953 or Andrew
Jenkins on0l793 515261.

V

Ildea of the Week
Fingers for Windows
from Peter Newman
[SWKCL, Basingstoke]
I have recently been learning to type at
evening classes run by the local college.
The college uses a simple and easy to use
PC package called Fingers for Windows
which leads you logically through the
keyboard and takes you some way
towards being able to touch type. Many
staff now are typing their own documents
and would certainly increase their speed
after only around 10 hours using
‘Fingers’. I propose the company
purchases this or a similar package which
could be used by staff to improve their
typing in their own time.

Thought for the week:
“Strangely enough, this is the past that
somebody in the future is longing to go
back to.”
Ashleigh Brilliant
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-
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Institution of Civil Engineers Papers
Competition
Internal Training Sessions
International Board Changes Scott Wilson
International Board Changes further info
Internet address for Hong Kong
Intranet (reply of week from PAG)
IPR Changes in 2000

133
125
127

13/3/98
16/1/98
30/1/98

125
132
133
135
135
130

16/1/98
6/3/98
13/3/98
27/3/98
27/3/98
20/2/98

Jones, Evan

124

9/1/98

Kakumiro-Mubende Road, Uganda
Kent Thameside Regeneration Studies

135
126

27/3/98
23/1/98

London Office Conference Room Bookings

124

9/1/98

LUL Contract Safety and Environmental
Conditions
Lumley, Peter
Luton Parking Studies

132

6/3/98

134
126

20/3/98
23/1/98

127
125
129
128
126
124

30/1/98
16/1/98
13/2/98
6/2/98
23/1/98
9/1/98

-

-

-

128
134

6/2/98
20/3/98

-

-

131
132

27/2/98
6/3/98

131

27/2/98

it4[arch

Glencorse Barracks Refurbishment at
Groynes, Berms & Ferreting
-

-

Babrain discontinuation of e-mail
Bomb Warning
British Aerospace Site, Hatfield
British Consultants Bureau Visit to Georgia
& Azerbaijan

J[a]nuulary

Date

-

-

]1998

Ison

-

-

-

Car Parking Basingstoke
Car Parking at Scott House
Chairman’s Statement not for clients
Charitable Donation RedR International
Coal Authority Project Management
Coichester Garrison PFI
Company Name Changes
Scott Wilson Holdings
Concrete Society Competitions
CONQUEST
Construct Award for Innovation
Construction Act Soon to Become Law
Courier Service
CPR Essay Group
Cross Border Study Phase II
Cycling by Design

131
124
130
132
126

27/2/98
9/1/98
20/2/98
6/3/98
23/1/98

132

6/3/98

131
134
132
131
134
129
128
130

27/2/98
20/3/98
6/3/98
27/2/98
20/3/98
13/2/98
6/2/98
20/2/98

Danish Railway Infrastructure Analysis of
Defence Housing Estates Advisory
Contract
Demolition Consultancy for Avenue Coking
Works, Chesterfield
Doveridge Bypass A50
Dundrennan Training Camp Phase II
Drugs & Alcohol Policy

131
126

27/2/98
23/1/98

134

20/3/98

Matlock H4 Area 14 New Office
McIntosh, Pam
Membership Renewals
Mettam, John
Milford Flood Defences
Milngavie to Larkhall Scheme

129
127
134

13/2/98
30/1/98
20/3/98

National Grid Additional Commissions for
North Coventry Regeneration Study
North Sea Another Steel Skid

125
126
135

16/1/98
23/1/98
27/3/98

Edinburgh Offices There Are TWO
Electronic Mail
Engineering New Record Top 200
International Design Firms
Ethiopia Update on

129
126
131

13/2/98
23/1/98
27/2/98

124
129

9/1/98
13/2/98

133

13/3/98

Facilities Management Contract Awards
Forms
Catering Request

134
134
&135

20/3/98
20/3/98
27/3/98

Pathways Clinics & Helpline
Pathways For Progress Questions and
Answers
Pathways Review
Payroll Arrangements, New
Pensions
PIARC BNC Essay Competition
Planning Division Further Success for
Poland Scott Wilson in
Protective Clothing

134
135
130
125
126
130
134

20/3/98
27/3/98
20/2/98
16/1/98
23/1/98
20/2/98
20/3/98

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

Quarter

Issue

Date

Q83 Owner Driver Mileage Record Cards

135

27/3/98

RedR International Charitable Donation
Rother District Council Infrastructure
Studies for
Route Speed Improvement Studies
Royal Air Force Museum Hendon Asbestos
Removal, Demolition and Contamination

132
126

6/3/98
23/1/98

129
133

13/2/98
13/3/98

Scott Wilson Holdings Company Name
Changes
Scott Wilson International Board Changes
Scott Wilson Pavement Engineering
contact details
Share Offer
Software Copyright
Software Purchasing
Spouse’s Pension on a Member’s Death in
Deferment
Standard Drawing Borders, Scott Wilson
Structural Software
Structural Steel Design Award Scheme
1998
Survey of Consulting Engineers from
Engineering News Record magazine
SWK R&DBS- Member Contributions

132

6/3/98

131
128

27/2/98
6/2/98

124
125
135
127

9/1/98
16/1/98
27/3/98
30/1/98

135
134
124

27/3/98
20/3/98
9/1/98

130

20/2/98

129

13/2/98

127
128
135
133

30/1/98
6/2/98
27/3/98
13/3/98

Timesheets for SWKCL Site Staff
Torbay Ring Road Public Inquiry
TRANSAID Worldwide
Tsing Ma Bridge, Hong Kong

126
130
134
128
134
132
126

23/1/98
20/2/98
20/3/98
6/2/98
20/3/98
6/3/98
23/1/98

Vietnam Q-Mails to

130

20/2/98

Windsor & District Housing Association

135

27/3/98

-

-

-

-

-

Tacis Project Office contact details
Tacis TDP Project
T-Drives Keeping Clean
Thematic Evaluation of the Finnish Foreign
Ministry’s Environment and Development
Co-operation Programme
Timesheet Entries
-

-

-

-2-

i,

i998 January

-

March

All items for inclusion should be mailed, faxed or phoned through to Angela Lowle at Berk House,
Basingstokeby5 p.m. on Mondays. Tel: 01256 461161 x401 Fax: 01256 816835
e-mail: angela.lowleswkeurope.com
Date

To:
Angela Lowle (Basingstoke)
FaxNo: 01256816835
FOR iNCLUSION IN SCOTTLIGHT (continue on a separate page if necessary)
Locatiow

From

x
Idea of the Week
Date

To Angela Lowle (Basingstoke)
My Idea of the Week is (continue on a separate page if necessary):

v

Location
Name
(You do not have to fill in this part if you do not want to this applies to Idea of the Week only)
-

This is a Scott Wilson Holdings publication distributed to all staff in the operating, associated and subsidiary companies in the UK and
Europe. It is notfor outside circulation.
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